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Inverse Solution Techniques For Determining Aquifer 
Parameters From Pump Test Data 
Jonathan Peter Reed 
Abstract 
The estimation of aquifer parameters is often difficult, inaccurate and time consuming. A 
method of analysing pumping test data is presented which automatically estimates aquifer 
parameters. The inverse solution technique of least squares is used to obtain the 
parameters which give the best fit between the observed and theoretical values of 
drawdown. Three different solution methods are presented. Data from a confined aquifer is 
analysed using the Theis solution. For leaky aquifer data, either the Walton or Hantush 
solution may be used. 
The least squares algorithms for the leaky condition were combined with an Hermitian 
interpolation algorithm to reduce the ainning time. In each case the algorithm converged 
from a range of values to the connect solution. The algorithms were validated by comparing 
the results of well documented pumping tests with the results of other authors. A 
programme of fieldwork was conducted which was analysed using the algorithms. The 
results of this analysis were further validated by numerical modelling. The pumping test 
was simulated using the calculated values of aquifer parameters. The theoretical drawdown 
curve matches very closely to the field values observed during the pumping tests. 
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C h a p t e r 1 
I n t r o d u c t i o n 
Know ledge of the e f fec t of g roundwater is necessary when ei ther consider ing water supply 
o r a range of o ther c iv i l eng ineer ing appl icat ions. In some regions of the wor id groundwater 
is an essent ia l part of water supply. In the UK, approx imate ly 3 5 % of f reshwater is obtained 
f r o m g roundwate r sources. Other examp les where groundwater is signi f icant include the 
analys is of con taminan t t ransport and the effect of groundwater on the engineer ing 
proper t ies of so i l , par t icu lar iy where construct ion dewater ing is cons idered. 
Accura te me thods of ca lcu lat ing the parameters which control the f l ow of groundwater is 
thus impor tant . T h e me thod of pumping tests is common ly used to evaluate aqui fer 
parameters . T h e analys is of the d rawdown of the p iezometr ic sur face in response to 
pump ing is used to est imate the aqui fer parameters. 
Th i s research is a i m e d at improv ing the accuracy and speed of the determinat ion of aquifer 
parameters . A n accurate and fast method of analysis is presented, which calculates aquifer 
parameters using ei ther the The is , W a l t o n or Hantush solut ions. The analysis by hand of 
p u m p test resul ts f r o m a comp lex geological system may be dif f icult . Instead, a s impler 
me thod of analy is m a y be used, which would lead to innacurate parameters. The least 
squares a lgor i thms deve loped dur ing th is research reduce the t ime and di f f icul ty invo lved 
wi th the more c o m p l e x methods of analysis. Thus a method may be used that is more 
appropr ia te to the geologica l conceptual mode l . These methods a l low the hydrogeolgist to 
app ly the resul ts of more comp lex analys is with conf idence. 
Aqu i f e r pa ramete rs m a y be de te rmined f r om pump ing test data by severa l methods. This 
research uses the me thod of least squares curve match ing. The inverse solut ion technique 
of least squares eva lua tes the parameters which min imise the d i f ference between the 
1 
obse rved and theoret ica l va lues of d rawdown. The accuracy of the results may be observed 
by compar i ng the ave rage error between the observed and theoret ical d rawdown values. 
A s ign i f icant part of the research consisted of conduct ing f ie ld pump tests in order to 
de te rm ine aqu i fe r parameters . If p u m p tests use high capaci ty pumps over long periods of 
t ime , the resul t ing d rawdown in an aqui fer can be great. If this occurs, the f l ow regime 
wi th in the aqu i fe r is s igni f icant ly d i f ferent to the normal condi t ion. If an invest igat ion into 
wel l y ie ld is being pe r fo rmed , th is is an appropr iate approach to take. However , if the 
aqu i fe r is be ing invest igated to analyse its character ist ics in its normal condi t ion, the results 
of a pump ing test of th is type may g ive mis leading results. It is important to des ign the 
me thod of test ing to ref lect h o w the results wil l be appl ied. 
Th is f ie ldwork invest igated the character is t ics of the aqui fer under normal condi t ions to 
de te rm ine aqu i fe r parameters for use in a model as part of a hydrological invest igat ion. The 
pump ing tests used a l o w capac i ty p u m p and ve ry accurate measur ing equipment . This 
ensured d rawdown w a s smal l compared with the saturated th ickness of the aquifer. Thus 
accura te resul ts were ob ta ined, but the impact on the aqui fer as a whole was min imised. 
The resul ts of th is f ie ldwork and other publ ished pump test data were analysed using the 
least squares a lgor i thms. The analys is of the publ ished pump test data gave results close to 
those obta ined by o ther authors. The average results f rom the analysis of the f ie ldwork 
were used to set the parameters in a two d imensional f ini te e lement mode l . S imulat ions of 
the pump ing tests led to d rawdown curves which matched the observed results w/ell. This 
fur ther va l ida tes the accuracy of the least squares programmes. 
Accura te analys is of pump ing test data is very di f f icul t due to the complex i t ies of most 
real ist ic geolog ica l sys tems. How/ever, the reduct ion in the number of assumpt ions made by 
the me thod of analys is a l lows results to be t reated with greater conf idence. The leaky 
aqu i fer p r o g r a m m e s increase accuracy. However , any results should be t reated with 
caut ion . Exper ience and c o m m o n sense should be used by the hydrogeologist to evaluate 
the accuracy and appl icabi l i ty of all results. 
C h a p t e r 2 
B a c k g r o u n d a n d L i t e r a t u r e R e v i e w 
There is a w ide var ie ty of t e rms wh ich descr ibe the hydrological and physical propert ies of 
aqui fers . T h e s e t e rms are used in the analys is of pumping test data. The first sect ion of 
th is chapter descr ibes these te rms and some hydrological concepts. 
Success ive sect ions consist of a l i terature rev iew which focuses on pumping tests. The 
theor ies of f l o w wi th in s o m e types of aqui fers and the solut ion of these equat ions for the 
case o f radia l f l o w to a p u m p e d wel l are examined . S o m e methods o f apply ing these 
so lut ions to es t imate aqu i fe r parameters using pumping test data are descr ibed. The last 
sect ion descr ibes the subsequent methods of calculat ing aqui fer parameters using computer 
techn iques . 
2.1. Definitions 
Kruseman and de Ridder (1990) def ine a number of propert ies that are used in the analysis 
of pump ing tests. S o m e are inc luded in this sect ion. 
2.1.1. B a s i c c o n c e p t s 
Three types of geolog ica l strata wil l be def ined that character ise aqui fers and groundwater 
f low. T h e f i rst is a n aqui fer , wh ich is genera l ly def ined as a saturated permeab le geological 
unit wh ich may be used to prov ide a water supply. It is able to c a n ^ and t ransmit water. 
Sands and grave ls are a c o m m o n type of aquifer. A n aqui tard is again permeable enough 
to t ransmi t water in s igni f icant quant i t ies, but only over a large area. The permeabi l i ty is too 
l o w to suppor t a product ion wel l o f any signi f icant capaci ty. Clays and shales are examples 
of th is feature . T h e third type is an aquic lude. Th is is considered impermeab le . Some 
unf rac tured igneous or me tamorph i c rocks are regarded as aquic ludes. 
2.1.2. Different t ypes of aqui fers 
Aqu i fe rs are character ised by the nature of the strata that over or underi ie t hem. A conf ined 
aqu i fe r is bounded above and be low by an aquic lude. The water is under pressure and so 
the p iezomet r i c sur face is above the top of the aquifer. A n unconf ined aqui fer is bounded 
be low by an aqu ic lude, but not restr icted on the upper surface. The p iezometr ic surface is 
co inc ident wi th the water table. A leaky aqui fer is bounded by an aqui tard on one or both 
s ides. T h e aqui tard a l lows a quant i ty of water, known as leakage, to re-supply the aquifer if 
the p iezomet r i c sur face of the aqui fer is reduced. W h e n pumping occurs in a leaky aquifer, 
the head is reduced and some of the d ischarge wil l be der ived f rom leakage through the 
aqui tards. These d i f ferent types of aqui fers are shown diagramt ical ly in Figures 2 . 1 , 2.2 and 
2.3. 
2.1.3. P h y s i c a l proper t ies of aqui fers and aqui tards 
Hydrau l ic conduct iv i t y (K) [LT-^j is the rate at which water f lows through a mater ial of unit 
a rea in unit t ime under a unit hydraul ic gradient. It is common ly replaced by transmissiv i ty 
(T) [ L ^ - " " ] , wh ich represents the rate of f l o w over the whole of the saturated th ickness of the 
aqui fer . 
Spec i f ic s torage (Sg) [L"""] is a property of conf ined aqui fers. It represents the vo lume of 
water that a unit v o l u m e of aqu i fer re leases f rom storage under a unit decl ine in head. The 
re lease of wa te r c o m e s f r o m both the compac t ion of the aqui fer and expans ion of the water. 
The storat iv i ty (S) [-] is the speci f ic storage mul t ip l ied by the aqui fer th ickness, or the 
v o l u m e of wa te r re leased f r om the aqui fer when the peizometr ic sur face drops over a unit 
d is tance. 
T h e hydrau l ic res is tance of an aqui tard (c) [T] represents the resistance of an aqui tard to 
ver t ica l f low. It is def ined as the th ickness of the aqui tard, (d) [L], d iv ided by the hydraul ic 
conduct iv i ty of the aqui tard fo r ver t ical f low, (K") [LT'^]. The leakage factor, (L), is a 
measure of the spat ial d ist r ibut ion of the leakage through an aqui tard. It is def ined as 
, and has units of [L]. A large va lue of L represents a l ow leakage rate through the 
aqu i ta rd , and a smal l va lue of La greater leakage rate. 
2.1.4. T h e p u m p test p rocedure 
A pump ing test is a me thod used in order to determine some of the propert ies that are 
descr ibed above . Dur ing a pumping test, water is pumped f r om a borehole and this 
pump ing rate recorded. The chang ing drawdown in the pumped wel l , and also in nearby 
observa t ion wel ls , is recorded as the pumping test progresses. A plan v i e w showing a 
pump ing wel l and three observa t ion wel ls is shown in Figure 2.4. The drav\t lown profi le at a 
part icular t ime is shown as a cross-sect ion through this pumping site in Figure 2.5. Th is 
d rawdown is in the f o rm of a cone of depress ion, the radius of which expands as the 
quant i ty of wa te r r e m o v e d f r om the aqui fer increases.. At the end of the pumping test, the 
p u m p is s topped and the recovery of the water in the v\ffills also recorded. Di f ferent 
me thods o f ana lys is h a v e been proposed, vvtiich a re d iscussed later, in order to calculate 
the aqu i fe r parameters f r o m this drawdovm data. 
2.2. Theories of flow in aquifers and the analysis of pumping test data 
T w o aqu i fe r t ypes are cons idered in this sect ion, the first a conf ined and the second a leaky 
aquifer. T h e prev ious work examined descr ibes the theoret ical behav iour of f l ow within 
these aqui fers , and the solut ion of these equat ions when consider ing radial f l ow to a wel l . 
Methods of ca lcu la t ing the aqu i fer parameters by analys ing pumping test data are then 
d iscussed. 
2.2.1. C o n f i n e d Aqui fe rs 
2 .2 .1 .1 . So lu t ions to f l o w in conf ined aqui fers 
The is (1935) ana lysed the f l o w of water in a conf ined aqui fer by using an analogy to heat 
f low. Th is so lut ion is based on a number of restr ict ive assumpt ions. These are:-
1. T h e aqu i fe r is con f ined . 
2. T h e aqu i fe r has a seeming ly inf inite areal extent. 
3. T h e aqu i fe r is homogeneous , isotropic and of un i form th ickness over the area 
in f luenced by the test. 
4. Pr ior to pump ing , the p iezometr ic sur face is horizontal (or neariy so) over the area that 
wil l be in f luenced by the test. 
5. T h e aqu i fe r is p u m p e d at a constant d ischarge rate. 
6. T h e wel l penetrates the entire th ickness of the aqui fer and thus receives water by 
hor izontal f low. 
The so lut ion der i ved by The is to de termine the d rawdown, s, was reported as: 
S = - ^ W ( U ) (2.1) 
4 ; r / 
where the The i s wel l func t ion , W(u) is def ined as: 
Wiu) = ] ^ d y (2 .2 , 
u y 
r'S 
and U = — (2.3) 
where t is the t ime s ince pump ing started. 
The is a lso inc luded the analys is of the recovery of groundwater af ter pumping has ended. 
The residual d rawdown can be eva luated by introducing an imaginary recharge wel l , of 
ident ical but opposi te f low, at the t ime pumping stopped. The pumping is considered as 
con t inuous and equat ion 2.1 adapted to calculate the residual d rawdown, s', as: 
S'=^.{W{U)-W(U')} (2.4) 
4 ; r / 
where u ' = - ^ (2.5) 
Jacob (1940) der i ved the fundamenta l di f ferent ial equat ion govern ing the f l ow of water in an 
elast ic ar tes ian aqui fer . For radial condi t ions this equat ion is wr i t ten: 
1 
r ' dr dr 
= S . - (2.6) 
Jacob so lved th is fo r the case of radial f l ow and determined the same solut ion as Theis 
ob ta ined (equat ion 2.1) by using the heat f l o w analogy. 
2.2.1.2. Use of the The is equat ion to determine aqui fer parameters 
The aqu i fe r parameters of t ransmiss iv i ty and storat iv i ty may be determined using the Theis 
equat ion and data f r om pump ing tests. Due to the comp lex nature of the equat ion, these 
va lues m a y not be ca lcu la ted analyt ical ly , and an al ternat ive solut ion method must be used. 
Three me thods have been put forward to so lve the equat ion and so determine these aquifer 
parameters . T h e f i rst is the cu rve match ing or log-log method, the second the straight l ine 
or semi - log me thod and the third the slope match ing method. 
Jacob (1940) descr ibed the log-log or cu rve match ing method, dev ised by Theis . This 
me thod de te rm ines t ransmiss iv i ty and storat iv i ty by a method cal led type curve matching. 
A The is cu rve is shown in Figure 2.6, and the curve matching procedure is shown 
graphica l ly in F igure 2.7. T h e method of curve f i t t ing by hand is summar ised below:-
1. Prepare a type curve of the The is wel l funct ion using log-log paper, wi th \N{u) plotted on 
the y ax is against 7/u on the x axis. 
2. Plot the observed data on log- log paper, wi th d r a w d o w n ' s ' on the y ax is and 't/fi' on the 
X ax is . It is impor tan t that the graph paper used for each curve is to the same scale. 
3. Supe r impose the observed data cu rve on the theoret ical curve. Keep the axes parallel 
and ad just the data cu rve to obta in a 'best match ' with the theoret ical type curve. 
4. Se lect a 'ma tch point ' , and read f r om this point the va lues of 'W(u)', '1/it, and the 
cor respond ing va lues o f ' s ' and 't/r^. Choosing s imple va lues of W(u) and 1/u (e.g. 1.0 
and 10.0) s impl i f ies the calculat ions. 
5. Ca lcu la te the va lue of T by subst i tut ing the va lues of W(u), s and Q in equat ion 2 . 1 . 
T h e va lue of S can then be ca lcu lated using equat ion 2.3. 
In o rder to pe r fo rm th is cu rve match ing technique it is necessary to evaluate the well 
func t ion , W(u). Jacob g a v e a ser ies approx imat ion to evaluate the well funct ion, which is 
de f ined as fo l lows: 
(2.7) 
Cooper and Jacob (1946) observed that if an interval of t ime has passed since a \Ne\\ has 
begun d ischarg ing , t hen the drav^Jown increases approx imate ly in proport ion to the 
logar i thm o f the t i m e s ince pump ing star ted, and decreases in proport ion to the logar i thm of 
the d is tance f r om the pumped wel l . They also establ ished that for smal l va lues of u the 
ser ies app rox ima t ion fo r the va lue of W(u) could be s impl i f ied to: 
|/l/(u) = l n ( ^ J-0.5772 (2.8) 
T h e y de te rm ined that th is approx imat ion is acceptable for va lues of u < 0.02. 
The semi - log approach was then dev ised in order to determine aqui fer parameters. Three 
equat ions were deve loped wh ich conta ined only three var iab les, the d rawdown s, radial 

















Equat ion 2.9 can be used when the d rawdown at several wel ls at the same t ime are known 
by plott ing d rawdown against log.,^/-. Th is is shown in Figure 2.8. Equat ion 2.10 may be 
used w h e n the d rawdown in one v\/ell is observed over t ime, by plott ing the drawdown 
against log.,Qf. F igure 2.9 shows this procedure for observat ion wel ls at 30 , 90 and 215 
met res f r o m the p u m p e d wel l . The drawdown f rom many wel ls can be used in equat ion 
2.11 by comb in ing the radius r and t ime t into one var iab le, r^^. Th is var iable is plotted on 
the log sca le against d rawdown. The drawdown data f rom all three observat ion wells should 
l ie on the s a m e straight l ine. A graph showing this method is presented in Figure 2.10. 
T o ca lcu la te the va lues of t ransmiss iv i ty and storat ivi ty, the slope and the intercept of the 
graph are measured . T h e s lope of the graph corresponds to the te rm outside the square 
brackets, and so the appropr ia te equat ion can be used to calculate the va lue of 
t ransmiss iv i ty . T h e t e rms inside the square brackets correspond to the intercept, and so the 
storat iv i ty can be eva lua ted . 
These me thods were then ex tended to a more general ised fo rm. Th is al lows the 
in terpretat ion of pump ing test data f r om observ ing drawdowns in an area where several 
wel ls are pump ing s imul taneously . 
But ler (1990) cons idered the two methods descr ibed above , ( log-log and semi- log) , and 
eva lua ted the d i f fe rence in the va lues of t ransmissiv i ty and storat iv i ty that would be 
obta ined if the me thod were used in an aqui fer where the f l ow propert ies were not uni form. 
These me thods were cons idered for three di f ferent si tuat ions. The first is observ ing the 
d rawdown in a p u m p e d wel l and the second for an observat ion weW. The third considerat ion 
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i nvo lved examin ing wh ich method to use when consider ing the ob ject ive of conduct ing the 
pump ing test. 
T h e mater ia l c lose to a pumped wel l may be of anomalous propert ies due to the 
heterogene i ty of the aqu i fer mater ia l and/or the ef fect of the well being dri l led. If the semi -
log me thod is cons idered , t ransmiss iv i ty is calculated f rom the gradient of the drawdown 
wi th respect to t ime . T h e change in d rawdown is a funct ion of the va lue of t ransmissiv i ty at 
the f ront of the cone of depress ion. A s pumping progresses, the front of the cone of 
depress ion m o v e s away f r om the pumped wel l . The is (1940) stated that af ter a signif icant 
t ime , the mater ia l c lose to the wel l does not contr ibute to the discharge to the wel l , but 
se rves as a condui t to t ransport water f rom a distance. Thus the semi- log method measures 
the t ransmiss iv i ty at the edge of the cone of depression, which is independent of the 
mater ia l be tween this point and the pumping wel l , which may be of anomalous propert ies. 
However , the va lue of storat iv i ty is calculated f rom the 'x' intercept of the graph. Thus the 
va lue of s torat iv i ty ca lcu la ted is dependent on the va lues of t ransmissiv i ty between the 
pump ing wel l and the f ront of the cone of depression. 
W h e n us ing the log- log method , the total d rawdown, not the change in drav^Jown, is 
measu red . T h u s m a n y en-ors, such as head losses, may be inc luded in the determinat ion of 
the aqu i fe r propert ies. A lso , when curve match ing, the part of the curve which is of greatest 
curva tu re is heav i ly emphas ised . These are the results which reflect the mater ial near the 
pump ing we l l . T h u s when analys ing data f rom a pumping wel l , But ler suggests that the 
semi - log me thod wil l be more accurate. 
A s the pump ing test cont inues, the va lue of t ransmissiv i ty may change. These changes 
m a y be ca lcu la ted using the log- log method as the heavy weight ing of the near well material 
becomes less impor tant . W h e n using the semi- log method, the va lue of t ransmissiv i ty 
ca lcu la ted wi l l change as the front of the cone of depression moves into mater ia l of di f fer ing 
propert ies, and the s lope of the l ine will change. 
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W h e n cons ider ing the results of calculat ing t ransmissiv i ty and drawdown f rom observat ion 
wel ls , the d i f fe rences between the semi- log and log-log methods are min imised. As the 
d is tance f r o m the p u m p e d wel l increases, the v o l u m e of the aqui fer control l ing the 
d rawdown is s igni f icant . Thus the errors int roduced by the anomalous propert ies of the 
mater ia l near the wel l are negl ig ib le. The case of the observat ion wel l being si tuated within 
a n o m a l o u s proper t ies is a lso cons idered. Th is case was found to min imal ly impact 
d rawdown , and thus the va lues of t ransmiss iv i ty and storage calculated using either the 
semi - log or log- log me thod wil l be an accurate representat ion of the mater ial between the 
p u m p e d and observa t ion wel l . The log- log method is l ikely to g ive a better average va lue of 
aqu i fer propert ies. 
W h e n conduct ing a pump ing test, the in format ion required should point to the best method 
of analys is . If the potent ial wel l y ield is being invest igated, the semi- log method would be 
the best approach . The log- log method could also be used, if data f rom an observat ion 
borehole were ava i lab le . However , if the total d rawdown af ter a certain period of pumping 
was requ i red , the va lue of t ransmiss iv i ty f rom a log-log method would be more appropriate. 
C h o w (1952) deve loped a s lope match ing method to determine the va lues of t ransmissiv i ty 
and storat iv i ty . Th is method enables these va lues to be calculated f rom the gradient of the 
d rawdown curve . Va lues of t ransmiss iv i ty and storat iv i ty can thus be calculated at di f ferent 
t imes dur ing the pump ing test, and any var iance in the va lues observed. One reason for a 
change in the va lues is the compac t ion of the aqui fer as a result of pumping. 
C h o w def ines ano ther wel l funct ion F(u), as 
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Af te r d i f ferent ia t ing equat ion 2.1 and fur ther manipulat ion. C h o w establ ished a relat ionship 
be tween F(u) and W(u) as : 
F(u) = W{uye/^. (2.13) 
and w h e n u is ve ry sma l l , e " 1.0 and equat ion (2.13) becomes: 
C h o w a s s u m e d th is to be t m e for u < 0 . 01 . A graph may be plotted to determine the 
re lat ionship be tween the va lues of W(u), F(u) and u. The va lue of F(u) can be calculated by 
drawing a tangent to the d rawdown curve , and measur ing the gradient. W(u) and u can then 
be der i ved f r om the graph of F(u) and W(u). Once W(u) and u are known, the va lues of 
t ransmiss iv i ty and storat iv i ty are calculated f rom equat ions 2.1 and 2.3. 
T h u s C h o w presented a method to calculate the va lues of t ransmissiv i ty and storativi ty 
using the s lope of the d rawdown curve. The method can observe the changing va lues of 
t ransmiss iv i ty and storat iv i ty as the pumping test progresses, and removes the e lement of 
h u m a n error f r o m the curve match ing procedure. However, when using Chow's method by 
hand , the accuracy wil l be reduced as the act of drawing a tangent to the drawdown curve is 
a lso l ikely to be a f fec ted by h u m a n error. 
Rai (1985) presented a method which fo l lowed the analyt ical deve lopment of C h o w (1952). 
It uses a f in i te d i f fe rence method to calculate the va lues of t ransmissiv i ty and storat ivi ty 
f r om the The is equat ion. Rai def ines the funct ion, f(u), as 
f(u) = W{u)-e" = - ^ (2.15) 
/dt 
T o eva lua te the aqu i fer constants the right hand side of equat ion 2.15 is wr i t ten in f ini te 
d i f fe rence f o r m . The drawdowns, and are evaluated at t imes and respect ively. 
T h u s f(u) can be wr i t ten as 
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V ^2 - f 1 A K^2+U J 
and thus the va lues of T and S calculated f rom equat ions 2.1 and 2.3 respect ively as: 
1 = — ^ r l /V( t7 ) (2.16) 
and 
S = — ^ - ^ X ^ (2.17) 
Rai a lso expanded th is me thod to use three sets of pumping test data measured at equal 
t ime in terva ls . Th i s imp roves the accuracy of the calculat ion of f{u). Th is method al lows 
the aqu i fe r parameters , t ransmiss iv i ty and storat iv i ty, to be eva luated at d i f ferent t imes 
dur ing the pump ing test. Thus a number of points can be chosen to evaluate these 
parameters . 
2.2.2. Leaky aquifers 
2 .2 .2 .1 . Ana lys is of leaky aqui fers including the permeabi l i ty of the aquitard 
The analys is of f l o w in leaky aqui fers int roduces more complex i ty , due to the leakage 
th rough the aqui tard to the aquifer. Jacob (1946) eva luated the condi t ion of an artesian bed 
wh ich is over la in by a semi -perv ious conf in ing bed. The assumpt ions made in th is analysis 
are: -
1. T h e head in the layer supply ing the leakage is constant. 
2. The permeabi l i ty contrast between the semiperv ious layers and the artesian sand is 
very great , so that the f l o w is ver t ical in the semiconf in ing beds and horizontal in the 
ar tes ian sand . 
3. S torage in the imperv ious layers is neglected. 
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Jacob deve loped an equat ion wh ich descr ibes the radial f l o w of water in a leaky artesian 
aqui fer . Th i s govern ing equat ion is wr i t ten: 
£ S ^ ds_^ ds b 
dr'^r'dr~a''dt^^'a 2+-:-^=Z2-^+s--2 (2.18) 
where a = ^l{K6/S) 
b = V(K7d'S) 
T h e so lu t ion fo r th is equat ion was then eva luated for radial f l ow for both transient and 
s teady state condi t ions, wi th a boundary at a distance that is mainta ined at a constant head. 
These so lu t ions are comp lex . The prob lem was invest igated fur ther by Hantush and Jacob 
(1955) . In th is case the prob lem was so lved for the case of the outer boundary removed to 
inf inity. T h e so lut ion presented is again complex , but a s impl i f icat ion fo r the transient 




where the W a l t o n wel l func t ion is def ined as 
,2 T and 1} -
/d' 
It is c lear that as the leakage factor , L - ^ < x > , equat ion 2.20 reduces fur ther to 
Q r e x p ( - y ) ^ 
S = - j — J ay which is the The is solut ion (equat ion 2.1) 
Hantush (1956) expanded this work on the theory of f l ow in leaky aqui fers by presenting two 
methods to ca lcu la te the coef f ic ients of t ransmissiv i ty , s torage and leakage, one for steady 
state and the second for t ransient condi t ions. The m a x i m u m , or steady state drawdown was 
f irst ca lcu la ted by let t ing t approach infinity. The solut ion fo r d rawdown under these 




where is the s teady state d rawdown and KQ(X) is a modi f ied Bessel funct ion of the 
second k ind and of zero order. 
T h e me thod of s teady distr ibut ion of d rawdown may be used when the va lue of r/L is smal l 
(< 0.05) . In th is case, equat ion 2.21 may be approx imated as: 
^230} 
log40'89;{) (2.22) 
Thus if the s teady state d rawdown at a ser ies of wel ls at d i f ferent radii f r om the pumped well 
is recorded, a plot of against r on semi- log paper wil l exhibi t a straight l ine. Whe re r/L is 
large, the points wil l f o r m a curve . The slope of the straight l ine is equal to (2.3Q/2nT) f rom 
wh ich T m a y be ca lcu la ted. The va lue of L may also be evaluated by measur ing the 
intercept on the log ax is , r^. L may then be calculated f rom L = 0.89rQ. A va lue of the 
s torage coef f ic ient may not be ca lcu lated using this method as it uses steady state data. 
The second me thod , fo r a non-steady distr ibut ion of d rawdown, uses a semi- log plot of the 
t ime d rawdown curve . Th is method calculates the leakage, t ransmissiv i ty and storat ivi ty 
us ing the in f lect ion point f r om the t ime vs . d rawdown curve. Th is method is compl icated 
and wou ld be ve ry suscept ib le to h u m a n error. 
W a l t o n (1970) descr ibed a curve match ing method to calculate the va lues of t ransmissiv i ty, 
s torat iv i ty and the leakage factor. The method is s imi lar to that of the The is curve matching 
me thod , except in th is case there is a ser ies of curves, for d i f ferent va lues of r/L, as shown 
in F igure 2 . 1 1 . O n c e the va lue of r/L has been de termined, it is then possible to calculate 
the va lue of K', the ver t ica l permeabi l i ty of the aqui tard. 
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2.2.2.2. Ana lys is of leakv aqui fers including the permeabi l i ty and storat iv i tv of the aquitard 
Al l o f the a b o v e theor ies were deve loped subject to the three assumpt ions made at the 
beginn ing of sect ion 2.2.2. However , o f ten the conf in ing bed yields signif icant amounts of 
wa te r f r o m storage, wh ich is ignored by the methods above. Hantush (1960) deve loped a 
so lut ion to the d rawdown in a leaky ar tesian aquifer, wh ich takes both the vert ical 
permeabi l i t y and storat iv i ty of the aqui tard into account. 
Hantush deve loped the fo l lowing equat ion for d rawdown in a leaky aqui fer fo r earty t ime, 
w h e n f < ( c / ' S 7 1 0 K ' ) : 
S = -^W(u,p) (2.23) 






Solut ions fo r longer t ime were also g iven , fo r three di f ferent cases of geological format ions. 
W h e n the rat io of S'/S is sma l l , then the contr ibut ion to leakage f r om the storage is 
negl ig ib le, and equat ion 2.19 may be used to calculate d rawdown in the aquifer. 
W a l t o n (1970) used th is method to calculate aqui fer parameters. The method is descr ibed 
and va lues of the Hantush wel l func t ion , equat ion 2.24, are also g iven. The Hantush curves 
are shown in F igure 2.12. 
2.2.2.3. Ana lys is of leaky aqui fers inc luding the aqui tard parameters and drawdown in the 
u n p u m p e d aqu i fer 
N e u m a n and W i the rspoon (1969a) recognised that the assumpt ion made by Jacob and 
Hantush that there wou ld be no d rawdown in the unpumped aqui fer which over i ies the 
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aqui tard wou ld on ly be t rue at smal l va lues of t ime. Thus they proposed a method to 
ana lyse the t ransient f l o w in a leaky two aqui fer sys tem. The only assumpt ion made is that 
the f l o w is ver t ica l in the aqui tard and hor izontal in the aqui fers. They have thus expanded 
the Hantush so lu t ion that inc ludes leakage (1960) to include the d rawdown in the unpumped 
aqui fer . 
A so lu t ion to th is genera l p rob lem was put fonward which gave drawdown in the pumped and 
u n p u m p e d aqu i fers as wel l as the aqui tard. The solut ion was then modi f ied for the case of 
no d rawdown in the unpumped aquifer, wh ich was shown to agree with the Hantush solut ion 
(equat ion 2.23) . By reduc ing the permeabi l i ty of the aqui tard to zero, the aqui fer is in effect 
con f ined , and the so lut ion aga in reduces to the The is solut ion (equat ion 2.1). 
Fo l lowing the publ icat ion of the theory of f l ow in leaky aqui fers that took drav\^own in the 
u n p u m p e d aqu i fe r into account , N e u m a n and Wi therspoon (1969b) examined the theories 
of f l o w proposed by Hantush and Jacob (1955) and Hantush (1960). The val id i ty of the 
assumpt ions m a d e to deve lop these theor ies are d iscussed, and the accuracy of the 
me thods exam ined . 
W h e n cons ider ing the assumpt ion that the storage of the aqui tard may be neglected 
(equat ion 2.19, the 'r/L solut ion' ) , the fami ly of type curves is s imi lar to the Neuman and 
Wi the rspoon so lut ion fo r smal l j3. The only d i f ference is that as t ime increases, the Neuman 
and Wi the rspoon so lut ion slowly d iverges f rom the Theis solut ion, and the r/L solut ion 
converges to it. Thus it can be seen that only a smal l en-or wil l be introduced if the r/L 
solut ion is used to ana lyse the pump test results, if the va lues of r/L and j3 are smal l (<0.01). 
A t ear iy t ime fo r a sys tem where the aqui tard storage is signif icant, the ef fect of pumping 
water f r o m the lower aqu i fer has not s igni f icant ly a f fected the unpumped aquifer. Thus 
most of the leakage at ear iy t ime is f rom the aqui tard. The quant i ty of water that recharges 
the aqu i fe r f r o m the aqui tard is highly dependent on the va lue of storage. Thus the r/L 
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solut ion e f fec t ive ly d isregards the leakage at eariy t ime, and thus cannot f o rm an accurate 
representa t ion of the aqu i fer d rawdown. Consider ing th is a rgument as t ime increases 
towards s teady state, it can be seen that the port ion of recharge f r om storage will be 
negl ig ib le. T h u s the r/L so lut ion can be appl ied as steady state is approached. It can be 
cons idered as accura te when t ime , 
f > — ( 2 - 2 6 ) 
The so lu t ion of no d rawdown in the unpumped aqui fer was also considered, for equat ion 
2.23 ( the '/3 solut ion' ) . A s was d iscussed eariier, at eariy t ime the drawdown in the 
u n p u m p e d aqu i fer wil l be negl ig ib le and so the j3 solut ion can be appl ied when the t ime. 
,2 .27 , 
i ' / l ) 
However , th is is on ly t rue fo r the d rawdown in the pumped aqui fer and aqui tard, not the 
u n p u m p e d aqu i fe r itself. A t ear iy t ime the N e u m a n and W t h e r s p o o n solut ion is a single 
type cu rve , so the range of va lues fo r the unpumped aqui fer has no effect. But as t ime 
increases, the s ingle type curve becomes a fami ly of curves, and so the d rawdown in the 
u n p u m p e d aqu i fer can have a signi f icant ef fect on the aqui fer sys tem. 
T h e magn i tude of the errors in t roduced by ignoring the d rawdown in the unpumped aquifer 
is dependen t on the coef f ic ients of the pumped aqui fer and aqui tard. As the ratio between 
the character is t ics of the pumped aqui fer and the aqui tard increases, the errors introduced 
are reduced , a lso depend ing on the ratio of the t ransmissiv i ty and storage coef f ic ients of the 
p u m p e d and u n p u m p e d aqui fers. 
F rom th is eva lua t ion of the techn iques fo r est imat ing the propert ies of leaky aqui fers, it can 
be seen that the j3 so lut ion is a more accurate representat ion of the drawdown in aquifers 
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t han the r/L so lut ion. N e u m a n and Wi the rspoon also examined the typical errors that could 
occur due to the analys is of f ie ld data using the r/L solut ion, and found that these en-ors 
cou ld be substant ia l . 
W a l t o n (1979) rev iewed the methods avai lab le to calculate the aqui fer character ist ics of 
leaky aqui fers . So lu t ions were g iven for a range of practical s i tuat ions, using the theory 
f r om Hantush and Jacob (1955) and Hantush (1960) as descr ibed above . Solut ions were 
g i ven fo r va ry ing d ischarge rates, storage capaci ty of the pumped well and partial 
penet ra t ion of p u m p e d and observat ion wel ls. 
T h e ana lys is of pump ing tests in leaky aqui fers to determine aqui fer parameters is highly 
comp lex . However , if the aqu i fer sys tem is over s impl i f ied the results wil l lead to errors. 
T h u s a ' t rade o f f needs to be made between accuracy and practical i ty. It must be possible 
to ca lcu la te aqu i fe r parameters using an eff ic ient method , wi thout a loss of accuracy. The 
hydrogeolog is t can then have conf idence in the results of the analysis and may pursue the 
ob jec t ives of the project. 
2.3. Computer methods to calculate aquifer parameters from pumping 
test data 
T h e use of compu te r methods are able to great ly increase the speed of analysis, thus 
enabl ing a more c o m p l e x and accurate approach to be taken than a manual method in the 
s a m e , o r less t ime . It is impor tant , however , that the method used is appropr iate to the 
conceptua l mode l . The geo logy must be quant i f ied and the f l o w reg ime understood, in 
order that the correct approach is taken. 
Many d i f ferent compu te r methods have been proposed which may be used to determine 
aqu i fer pa ramete rs f r o m pumping test data. First the techniques that match observed and 
theoret ica l va lues of d rawdowns wil l be d iscussed. The next sect ion examines the slope 
match ing me thods , wh ich match the der iva t ive of the observed drav»«lowns with t ime against 
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theoret ica l va lues . T h e last sect ion examines other methods which use, fo r example , f inite 
e lement techn iques . A numbe r of methods in all of these sect ions use the theory of least 
squares. Th is theory m in im ises the d i f ference between the observed and theoret ical values. 
T h e theory of least squares is examined in detai l in sect ion 4.2.4. 
2.3.1. Curve matching methods 
S a l e e m (1970) produced a compu te r p rogramme which used non- l inear p rogramming to 
de te rm ine parameters . Th is p rog ramme was used to calculate the va lues of t ransmissiv i ty, 
s torat iv i ty and leakage coef f ic ients for ei ther a conf ined or a leaky conf ined aqui fer system. 
McE lwee (1980) used non- l inear least squares and sensit iv i ty analysis to determine 
conf ined aqu i fer parameters . In th is approach , the sensit iv i ty coef f ic ients, ds/dS and 
ds/dT are de te rm ined by d i f ferent iat ing the Theis equat ion for d rawdown in a conf ined 
aqu i fer (equat ion 2.1). These funct ions can then be used to evaluate the impact on 
d rawdown of chang ing the va lues of t ransmiss iv i ty and storage. Th is approach is then used 
as part of a least squares analys is to est imate the parameters of a conf ined aquifer. 
Th is wo rk was ex tended fur ther by McElwee and Paschetto (1982) when the p rogramme 
w a s a l tered so that it cou ld be m n using a hand-held calculator. Up to 44 drawdown- t ime 
pairs cou ld be input s imul taneous ly . The p rog ramme used sensit iv i ty analysis and non-
l inear least squares, as before. A n indicat ion of the accuracy of the results was g iven by the 
inc lus ion of the root m e a n square en-or between the observed and calculated va lues of 
d rawdown , using the f inal va lues of t ransmiss iv i ty and storativity. 
A me thod was also proposed by Rayner (1980), which calculated the va lues of 
t ransmiss iv i ty and speci f ic storat iv i ty using a hand-held calculator. Th is also uses the 
me thod of least squares, and the equat ion min imised is the Cooper Jacob equat ion (2.10). 
Th is p r o g r a m m e had a restr ict ion that the va lue of u should be less than 0.02. Drawdown 
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data wh ich lead to va lues of u wh ich are greater than 0.02 wil l be eariy t ime data which may 
be en-oneous due to the nature of data f r om a pumping test. 
Chander , Goya l and Kapoor (1981) proposed a method which used the Marquardt a lgor i thm 
and non- l inear least squares to de termine conf ined and leaky aqui fer parameters , using the 
The is (2.1) and Hantush /Jacob (2.19) equat ions. The Marquardt a lgor i thm determines the 
f inal va lues of aqu i fe r parameters by calculat ing increments in the parameters that will 
m in im ise the en-or between calcu lated and observed va lues of d rawdown. It is s imi lar in 
me thod to that of McE lwee (1980). 
Butt , C o b b and McE lwee (1982) fur ther ex tended the work by McElwee (1980) by expanding 
the sensi t iv i ty analys is to eva luate the parameters of leaky aqui fers using the 
Hantush /Jacob equat ion (2.18). Th is work was very s imi lar to that of Chander , Goyal and 
Kapoor (1981) , but more mathemat ica l detai l was g iven. The leaky equat ion was f irst 
eva lua ted using the Laguerre Quadrature fo rmula . However , it was found to be inaccurate 
at smal l va lues of u. Thus fur ther methods were used in order to eva luate the leaky well 
func t ion W(u,R/L) fo r all necessary va lues of u and r/L. 
T h e sensi t iv i ty coef f ic ients , ds/dS and ds/dT were eva luated analyt ical ly by apply ing 
Leibni tz 's rule. The va lue of ds/dL was eva luated using numer ica l techniques due to the 
comp l i ca ted nature of the funct ion . 
T h e va lues of these sensi t iv i ty coef f ic ients were then examined . Graphs vjere plotted which 
showed h o w the va lue of the coef f ic ients changed with increasing distance f r om the weW, 
and as t ime increased at a part icular radius f rom the wel l . These graphs can then be 
inten"ogated and c o m p a r e d to the changes observed in practise in a leaky aqui fer when a 
pump ing test is pe r fo rmed . These coef f ic ients are more ful ly d iscussed in chapter 7. 
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T h e sensi t iv i ty coef f ic ien ts were then used to compute the 'best fit' aqui fer parameters in a 
least squares sense. Th is best f i t can be assessed by examin ing the va lue of the root mean 
square ( rms) en^or be tween observed and calculated drawdowns. Th is a lgor i thm was 
capab le of ca lcu la t ing the aqui fer parameters for a leaky conf ined system quickly and 
easi ly. 
Das Gup ta and Joshi (1984) presented a method based on min imis ing the integral square 
en-or to de te rm ine aqu i fe r parameters fo r a conf ined sys tem. The method fo l lows the 
me thod of cu rve match ing and is able to ident i fy and el iminate data which is erroneous in 
order to select the g roup of observat ions which most closely fo l lows the theoret ical curve, 
and needs no init ial approx imat ion of the aqui fer parameters. 
T h e me thod takes a 'curve shi f t ing' approach. If the type curve W(u) versus u were plotted 
on a graph wi th the data f r o m a p u m p test of s versus r^/t, the data w«uld be of fset 
hor izonta l ly by \n(4T/S) and vert ical ly by \n{QI4nT). A procedure is set up which moves the 
theoret ica l cu rve f irst hor izontal ly and then vert ical ly by changing the va lue of the aqui fer 
parameters . Th i s process is repeated and the percentage dev ia t ion of each point f rom the 
theoret ica l cu rve is ca lcu la ted. The segment of data with the m i n i m u m var ia t ion is then 
used to ma tch the two curves , and thus a certa in port ion of the data is e l iminated f rom the 
procedure. Th is is t hen repeated until a preassigned m i n i m u m number of points are left 
wh ich best f i t the type curve such that the integral square en-or is a m i n i m u m . 
S o m e p rob lems m a y be incurred wi th th is point e l iminat ion approach, as the aqui fer is l ikely 
not to c o n f o r m to the str ingent assumpt ions made by the The is fo rmula . Contr ibut ion f rom 
leakage is possible and wou ld reduce draw^jowns towards late t ime. Th is a lgor i thm \MDuld 
disregard these points as they \NOU\6 not be a good fit to the classical so lut ion, but this wrauld 
g i ve a fa lse ind icat ion of the real aqui fer parameters. 
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Mukhopadhyay (1985) a lso used a curve shi f t ing method to obta in va lues of the aqui fer 
pa ramete rs fo r a con f ined sys tem. It uses the assumpt ion made by Cooper and Jacob to 
app rox ima te W(u) f o r va lues of u < 0.05 and so only uses data that con fo rms with this 
assumpt ion . The aqu i fe r parameters that are calculated are the best in the least squares 
sense. T h e me thod w a s tested and found to calculate parameters that were close to those 
of o ther methods . 
Y e h (1987a) deve loped a method to de termine aqui fer parameters fo r a conf ined system. 
Newton 's f in i te-d i f ference method was used to so lve the sys tem of non- l inear equat ions. 
T h e non- l inear equat ions were the f irst partial der ivat ives of the error between the observed 
and theoret ica l da ta , wi th respect to t ransmiss iv i ty and storat ivi ty. 
The va lues of the parameters S and l e a n then be determined by using Newton's f ini te 
d i f fe rence me thod . These va lues were then used in a non- l inear least-squares algor i thm to 
de te rm ine the aqu i fer parameters . The p rog ramme uses all of the data f rom the pumping 
test , conve rged quick ly and accurately. 
Bardsley (1991) used a point f i t t ing method in order to determine aqui fer parameters for a 
con f ined sys tem. T w o methods are descr ibed. The first uses two d rawdown/ t ime pairs. 
Th is pair of va lues is then used to compu te va lues of t ransmissiv i ty and storat iv i ty that will 
enable a theoret ica l d rawdown curve to pass through the prescr ibed points. These va lues 
are ca lcu la ted by locat ing the zero of a s imple funct ion. 
T h e second me thod uses three drawdown/ t ime pairs of data, and incorporates the presence 
of a s ingle l inear aqu i fe r boundary of zero d rawdown or constant head. Th is process uses 
image wel l theory in order to de termine the aqui fer parameters. These point f i t t ing methods 
are sub jec t ive . If the chosen points are not ref lect ive of the pumping test, inaccurate va lues 
wou ld result . A n u m b e r of d i f ferent points should thus be chosen, in order to observe any 
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large var ia t ions in the ca lcu la t ion of the parameters. However, if a var ia t ion in the 
pa ramete rs occurs , there is no process by which inaccurate va lues may be disregarded. 
A l va rez and Kohl beck (1991) used a least squares method to determine aqui fer parameters 
fo r a leaky aqui fer . The Hantush and Jacob (1955) leaky equat ion was evaluated and a 
n u m b e r o f non- l inear opt imisat ion methods used to search for a solut ion which g ives the 
m i n i m u m en-or in a least squares sense. The p rogramme was tested against pump test data 
f r o m other publ icat ions, and also two p u m p tests in Co lombia . 
2.3.2. Slope matching methods 
Slope match ing methods de te rmine the va lues of the parameters by evaluat ing the slope of 
the d rawdown equat ion wi th respect to t ime. Th is provides a d i f ferent method of solut ion to 
the cu rve match ing me thods descr ibed above . 
Gr imes tead (1981) used Newton 's i terat ive method to solve the The is equat ion using two 
dravwJown/t ime pairs. The The is equat ion was manipu la ted, d i f ferent iated and the va lue of 
(S/T) de te rm ined by Newton 's i terat ive method using the equat ion: 
(^L_^^ W,\n {Ah,QM I^2Q.W,) ^^^^^ 
exp{-u,)-(w,IW,)eyp(-u,) 
Once the o p t i m u m va lue of (S/T) had been calcu lated, the va lue of T and hence S could be 
de te rm ined . T h e p rog ramme requires an est imate of the va lue of (S /7 ) . 
Rai in t roduced a s lope match ing method which used f ini te d i f ference calculat ions to 
de te rm ine aqu i fer parameters , based on the method dev ised by Chow. Th is method is 
d iscussed in sect ion 2.1.1.2. 
Sen (1986) a lso invest igated the calcu lat ion of the parameters by a s lope match ing method. 
Cu rve match ing me thods match observed and theoret ical va lues of d rawdown. As these 
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cu rves over iap , the der iva t ives of the curves should also be identical at the match points. 
T h e s lope match ing method matches these slopes, rather than the va lues of drawdown. 
The s lope of a log- log type curve can be def ined as: 
cfln [W(u) 
a = u ; 
" W{u) 
T h e v a l u e s of W(u) and W'(u) can be eva luated f rom the ser ies approx imat ion (equat ion 
2.7) . T h u s the s lope, a , at any point can be def ined as: 
" " - " i ^ T T T (2.30) W{u) 
T h u s two t ime vs . d rawdown pairs can be used to calculate the va lues of u and W(u). The 
va lue of a can be ca lcu la ted f r o m : 
fs / ^ 
I" % 
CC= ) : ' " /< (2.30) 
In 
Th is va lue of a may then be used to f ind u f r om a table of va lues. The va lue of W(u) is then 
ca lcu la ted using equat ion 2.30. Equat ions 2.1 and 2.3 are then used to determine the 
va lues of T and S. Th is process can be repeated fo r a number of d i f ferent t ime vs. 
d rawdown pairs and a sequence of parameter est imat ions recorded. 
T h e d i f ferent s lope match ing methods are examined by G u z m a n - G u z m a n and Sr ivastava 
(1994) . These me thods de te rmine the va lue of the s lope, or the t ime der ivat ive of the 
d rawdown equat ion in order to calculate the aqui fer parameters. 





Th is equat ion can then be d i f ferent ia ted to g ive the va lue of the slope as: 
f — = a e x p 'y'^ 
dt 
(2.32) 
Di f ferent me thods are d iscussed wh ich determine the va lue of ds/dt. The va lues of a and 
j3 c a n t hen be de te rm ined using two solut ion methods. The first uses two successive points 
to de te rm ine the va lue of s lope, and so can show h o w the va lues of the aqui fer parameters 
change wi th t ime The second method uses a straight l ine method to calculate an average 
va lue of parameters , and uses the least-squares method to obta in the best fit. 
Four me thods of ca lcu la t ing ds/dt are examined below. 
a) Th is me thod uses a central d i f ference scheme, s imi lar to that dev ised by Rai. This 
is: 
(2.33) 
^ S 3 - S 1 -By s —So (—fi / 
and f j - r — ^ = a-exp 
T h u s the va lues of a and /3 can be determined at the average t ime va lue (^2 + ^3)/2, g iven 
two drav\«Jown/time va lues . 




. T h e f in i te d i f fe rence f o rm can then be wr i t ten as: 
a e x p 
In 
- A / (2.34) 
c) Sen took a doub le logar i thmic approach to solv ing the equat ion, which can be 
wr i t ten as: 
(9(lns) _ a 
d{\nt)~~s 
exp (2.35) 
Th is is t hen wr i t ten in f in i te d i f ference f o rm as: 
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In ^ ' + 1 / 
In 
; = a e x p 
V / ''• 
(2.36) 
d) A d i f ferent approach was proposed in the paper which inc luded a der ivat ive of the 
wel l func t ion . Th is was wr i t ten as: 
ds 
dW 
= a e x p 
V 
(2.37) 
wh ich can be wr i t ten in f in i te d i f ference fo rm as: 
W Pa •w 
= a e x p P . - P . (2.38) 
where fig is an init ial guess fo r the va lue of j3. 
These me thods were used to eva luate both synthet ic and f ie ld data. The method devised 
by Y e h , wh ich used the s lope of the d rawdown with respect to the logar i thm of t ime, and 
me thod (d) , wh ich invo lved the der ivat ive of the d rawdown with respect to the well funct ion 
were f ound to g i ve the best results. 
2.3.3. Further methods 
Rushton and Chan (1976) deve loped a discrete space/discrete t ime model which s imulated 
the f l o w of g roundwater towards a wel l . The method is a f ini te e lement method in which all 
the d i f ferent componen ts of the f l o w sys tem may be incorporated. The method was tested 
fo r both a con f ined and leaky aquifer, and was found to agree wi th the classical solut ions. It 
is a lso possib le to use th is model to invest igate local ised changes in parameters. 
Ho lzschuh (1976) deve loped a compu te r method to analyse pumping test data using the 
Hantush in f lect ion point method . A n example is g iven f r om which aqui fer parameters are 
ca lcu la ted wh ich c losely ma tch previously calculated va lues f rom type curve analysis. 
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Motz (1990) deve loped a model which determined t ransmissiv i ty and leakage by 
cons ider ing the s teady state d rawdowns at d i f ferent d istances f rom a line sink (canal) . A 
dra in func t ion w a s deve loped and a type curve plotted. The steady state drawdowns can 
then be c o m p a r e d against th is type curve and the t ransmissiv i ty and leakage determined. 
Doher ty (1990) eva lua ted aqu i fer parameters using data f rom a pump test in the work ings of 
a d isused underground mine. The object of the test was to determine the long term inf low of 
wa te r to the m ine . W a t e r was extracted f r om the aqui fer through the network of mine 
work ings. Th is comp l i ca ted pumping test meant that standard methods could not be used to 
de te rm ine the aqu i fe r parameters . A mathemat ica l model was set up which incorporated 
l inear f low, s ink s torage and a connect ion to the regional groundwater reg ime. Numerical 
inverse Lap lace t rans fo rmat ions are then used to so lve the problem and the aqui fer 
parameters es t imated using non- l inear least squares analysis. 
Th is l i terature r e v i e w has d iscussed a large number of methods avai lab le fo r the 
de te rmina t ion of aqu i fer parameters by analys ing pump test data. These have included 
both hand and compu te r methods. It has also discussed the assumpt ions made by some of 
these methods , and so those that are more accurate and re levant to the f ie ld si tuat ion 
encounte red may be used to deve lop a method of pump test analysis. 
2.4. Conclusions 
T h e a im of th is research is to produce a tool to est imate aqui fer parameters using pumping 
test data. T h u s it shou ld be accurate and able to work in a var iety of si tuat ions. Some of 
the most accura te me thods of p u m p test analysis were discussed in the sect ion above. 
They are site speci f ic , and so take into account all of the known geological data. T o periderm 
such analys is fo r every p u m p test wou ld be t ime consuming and expensive. However, such 
analys is wou ld be war ran ted in cer ta in s i tuat ions where extens ive knowledge of the aquifer 
parameters w a s requi red. 
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The method chosen is that of curve matching using a least squares algorithm, for confined 
and leaky aquifers. This will estimate the parameters that minimise the difference between 
the observed and theoretical drawdown. The research aims to calculate aquifer parameters 
using the Hantush solution to drawdown in a leaky aquifer. This represents a more complex 
solution than Walton, as it takes the storage of the aquitard into account. This will thus 






Figure 2.1: An unconfined aquifer 
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Figure 2.2: A confined aquifer 





Figure 2.3: A leaky aquifer 
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Figure 2.5: Cross-section through the pumping site showing 
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Figure 2.8: The constant time method of evaluating aquifer parameters. 
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Figure 2.9: The constant radius method of evaluating aquifer parameters. 
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Figure 2.10: The constant tlr^ method of evaluating aquifer parameters. 
From Cooper/Jacob, equation 2.11. 
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This fieldwork was earned out in conjunction with Oxford Geoteehniea Limited (OGL). OGL 
had been instmeted to develop a mathematical model to study the groundwater behaviour at 
a proposed mineral extraction site. The fieldwork was conducted so that the parameters 
necessary for the development of this groundwater flow model could be provided. 
3.2. Site description 
3.2.1. Geographical features 
The proposed extraction site covers an area of 63.3 Hectares (Ha) and is cun-ently 
agricultural land. It is essentially a ridge of ground which slopes East towards the coast and 
West towards a local stream network. To the South-West of the site at a distance of 
approximately 600 metres there is a Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI). The model 
was developed in order to evaluate the impact of the mineral extraction on the flow of water 
to this SSSI. 
3.2.2. Geological features 
The surface geology is made up of a sandy gravel which varies in thickness across the site. 
This is an alluvial terrace deposit. The gravel reaches a maximum thickness of 
approximately 6 metres, reducing to less than 3 metres at the Western boundary and 1 
metre at the Eastern boundary of the site. 
Beneath the sand and gravel lies a formation which may be divided into three sections. The 
uppermost formation (underiying the sandy gravel) is the upper sand layer. Where this is 
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weathered this is a yellow to pale grey, well sorted, fine to very fine sand, occasionally with 
beds of clayey fine sand and very sandy clay. Where it is unweathered, it is a greenish grey 
colour. 
Below the sand layer lies a silty sand formation. The boundary between the two formations 
is difficult to define as it is gradational. The two formations are distinguished by their 
relative plasticity values, the silty sand being more clayey. A clay layer forms the lowest 
formation of the group. It is expected that the thickness of this formation is in excess of 50 
metres. 
The fieldwork only investigates the characteristics of the upper two formations, the sandy 
gravel deposits and the upper sand. 
3.3. Pump test equipment 
A variety of pump tests were performed which produced the data analysed in this research. 
The pump tests were conducted by using a Grundfos MP-1 2" electric pump. The water was 
pumped from a standpipe, and the resulting drawdown due to the pumping recorded in 
observation boreholes. The drawdown was measured using high quality pressure 
transducers and logging equipment. The pressure transducers were secured to the bottom 
of the boreholes, and the head of water above them measured every 10 seconds. 
A full description of the pumping test equipment used for the fieldwork is included in 
Appendix C1. 
3.4. Pump test design 
A total of 12 boreholes were available for pump tests. Standpipes or piezometers were 
located within the boreholes. These could be used to record the water level in either the 
sandy gravel (surface formation) or the underlying sand. An approximate schematic plan 
showing the borehole locations is shown in Figure 3.1. 
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Some of these boreholes contained two 50 mm standpipes, one in the gravel and one in the 
sand formation. Some contained only one standpipe, and one piezometer tube. The 
Gmndfos MP1 electric pump could be used to pump water from the 50 mm standpipes. The 
Waterra hand pump was used to pump water from the piezometer tubes. 
The accuracy of pumping tests is greatly enhanced by recording the drawdown in an 
observation well at a distance from the pumped well as the pumping test progresses. This 
was only possible in one region, where boreholes 16, 17 and 18 are situated. A diagram 
showing the construction of these boreholes is shown in Figure 3.2. The positions of these 
boreholes relative to each other was designed in order to maximise the results from the 
pumping tests. This was achieved by first obtaining an estimate of the aquifer parameters. 
These parameters were then used in a simulation of a pumping test of typical duration and 
flowrate using the one dimensional finite element model, CVM"". An estimate of the 
drawdown at different radii was thus produced for a typical pumping test. This information 
was used to specify the distances these boreholes should be drilled relative to each other. 
3.5. Method of pump testing 
The pump tests were conducted in the following manner:-
1. The borehole from which pumping was planned was purged using the Waterra hand 
pump. This removed silt that was left in the well from the drilling. This operation was 
carried out the day before pumping was planned. This allowed groundwater levels to 
recover before pumping began. 
2. The data collection equipment was installed in the observation boreholes. First the 
level of water below ground level was measured using a dipmeter and the level 
recorded. The pressure transducer was then lowered to the lower part of the borehole. 
It was secured to the borehole using plastic ties so it could not be accidentally moved. 
"•CVM - Curved Valley Model, Oxford Geotechnica Limited, 1994. 
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The pressure transducer was then plugged into the logging recorder. The logger was 
initialised, and the time and initial measurement noted. This process was repeated in 
all of the observation wells. 
3. A pressure transducer was secured to the riser of the Grundfos MP1 pump in a 
position that would be below the water level. The Gmndfos MP1 pump was then 
lowered into the pumping borehole, and secured. It was necessary to ensure that the 
head of the pump was above the bottom of the borehole. 
4. The logger in the pumped borehole was initialised. Once the water levels had reached 
steady state, the value of the flow gauge was recorded and the pump started, noting 
the start time. 
5. At the end of the pumping test, the pump was stopped and the time noted. The water 
in the riser was prevented from flowing back into the borehole by sealing the outlet 
pipe, forming a simple non return system. The pump was not removed until the 
recording of the recovery of the groundwater within the boreholes was complete. 
6. The average discharge during the test was determined by calculating the difference 
between the start and finish values of the flow gauge, and dividing this value by the 
total pumping time. 
Table 1 shows a summary of the pump tests canned out using the Grundfos electric pump. 
3.6. Analysis of the fieldwork 
The fieldwork was analysed by hand using the straight line (semi-log) method, of drawdown 
versus time during pumping and during recovery. The analysis was restricted to that of a 
confined system, and so the values of transmissivity (m^/s) and storativity were calculated 
using the drawdown analysis, and transmissivity only calculated from the analysis of the 











6 Sand 13/10 
1994 
0.305 1.5 BH 06 Gravel Re-inject to BH 
06 gravel layer. 
6 Sand 13/10 
1994 
0.338 2.0 BH 06 Gravel Discharge at a 
distance from 
the pumped well 
7 Sand 14/10 
1994 
0 0 BH 07 Gravel Yield of well too 
low for the MP 1 
pump. 
7 Gravel 14/10 
1994 
1.05 2.0 BH 07 Sand Discharge at a 
distance from 
the pumped well 
8 Sand 15/10 
1994 
0 0 BH 08 Gravel Yield of well too 
low for the MP 1 
pump. 
8 Gravel 15/10 
1994 
0 0 BH 08 Sand Yield of w/ell too 
low for the MP 1 
pump. 
16 Gravel 18/10 
1994 
1.32 5.0 BH 16 Sand 
BH 17 Gravel 
BH 18 Gravel 
BH 18 Sand(3) 
Discharge at a 
distance from 
the pumped well 
17 Gravel 20/10 
1994 
1.34 4.0 BH 16 Sand 
BH 16 Gravel 
BH 18 Gravel 
BH 18 Sand(3) 
Discharge at a 
distance from 
the pumped well 
18 Gravel 24/10 
1994 
1.33 6.5 BH 16 Sand 
BH 16 Gravel 
BH 17 Gravel 
BH 18 Sand(3) 
Discharge at a 
distance from 
the pumped well 
16 Sand 25/10 
1994 
0.511 4.0 BH 16 Gravel 
BH 17 Gravel 
BH 18 Gravel 
BH 18 Sand(3) 
Discharge at a 
distance from 
the pumped well 
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16 Sand 25/10 
1994 
0.45 1.5 BH 16 Gravel 
BH 17 Gravel 
BH 18 Gravel 
BH 18 Sand(3) 
Re-inject to BH 
16 gravel layer. 
18 Gravel 26/10 
1994 
1.49 1.0 BH 16 Gravel 
BH 17 Gravel 
Re-inject to BH 
17 gravel layer 
18 Gravel 26/10 
1994 
1.35 1.0 BH 16 Gravel 
BH 17 Gravel 
Re-inject to BH 
16 gravel layer 
17 Gravel 26/10 
1994 
0.39 1.0 BH 16 Gravel 
BH 18 Gravel 
Re-inject to BH 
16 gravel layer 
17 Gravel 26/10 
1994 
0.83 1.0 BH 16 Gravel 
BH 18 Gravel 
Re-inject to BH 
18 gravel layer 
16 Gravel 27/10 
1994 
0.87 1.0 BH 17 Gravel 
BH 18 Gravel 
Re-inject to BH 
17 gravel layer 
16 Gravel 27/10 
1994 
0.87 1.0 BH 17 Gravel 
BH 18 Gravel 
Re-inject to BH 
18 gravel layer. 
Table 3.1: Summary of the pump tests using the Grundfos pump 
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Figure 3.1: A schematic plan of the site, showing the borehole 
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Computer methods to calculate aquifer parameters from 
pumping test data 
4.1. Introduction 
During the fieldwork a series of pump tests was completed, the data from which were 
analysed to determine the aquifer parameters using the Cooper and Jacob (1946) semi-log 
method. This technique is simple, but only transmissivity and storativity are determined as 
it is the solution to the governing equation of flow in a confined aquifer (equation 2.6). 
Computer methods were developed to calculate aquifer parameters from pumping tests in 
both confined and leaky aquifer systems. The method used is a least squares curve fitting 
algorithm, where parameters are calculated that give the smallest error between the 
observed and calculated values of drawdown. 
The simplest case was solved first, which analyses the results of a pumping test in a 
confined aquifer using the solution developed by Theis (equation 2.1). The Walton formula 
(equation 2.19) for drawdown in a leaky aquifer was used, thus introducing the vertical 
permeability of the aquitard. The final solution examined is that of Hantush (equation 2.23). 
This solution includes the storativity of the aquitard, and was considered by Neuman and 
Witherspoon (1969b) as being the most accurate method of determining aquifer parameters 
from pumping test data, v\flthout including drawdown in the aquifer overiying the aquitard. 
These methods calculate results quickly, accurately, and are in a form which may be easily 
included in a technical report. 
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4.2. Confined aquifers 
4.2.1. The Theis equation 
Theis determined a solution to radial transient flow in a confined aquifer. Recalling this 
equation from chapter 2, the drawdown s can be written as follows: 
. s = ~ WM (41) 
For confined conditions the well function W(u) is defined as: 




4.2.2. Evaluation of the Theis equation 
The well function W(u) has a solution in the form of a series approximation. Recalling the 
series approximation from chapter 2: 
2 3 { \ " 
i/V(u) = - 0 . 5 7 7 2 - l n ( u ) + u - ^ + j ^ - . . . + ^ " ^ j ^ (4.4) 
For simplicity a table of values of W(u) is presented in Appendix D1. 
Two approximations can be made to evaluate the function W(u) for high and low values of 
u. The first was derived by Cooper and Jacob (1946) for small values of u, and was 
presented in section 2.2.1. This approximation is: 
W(u) = \n(Xi)-0.5772 (4.5) 
and can be used for values of i; < 1.0 x lO'^. The second approximation, for values of 
u > 1.0, is written: 
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W{u) = ue" (4.6) 
where = 2.334733 = 0.250621 
/J, = 3.330657 ^2= ' '•681534 
which is an approximation of the exponential integral. 
Thus three methods are used to evaluate the Theis well function, W(u). 
u < 1.0 X 10"2 Cooper/Jacob approximation 
1.0 X 10-2 < u < 1.0 Series approximation 
u > 1.0 Exponential integral approximation 
4.2.3. Least squares algorithm for the Theis equation 
The computer curve fitting method is effectively a more rigorous approach of the log-log 
curve matching method devised by Theis, and reported by Walton (1940). If the Theis 
solution is examined, the drawdown during a pumping test, s, is a function of 5 parameters 
as follows:-
s^f{r,t,Q,T,S) (4.7) 
If a pumping test is performed, the radius r, flowrate Q and the time t at which drawdown 
measurements are taken are all known. This leaves two unknowns, transmissivity l and 
storativity S. This technique estimates these parameters by determining the values of 
transmissivity and storativity which give the minimum difference between the theoretical 
and observed values of drawdown for all the points recorded during the pumping test. 
4.2.4. Theory of least squares curve matching for two variables 
The theoretical drawdown at any time, s, is a function of transmissivity and storativity. Thus 
if these values are changed by small amounts, 47 and AS, there will be a small change in 
drawdown, 4s. This is written as: 
( s + A s ) . = s , - H ^ - A 7 - + ^ - A S (4.8) 
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ds ds 
To determine values of transmissivity and storativity that give the 'best fit' between the 
observed and theoretical values of drawdown, the square of the difference between these 
values, x< should be minimised (Kreyszig, 1988). 
X = US,-Sij (4.10) 
where n is the number of time vs. drawdown observation pairs, / a particular observation at 
time t and S, the measured value of drav\Ajown, s, at observation point /. 
The minimum value of x will be when 
^ a n 6 ^ = 0 (4.11) 
This is shown diagramatically by Figures 4.1 and 4.2. Figure 4.1 shows the value of % for a 
hypothetical pumping test in a confined aquifer. The variables radius, flowrate, time and 
storativity are known. The only unknown is transmissivity. Using the Theis solution, a range 
of theoretical drawdown values is calculated over a number of values of transmissivity. As 
the observed drawdown is known, the value of % may be calculated. This is plotted against 
the range of transmissivity values. The point of least error, where x is a minimum, is at the 
minimum of the graph. This is where (9;f;/(97' = 0. Thus the point where dx/dT = OvA\\ 
lead to the 'best fit' values of aquifer parameters. Similarly, Figure 4.2 shows the value of % 
where the unknown is storativity. 
Differentating equation 4.11 with respect to T and S gives:-
and 
| = - 2 | ( s , - s r ) (.13. 
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where k is the iteration number. We know 
and substituting for As from equation 4.9 
(4.14) 















dT • dS 
Substituting these values into equation 4.11 and rean-anging gives the same solution: 
This can be written in matrix form as 
(4.18) 









Equation (4.21) can then be used to solve for 47 and 4S 
(4.19) 
(4.20) 
{ A 7 , A S } ; = ( [ j f [ j f M ' ^ { s , - s J 





This process is repeated until the successive changes in l and S have become sufficiently 
small. 
4.2.5. Application of least squares curve matching to the Theis equation 
In order to use this algorithm successfully, the partial derivatives of the theroetical 
drawdown (for Theis), with respect to transmissivity and storativity must be evaluated. To 
determine these values, it is required to differentiate the Theis well function, W(u), with 
respect to u. Noting that the well function, W(u), may be determined from evaluating the 
exponential integral, which may be approximated as: 
W{u) = } — du^e-" V _ 1 / , + 2 / , _ 3 i / , . . . H r - n / ' (4.23) 
Differentiating equation (4.23) with respect to u: 
du 
{l/V(iy)} = - e - " .n+1 
+ e' /u^ /u' / u * 
( - i r - ( n + 1 ) L 
,n+2 (4.24) 
ds ds 
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4.2.6. Computer programme CONPUTS (CONfined PUmp Test Solutions) 
The least squares method described above requires a large number of calculations before 
the parameters that give the best fit between the observed and theoretical values of 
drawdown are determined. A computer programme was produced to complete these 
calculations quickly and accurately, and so estimate the confined aquifer parameters. The 
programme was written in FORTRAN77 and compiled with a Microsoft FORTRAN 4.1 
compiler. A complete listing of the programme is included on the floppy disc in Appendix 
D17. The main features of the programme, and the user information, are described below. 
Figure 4.3 shows a flowchart of the main programme. The programme first calculates the 
values of drawdown at each time value using the cun^ent transmissivity and storativity 
parameters. The difference between the observed and calculated values is then evaluated. 
The least squares algorithm is then used to calculate increments of transmissivity and 
storativity to reduce the difference between the observed and theoretical values. The 
programme iterates until the difference between the errors of successive iterations has 
become sufficiently small. Figures 4.4 and 4.5 show the flowcharts for the two subroutines. 
Subroutine DELTA calculates the value of W(u), using the appropriate method from section 
4.2.2. It is essential that these methods are accurate. In order to assess this accuracy, the 
subroutine was tested and the results compared with the standard values of W(u), shown in 
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Appendix D1. The results of these tests are tabulated in Appendix D2. This table shows 
that these methods accurately determine W(u). 
4.2.7. User information 
The input data must be stored in the form of a datafile called THEISIN.DAT. This file gives 
data about the pumping rates, observed drawdowns and an initial guess of transmissivity 
and storage. It is important that the values are in the connect columns, otherwise the 
programme will be unable to read the values correctly. 




Columns 1 -10 




Columns 1-10 Transmissivity guess (m^/s) 
Columns 10-20 Storativity guess 
Rows 5 to end (2 F10.4) (Repeat for each time value) 
Columns 1-10 Time (s) 
Columns 10-20 Drawdown (m) 
Number of observations 
Maximum number of iterations 
Convergence factor (m) 
Radius (m) 
Flowrate (m^/s) 
The number of time vs. drawdown pairs should not exceed 100. It is important that the data 
should be input using the con-ect units and formats. An example of an input file is presented 
in Appendix D3. 
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To run the programme, first ensure that the input file is in the same directory as the Theis 
least squares programme, CONPUTS. Then type the name of the programme, CONPUTS, 
followed by a cariage return. When the programme has finished mnning a message will 
appear saying 'STOP - Programme terminated'. The results can then be examined in the 
output file, THEISOUT.DAT. 
If the programme crashes during a run, it is usually because the input guesses of 
transmissivity and storativity were not close enough to the solution, or some of the input 
data was wrong. Check the input data, and change the values of the guesses of 
transmissivity and storativity. 
The output file, THEISOUT.DAT, first presents the input data. After each iteration, the 
computer writes the average en"or, ^ , from equation 4.10 and the new values of 
transmissivity and storativity to the datafile. When the difference between the en-ors is less 
than the convergence factor, or the maximum number of iterations have been completed, 
the programme stops iterating. The values of transmissivity, storativity and final root mean 
square error are output to this datafile . A table of time, observed and theoretical head 
values is produced, using the 'best fit' values of transmissivity and storativity. An output file, 
using the data in Appendix D3, is presented in Appendix D4. The log values of time and 
drawdown are also given. These values may be imported to a spreadsheet and the results 
plotted to observe the accuracy of the results. 
4.2.8. Testing the CONPUTS programme 
A hypothetical pumping test of six hours duration in a confined aquifer was used to test the 
programme. Data was produced which simulates the drawdown in an observation well 20 
metres from the pumped well during the pumping test. This data is shown in the input file in 
Appendix D3. The programme was then mn, with input 'guess' values of 7 = 250 m /^day 
and S = 5.0 X lO""*. The output file is shown in Appendix D4. The programme took 7 
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iterations, with a convergence factor of 1.0 x 10-''° The best fit values of transmissivity and 
storativity are: 
Transmissivity = 510.93 m2/day 
Storativity = 9.683E-04 
Root mean square error = 2.05 mm 
A graph showing the hypothetical drawdown, the input and 'best fit' values of drawdown are 
shown in Figure 4.6. 
This data were also used to test if the programme converged with wide ranging input values 
of transmissivity and storativity. It is important that the programme converges. The 
accuracy of the result is shown by the magnitude of the root mean square en-or. A number 
of different starting values were used. The input 'guess' values of transmissivity and 
storativity ranged between 5 and 2500 m^/day and 1.0 x lO""" and 1.0 x 10"^ respectively. 
The greater the difference between the input values and the results, the more iterations 
were required to achieve convergence. In only one case convergence was not achieved, 
when the input values were T = 5 m^/day and S = 0.1. The results of these tests are shown 
in Appendix D5. In every case where convergence was possible, the programme converged 
to the parameters determined in the first test. 
4.2.9. Conclusion 
An algorithm has been produced which calculates the values of confined aquifer parameters 
accurately and efficiently. The programme converges well, even if the parameter guesses 
are inaccurate by up to two orders of magnitude. However, the validity of the assumptions 
made by Theis must be questioned. It is extremely unlikely that an aquifer will be 
completely confined. In practice, it is more likely for the aquifer to show leaky 
characteristics. In this case, as pumping continues, leakage of water through the overiying 
or underiying aquitard will contribute to the discharge. This will result in reduced drawdown, 
particulariy at late time. The leaky condition will next be investigated, to devise an 
algorithm that reflects this situation. 
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4.3. Leaky aquifers - the Walton case 
As the time since the start of the pumping test increases, the contribution to discharge from 
leakage through the aquitard will be more significant. Eventually leakage will dominate, and 
all of the water that is discharged from the weW will be derived from leakage. Thus if a leaky 
aquifer is analysed as a confined aquifer, the parameters determined will be inaccurate, 
because of the different methods of flow within each aquifer. 
4.3.1. The Walton equation 
Walton described the 'r/L method of leaky aquifer pump test analysis. The theory behind 
this method is the solution to drawdovm in a leaky aquifer devised by Hantush and Jacob 
(1955). This incorporates the vertical permeability of the aquitard. Recalling this equation 
from chapter 2: 
Q 
s= (4.27) 
where the Walton well function is defined as: 
The method of curve matching by hand is identical to the Theis method described in section 
2.2.1. However, instead of matching against a single curve, the Walton solution is 
presented as a series of curves. The position of these curves is dependent on the value of 
leakage, L. The individual curves are labelled by the dimensionless quantity 'r/L', thus this 
method is known as the 'r/L' method. The least squares theory used to solve this problem 
will incorporate three variables, transmissivity T, storativity S and the leakage factor L. 
From the graph of the Walton equation, (Figure 2.11) it can be seen that the value of 
W(u,r/L) tends to a steady state value as the value of u decreases. This is explained by 
considering the response of a leaky aquifer system during a pumping test. When the time is 
reached where all the discharge from the well is derived from leakage through the aquitard, 
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the drawdown within the pumped aquifer will reach steady state. This drawdown 
corresponds to the drawdown when time reaches infinity, which would lead to a value of 
u = 0. This in turn leads to a simpler solution to the Walton well function, of \N(0,r/L). 
As the value of L increases, the quantity of leakage is reduced. Thus when 'r/L' is small, the 
aquifer will show non-leaky characteristics, and so the problem may be solved using the 
confined aquifer theory. In this case, the value of \N[u,r/L) will be calculated from \N{u,0). A 
table of values of W{u,r/L) is shown in Appendix D6. 
The Walton well function, \N{ii,r/L), cannot be approximated by a simple power series, as in 
the case of the Theis function. Instead, a numerical method was used. 
4.3.2. Evaluation of \N{u,r/L) 
This method was developed to calculate the value of W(u,r/L) for the normal case, where no 
approximations can be made. In order to increase accuracy of the numerical method, the 
function \N(ii,r/L) was calculated as a function of \n(u). Thus \N(w,r/L) was determined, 
where v = The Walton well function thus becomes: 
w ( u / / } = w { v / / } = i expl-y)- exp dy (4.29) 
The function W(v,r/L) is determined using the trapezoidal rule at different values of y. The 
first value is where y = v, and then the value of y is increased until the value of W(v,r/L) 
tends to zero. The trapezoidal mle sums the individual values of W(v,r/L), and hence 
evaluates the integral. 
A graph of the function W(v,r/L) is shown in Figure 4.7. The value of the function is high for 
small values of u. Then as the value of y increases, W(v,r/L) decreases. As the scale is 
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logarithmic, the increments in y become slightly greater with each iteration. This process 
continues until the value of \N(y,r/L) < 1.0 x 10" .^ 
4.3.3. Evaluation of VJ{0,r/L) 
For this case, where u = 0, a second method of determining \N{y,r/L) is used. A graph of 
this function is shown in Figure 4.8. The graph shows the function has a low initial value 
which then increases to a peak and subsequently reduces to zero. The function is evaluated 
using the trapezoidal rule. The difference between the case of \N(v,r/L) and \N{0,r/L) is that 
for this case an initial value o f ' / was determined from which point the iterations would 
begin. If the Walton well function is examined (equation 4.28), it can be seen that a value 
of u = 0 would lead to two infinite terms. 
A simple method of calculating a starting value was devised. The parameter W was 
assigned an initial value of -17.0, con-esponding to u = 4.0 x lO-^. From the calculations of 
the well function, there is negligible difference between this starting position and u = 0. The 
exponential equation was then evaluated, and 'y" increased until the magnitude of this 
expression was greater than a certain minimum value. This value o f ' / is then used as the 
starting value. The trapezoidal mie is used to evaluate the integral. However, instead of 
continuing until the magnitude of the well function is less than a minimum value, the 
integration takes place over a range of values of y. 
In addition, the evaluation of the function \N{y,r/L) at the initial value of 'y" may yield a small 
value. In this case, the same procedure as the calculation of \N{0,r/L) is used. However, 
instead of assigning an initial value of v= -17.0, the first value of vis calculated from v = 
\r){u). The evaluation of the well function is then earned out in exactly the same manner. 
4.3.4. Evaluation of \N{u,0) 
The third case, of the Theis condition, was solved using the power series developed in the 
algorithm for the CONPUTS programme. 
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4.3.5. Defining the regions v\^ere the approximate methods are used to evaluate 
W(u,r/L) 
Appendix D6 gives values of the Walton weW function, W(u,r/L). This table also shows 
where the approximations of W(u,r/L) may be made. To use these approximations, which 
would reduce computer calculation time and increase accuracy, these regions, with respect 
to 'u' and 'r/L, must be defined. Using the data from the table of values of W(u,r/L) 
(Appendix D6), the values where the approximations began were plotted on a log-log graph 
of 'W against 'r/L'. This graph is presented in Figure 4.11, and shows that these points lie on 
a straight line. From this, it is possible to define the regions where the approximations to 
W(u,r/L) may be made. 
The first approximation is for the case of W(0,r/L). The line that defined this area is: 
a = 0.55 ln(u) +2.56 
= 0.55 V+2.56 (4.30) 
Thus if a value of a is calculated, and is found to be < ln(r/L), the point where W(v,r/L) is 
required must lie above the 'a' line shown in Figure 4.11. Thus the approximation of 
W(u,r/L) = W(0,r/L) should be used. 
In a similar manner an approximation to the Theis condition was defined over the range of: 
2.5x 10-3 < u < 1.0 
The line that defined this area was: 
/3 = 0.5 ln(u) -2.5 
= 0.5 V-2.5 (4.31) 
Thus if a value of jj is calculated, and found to be greater than the value of ln(r/L) and within 
the defined range of u, the approximation to Theis should be used. 
Appendix D7 shows comparisons of W(u,r/L) calculated using these methods, and the 
con-esponding values obtained from the table in Appendix D6. It can be cleariy seen from 
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this table that the values of W(u,r/L) may be calculated accurately for a range of values of 
both u and r/L 
4.3.6. Least squares algorithm for the Walton solution 
The theory of least squares was developed in section 4.2.4. It is simple to expand this from 
two to three variables. The variables used in this least squares algorithm are those of 
transmissivity T, storativity S and the non-dimensional leakage coefficient, r/L. The value of 
L, and hence the aquitard vertical permeability, may be easily determined as the radius is 
known. To simplify the mathematics, the value of r/L is represented by A. 
4.3.7. Theory of least squares curve matching for three variables 
The drav\Ajown during a pumping test in a confined leaky aquifer, s, is dependent on the 
following paramerers:-
s = f(r.t.Q,T,S,L) (4.32) 
During a pumping test, the radius, time and flowrate may all be measured. The unknowns 
that effect the drawdown at any point in time, s, are the transmissivity, storativity and 
leakage. Changing these values by small amounts AT, AS and 4A, will result in a small 
change in drawdown. As. This is written as: 
, . ds ds ds 
( s + A s ) . = s , + — • A r + — • A S + — - A A (4.33) 
i.e. A s = - ^ - A r + ^ - A S + ^ - A A (4.34) 
dl db dk 
The object is again to minimise the difference, between the observed and theoretical 
values of drawdown. 
;t = l ^ ( s , - S , f (4.35) 
(=1 
where n is the number of observation points, / a particular observation point in time and 
Sjthe measured value of drawdown, s, at observation point /. 
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The minimum value of % will be when 
(4.36) 
Continuing with this theory as before, the drawdown at the next iteration can be calculated 
from: 
5s ds 
sf + — • A r + — • A S + — - A A dT dS 
(4.37) 
Substituting for sf"^ ^ and setting ^ and - ^ = 0 gives three similar equations: 
oT dS OA 
This can be written in matrix form as:' 
f ] [ j ] { A r , A S , A A } [ = [ / ] { s - s } , 
where 
'df 'dS 'dX 
dS2 dS2 
W 




Equation (4.41) can then be used to solve for AT, AS and AX: 
{ A r , A S , A A } ; = ( [ j f M ) ' ' [ j f { s , - s J (4.41) 
For the next iteration, {f.S.Ajj^^, are estimated from: 
{r,S,A},^, = {r,S,A},+{Ar,AS,AA}, (4.42) 
This process is repeated until the successive changes in T, S and A have become 
sufficiently small. 
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4.3.8. Application of least squares curve matching to the Walton equation 
The values of ds/dT, ds/dS and ds/dX must be determined in order to use the least 
squares algorithm. The Walton equation is more complex than the Theis case. Some 
numerical approximations need to be made in order to evaluate these functions. 
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dT~ AnT du dX 
(4.43) 
dW{u,X) , d\N{u,X] 
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Substituting for the values of — and — gives 






ds Q (dW{u,Xy 
dX AnT dX 
(4.44) 
(4.45) 
In order to evaluate these equations it is first necessary to calculate dW{u,X)/dX and 





In section 4.3.2, the calculation of the function W(u,^) as W(v,A.), where v = ln(u), was 
discussed. A graph of W(v,?i) against v is straighter than that of W(u,X) against u. Thus it is 
more accurate to determine dW{v,X)/d\/ than dW{u,X)/du, when a numerical method 





The function — r — - may then be evaluated from: 
du 
dW{u,X) 1 dW{v,X) 
du U dv 
(4.48) 
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4.3.9. Computer programme WALPUTS (WALton PUmp Test Solutions) 
A computer programme was written using FORTRAN?? to evaluate the least squares 
algorithm for a leaky aquifer using the Walton theory. It is more complex than the 
CONPUTS programme, as the number of variables solved has increased from two to three, 
and the determination of the Walton well function W(u,r/L) involves more numerical 
methods. 
A listing of the computer programme WALPUTS is included on the floppy disc in Appendix 
D1?. The main functions of the programme are described below. 
The flowAihart in Figure 4.9 shows the main programme. After the data has been read in 
and stored, the theoretical values of drawdown, ds/dT, ds/dS and ds/dX are calculated 
using subroutine DELTA. A flowchart of subroutine DELTA is shown in Figure 4.10. 
Equation 4.41 is then used to calculate the increments in T, S and A in order to reduce the 
en"or between the observed and calculated values of drawdown. 
To help the user achieve convergence, this programme incorporates an approach called 
relaxation. This process may be used to enhance convergence. If the iterative process is 
considered, where the value of transmissivity T is calculated, each iteration may give 
values of 7 that oscillate above and below the 'best fit' value. The magnitude of the 
difference between the calculated and 'best fit' 7 decreases as the number of iterations 
increases until the difference is negligible and the algorithm converges. This process is 
shown in Figure 4.12. 
The relaxation approach reduces or increases the new value of T, using the formula: 
7;-., = 7 ; , , - 0 + 7 ; . ( i - 0 ) (4.49) 
where 9 is the relaxation factor. 
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Thus a value of 6 = 1.0 represents no relaxation. If 6 < 1.0, the algorithm will be under 
relaxed, i.e. the new value of Twill not be as great as calculated within the algorithm. A 
value of 0 > 1.0 will represent over relaxation, and the new value of Twill be greater than 
that calculated within the algorithm. This process is shown in Figure 4.13. The value of 6 
should be chosen such that: 
0.0 < 0 < 2.0 
Obviously, for some cases under, and others over relaxation will be required. This gives the 
user a tool to help the programme converge. 
Subroutine INVERT is used to invert a 3 x 3 matrix. This uses the standard method, of 
calculating a matrix of cofactors from which the determinant is evaluated. The cofactors are 
then used to determine the terms within the inverted matrix. 
Subroutine DELTA is used to calculate all the values required from the Walton solution. A 
flowchart which describes this subroutine is shown in Figure 4.10. It uses the 
approximations which were discussed previously. Numerical methods are used to calculate 
these values. 
4.3.10. User information 
The data for the WALPUTS programme is stored in a datafile, called WALTIN.DAT. 
Information is required in the following format:-
Row 1 (2 110) 
Columns 1 -10 Number of observations 
Columns 10 - 20 Maximum number of iterations 
Row2(2F10 .4 ) 
Columns 1 - 10 
Columns 10 - 20 
Row3(F10.4) 
Columns 1 - 10 




Row4 (F10 .4 ) 
Columns 1 - 1 0 Flowrate ( m % ) 
Row5 (F10 .4 ) 
Columns 1 - 1 0 Transmissivity guess (m^/s) • 
R o w s (F10.4) 
Columns 1 - 1 0 Storage guess 
R o w ? (F10.4) 
Columns 1 - 1 0 Leakage guess (m) 
Rows 8 to end (2 F10.4) 
Columns 1 - 1 0 Time (s) 
Columns 1 0 - 2 0 Drawdown (m) 
The programme is run by typing the name, WALPUTS, followed by a carriage return. The 
relaxation factor should be input as 1.0 if no relaxation is required. A sample input file is 
shown in Appendix D8. If the programme does not converge, the input guesses of T, S and 
L, convergence and relaxation factors should be changed. When convergence has 
occurred, the final values of aquifer parameters are presented in WALTOUT.DAT. An 
example of this output file is shown in Appendix D9. 
4.3.11. Testing the WALPUTS programme 
A hypothetical pumping test of 6 hours duration in a leaky aquifer was used to test and 
validate the programme. Data was produced which simulates the drawdown in an 
observation well 20 m from the pumped well. This data is presented as part of the input file 
shown in Appendix D8. The WALPUTS programme was used to estimate the aquifer 
parameters that match the best fit values of drawdown to those observed, with initial 
guesses of T = 250 m^/day, S = 5.0 x 10""* and a leakage factor of 500 m. The programme 
took ten iterations with a convergence factor of 1.0 x 10-''° and gave the following best fit 
parameters: 
Transmissivity = 473 m^/day 
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Storativity =1 .09x10-3 
Leakage factor = 214.0 m 
Root mean square en-or = 9.59 mm 
The results of this test show that the programme is able to rapidly converge to the solution, 
minimising the difference between the observed and calculated values of drawdown. A 
graph of the observed and theoretical drawdown values is presented in Figure 4.14. 
Again this data can be used to test the convergence of the programme over a range of input 
values of T, S and L This was tested with starting values of: 
7 = 5 , 250, ?50, and 1000 m2/day 
S = 1.0X 10-2, 1.0X 10-3and i . o x 10-^ 
/. = 100, 400 and 800 m 
The results of these tests are shown in Appendix D10. For a number of the tests the 
programme did not converge con-ectly. In some cases the programme converged to the 
Theis solution, where the value of r/L is small. In others the solution diverges from the 
correct values. In this case the programme terminates when it reaches the maximum 
number of iterations. 
The WALPUTS programme is more susceptible to the problems of non convergence, due to 
the increased number of parameters and the more complicated nature of the function. The 
input parameters should be chosen with care and changed if the solution diverges. Once 
the solution has converged, a second set of input guesses of parameters should be used to 
converge to the same solution. If the same solution is not obtained, then for one case the 
programme is converging to a local, and not the global, minimum. To aid convergence, the 




An accurate method has been produced which is capable of calculating the values of 
transmissivity, storativity, and leakage factor from pumping test data. It converges from a 
wide range of input values. 
If the assumptions behind the 'r/L theory are examined, there are two significant 
assumptions that could lead to incon-ect values being calculated. The first is that of 
disregarding the contribution to discharge from storage within the aquitard. The second is 
the assumption of a constant head of water in the aquifer overiying the aquitard. 
Hantush examined the first assumption, and included the aquitard storativity in his solution 
to drawdown during a pumping test in a leaky aquifer, equation 2.23. The final programme 
uses this solution to calculate the drawdown in leaky aquifers. This programme is more 
realistic as it minimises the number of assumptions that are made. 
4.4. Leaky aquifers - the Hantush case 
The Hantush solution to drawdown in a leaky aquifer during a pumping test is based on less 
assumptions than the Walton solution, as the storativity of the aquitard is included. This 
could have a significant effect, as reported by Neuman and Witherspoon (1969b). 
Considering the recharge to the aquifer from the aquitard at eariy time, a large proportion is 
from storage. As the pumping test continues towards late time, the proportion of recharge 
from storage is reduced. The Walton solution thus becomes more accurate as steady state 
approaches. 
4.4.1. The Hantush equation 
Recalling the Hantush solution to drawdown in a leaky aquifer from chapter 2: 
S=-^W[u,fi) (4.50) 
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4V r s 
for time, t < {d'S7^0K'). It is clear that the solution contains 4 unknowns, the transmissivity 
7 and storativity S of the aquifer, and vertical permeability K'and storativity S'of the 
aquitard. A table of the Hantush well function is presented in Appendix D11. 
The term, erfc 
yly{y-u) 
, is the complementary en-or function, which is defined as: 
erfc{x) = ^-erf{x) 
= 1 - - | J : e x p ( - , ' ) dt 
(4.53) 
To determine the theoretical drawdown during a pumping test these equations must be 
evaluated. 
4.4.2. Evaluation of the Hantush well function 
The evaluation of the Hantush well function consists of two separate parts. The first is the 
determination of the complementary error function, the second the evaluation of the integral 
using the trapezoidal rule. 
If the complementary error function, erfc(x) is considered, the solution has a value of 
between 0.0 and 1.0. When x is small, the value of erfc(x) tends to 1.0. When x is large, 
the value of erfc(x) tends to 0.0. If x > 4.0, the erfc(x) will be 0.0. A table of values of the 
erfc(x) is presented in Appendix D12. 
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The complementary en-or function may be determined from the power series 
approximation:-
2 
erfc{x) = 1 - -
y 1!3"^2!5 317"^ " j 
(4.54) 
A computer programme was written to evaluate this function. The results are shown in 
Appendix D12, compared with the values from a table. This shows that the complementary 
error function may be evaluated accurately for all input values. 
The well function is evaluated using the trapezoidal mie in the same way as before. A 
graph of this function is shown in Figure 4.15. The function is evaluated on a logarithmic 
scale y , where the initial value is equal to In (u). The value of y is then increased in small 
amounts. The advantage of using a logarithmic scale is that when the value of u is small, 
the function W(u,l3) is large. As u increases, W(u,P) tends to zero. A logarithmic scale thus 
has small steps where the function changes rapidly, and so increases the accuracy of this 
calculation. 
If the complementary en-or function in equation 4.51 is examined, the initial value, where 
y= u, will result in an infinite term. A starting value of y should be determined to avoid this 
infinite term. A suitable point is where the erfc(x) equals zero, which is where Y = 4.0. 
Thus when the values of u and /3 are known, a starting value of y is calculated, where the 




The value of y is then increased in small increments, the individual values of the function 
calculated and the integral evaluated using the trapezoidal mle. 
A programme was written, incorporating the routine which evaluates the complementary 
en-or function, to calculate the Hantush well function. The programme was validated by 
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evaluating W(u,P) for different u and /3, and comparing the results against those from tables. 
The results are presented in Appendix 013. From this table it can be seen that W(u,P) was 
calculated accurately for a wide range of u and j3. 
To improve the accuracy of the calculation of the function W(u,p) is 
calculated at different values of v, where v = ln(u). In this way, is calculated 
by the gradient method. The graph of W(u,l5) against In (u) is straighter than W(u,li) against 
u. Thus to calculate using a gradient method is more accurate. The value of 
dW{u,l5)/du is determined by dividing by u. 
4.4.3. Computer programme HANPUTS (HANtush PUmp Test Solutions) 
The least squares algorithm could now be applied to the Hantush solution and a computer 
programme developed to solve for aquifer parameters using this theory. The parameters 
which are solved by this programme are the transmissivity 7, storativity S and the leakage 
factor >. 
The leakage factor represents the parameters relating to the aquitard, which is part of the 
variable /3. Thus: 
K'S' 
Y = -J- (4.56) 
Recalling the least squares algorithm for three variables from section 4.3.6, the HANPUTS 
programme solves the equation: 
{AT,AS,ArY,=(^jfy]y\jf{s, - s j (4.58) 
where 
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ds^ ds^ ds^ 
W 'dS 
[J]= 
dS2 dS2 dS2 
Jt 'dS 
.dT dS dy_ 
(4.59) 
The partial derivatives of the theoretical drawdown with respect to 7, S and > are required in 





Differentiating with respect to T. 
ds__ 












Substituting for — and — and rearranging gives: 
dT dT 
as 
dT AnT du dp 
(4.60) 
Similariy 
ds Q \ dW{u,p) du dW{u,p) dp 
dS'AnT] du dS^ dp ' dS 








L _ L 
2S 
Substituting for — and — and rearranging gives: 
o S dS 
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ds Q jdW{u,li) u_ dW{u,p) (j3 






d]N[u,p) du dVJ(u,p) dp 








Substituting for — and — and rean-anging gives: 
dy dy 
(4.61) 
ds Q dW{u,p) p 
(4.62) 
dy AnT dp 2y 
The mechanics of this programme are identical to the Walton programme. It is simpler, due 
to the fact that only one method of caluclating the Hantush well function is used. However, 
the calculation of this function is more complex. A listing of the programme is included on 
the floppy disc in Appendix D1?. 
4.4.4. User information 
The data for the HANPUTS programme is input using a datafile, called 'HANTIN.DAT', in 
the same manner as the previous two programmes. The structure of the datafile is as 
follows:-
Row1 (2110) 
Columns 1 - 10 
Columns 10 - 20 
Row 2 (2 F10.4) 
Columns 1 -10 
Columns 1 0 - 2 0 
Row3(2F10 .4 ) 
Columns 1 -10 
Columns 10 - 20 
Number of observations 






Row 4 (2 F10.4) 
Columns 1 - 1 0 Transmissivity guess (m^/s) 
Columns 1 0 - 2 0 Aquifer storativity guess 
Row 5 (2 F10.4) 
Columns 1 - 1 0 Leakage factor guess (1/s) 
Columns 1 0 - 2 0 Aquitard storativity guess 
Rows 6 to end (2 F10.4) 
Columns 1 - 1 0 Time (s) 
Columns 1 0 - 2 0 Drawdown (m) 
It is important that the data is in the correct columns. A sample input file is shown in 
Appendix D14. The programme is run by typing the name of the programme, HANPUTS, 
followed by a carriage return. The results may be examined in the output file, 
HANTOUT.DAT. An example of this file is shown in Appendix D15. If the programme does 
not converge, different values of initial parameter estimations should be used. The method 
of relaxation is included, and may be used to speed up convergence as before. 
4.4.5. Testing the HANPUTS programme 
The programme was tested using data from a hypothetical pumping test. After running the 
programme, the 'best fit' parameters generated by the HANPUTS programme were used to 
calculate the drawdown values, which are shown compared with the input values in Figure 
4.16. The algorithm took 8 iterations with a convergence factor of 1.0 x 10-''° The average 
error between the observed and input values is 6.7 mm. The programme estimated 
parameters of: 
Transmissivity = 588 m^/day 
Storativity = 9.80 X 10-4 (.) 
Beta = 0.0164 (-) 
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An important consideration is to check that the algorithm converges. The convergence 
properties were tested by using the same input values of drawdown, and a range of initial 
estimations of the aquifer parameters. These values were: 
Transmissivity: 50, 250, 750 and 1000 m^/day 
Storativity: 5.0 x 10-2, 5 0 x 10-3 and 5.0 x 10-^ 
Beta: 2.0 x 10^, 2.0 x IO-2 and 1.0 x 10-^. 
The results of these tests are shown in Appendix D16. This shows that the programme 
converged for a wide range of input parameter estimations. For some values the algorithm 
diverged, which was the case for all input values of S = 5.0 x IO-2. However, it is easy to 
see when the programme has diverged, as the average error between the input and 'best fit' 
values is very large. In each case where converged was achieved the final parameters 
were the same as those shown above. 
4.4.6. Conclusions 
Thus a method has been devised and evaluated to estimate the parameters of a leaky 
aquifer system using the results of a pumping test. It uses the Hantush theory, which makes 
fewer assumptions about the aquifer system than the Walton solution. 
Three least squares algorithms have been devised successfully that converge well. They 
were tested using data from hypothetical pumping tests. However, the leaky programmes, 
WALPUTS and HANPUTS, are slow in achieving convergence. The numerical methods 
used to evaluate the well function and the derivatives of the well function require a large 
number of calculations, which must be repeated many times. A method to increase the 
speed of these calculations would greatly enhance the the programmes by reducing user 
time. 
To achieve this, a numerical method was used to evaluate the well function and the 
derivative terms. This technique is known as Hermitian interpolation. The theory of 
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Hermitian interpolation, and how this is applied to determing the value of the weW function, 
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Define the variables and the arrays. 
I 
Open the input and output files. Read in 
and store the input data. 
Calculate the values of W(u), ds/dTand 
ds/dS for the current time data, using the 
values of T and S for the current iteration. 
I 
Calculate the theoretical drawdown, and the 
difference between the theoretical and the 
observed drawdown. 
Calculate matrix 'J' of ds/dTand ds/dS. 
I 
Store the values of ds/dT, ds/dS and 






Figure 4.3: Flowchart showing the CONPUTS main programme 
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Invert matrix 'J' 
Calculate the values of AT and AS from 
equation 4.21. 
I 
Reduce AT and AS if they are > T/2 or S/2. 
Calculate x, the average sum of the 
squares of the differences between the 
observed and theoretical drawdown 
at each point. 
the difference 
between x for succeslve 






Output the values of transmissivity, 
storativity and the average root mean 
square error between the observed and 
calculated values of drawdown. 
Calculate values of T and S for the next 
iteration using AT and AS. 





Calculate the determinant of the 
2 x 2 matrix 
I 
Calculate the new matrix values using 
the standard method. 
I 




Figure 4.4: Flowchart showing subroutine INVERT from 




Calculate the value of 'u'. 
I 
Calculate the value of W(u). The method 
depends on the value of 'u'. 
Yes Yes 
i i 








Use the value of W(u) to calculate 
ds/dr and ds/dS. Return these values 
to the main programme. 
Stop 
Figure 4.5: Flowchart showing subroutine DELTA from 
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Define the variables and the arrays. 
I 
Open the input and output files. Read in 
and store the input data. 
Calculate the values of \N{u,rlL), ds/dT, 
ds/dS and ds/d(rA.) for the current time data 
using the values of T, S and r/L for the 
current iteration. 
i 
Calculate the theoretical drawdown, and the 
difference between the theoretical and the 
observed drawdown. 
Calculate matrix 'J ' of ds/dT, ds/dS and 
ds/d(r/L). 
No 
Store the values of ds/dT, ds/dS, ds/d(r/L) 










ds/d(r/L) = 0 
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Figure 4.9: Flowchart shov\^ng the WALPUTS main programme 
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Invert matrix 'J' 
I 
Calculate the values of AT, AS and A(r/L) 
from equation 4.41. 
Reduce AT, AS and A(r/L) if they are > T/2, 
S/2 or A(r/L)/2 respectively, or if they make 
T, S or r/L -ve. 
I 
Calculate %, the average sum of the 
squares of the differences between the 
observed and theoretical drawdown 





between % for succesive 






Output the values of transmissivity, 
storativity, r/L and the average root mean 
square error between the observed and 
calculated values of drawdown. 
Calculate the new values of T, S and r/L. 
Include the relaxation technique if this is 
required. 
Figure 4.9: Flowchart showing the WALPUTS main programme 
(continued) 
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Calculate the value of u and v 
Calculate the values of W(v,r/L), dw/dv 
and dw/d(r/L) using the appropriate method, 
as detailed below. 
Are V 
and r/L within the 




and r/L within the 










Calculate the values of W(v,r/L), 




Use the values of W(v,r/L), dw/dv and 




Figure 4.10: Flowchart showing subroutine DELTA from 
the WALPUTS programme 
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Figure 4.13: Convergence of an algorithm with 
relaxation of 0.75 
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T h e previous chapter described the algorithms that were developed to analyse pumping test 
data by calculating parameters that give a best fit between the observed and theoretical 
va lues of drawdown. T h e computer programmes that calculate leaky parameters, 
W A L P U T S and H A N P U T S , are slow due to the numerous calculations that are performed to 
evaluate the well functions. T o increase the speed of these programmes, Hermitian 
interpolation is incorporated with the least squares algorithms to estimate the well function. 
T h e technique uses a grid of previously calculated values, from which it interpolates to 
estimate the required values at any point. 
O n c e this technique was incorporated a s part of the W A L P U T S and H A N P U T S 
programmes, the time taken to run the least squares algorithm was much reduced. The 
Walton least squares programme including Hermitian interpolation was 16 times faster than 
the analytical solution. T h e example used to demonstrate the Hantush solution was 74 
times faster. In both c a s e s there was a small loss in accuracy, but this may be considered 
a s negligible. 
5.2. Background 
T h e The is well function may be represented by a single line, on a graph of 1/u vs . W(u), as 
shown in Figure 5.1. The type curves of the Walton and Hantush well functions are similar, 
but consist of a ser ies of curves, a s shown in Figures 5.2 and 5.3 respectively. These leaky 
well functions may also be represented by a contour plot. Figure 5.4 shows the Walton w/ell 
function, plotted against In (u) and In (r/L). Similariy, the Hantush well function is shown in 
Figure 5.5, plotted against In (u) and In (/3). T h e s e contour plots represent the data used by 
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the Hermi t ian in terpolat ion a lgor i t i im. The va lue of the wel l funct ion is stored at a series of 
points, in the f o r m of a gr id. The a lgor i thm calculates the wel l funct ion at any point by 
in terpolat ing be tween these gr id points. 
Th i s m a y be fur ther expanded by plott ing the wel l funct ions as a three d imensional surface, 
wi th 1/u and r/L or j3 on the x and y axes. The magni tude of the wel l funct ion at any point is 
t hen represented by the e levat ion of this surface. Each of the type curves f r om Figures 5.2 
or 5.3 thus represents a cross-sect ion through the three d imensional sur face at a constant 
va lue of r/L or /3. Th ree d imens iona l sur face plots of the Wa l t on well funct ion, W(u, r /L ) , and 
the Hantush wel l func t ion , W(u,P), are shown in Figures 5.6 and 5.7 respect ively. 
Examin ing F igure 5.6, the W a l t o n wel l funct ion, it can be seen that the va lue of W(u,r/L) is 
constant fo r cer ta in comb ina t ions of u and r/L This represents the point where all discharge 
f r o m the p u m p e d wel l is f r om leakage through the aqui tard, so no more drawdown takes 
place. A s the va lue of r/L reduces, the point at which the leakage te rm domina tes occurs at 
smal le r and smal le r va lues of u, wh ich corresponds to later t ime. The point where r/L is 
smal les t represents no leakage, where the sys tem is analogous to The is and the drawdown 
wil l never reach a s teady state va lue . 
F igure 5.7 shows the three d imens iona l sur face plot of the Hantush well funct ion. This 
func t ion takes the storage of the aqui tard into account , an important factor. It is more 
c o m p l e x than the W a l t o n case, as /3 is calculated f rom the t ransmissiv i ty and storativi ty of 
the aqui fer , and the ver t ica l permeabi l i ty and storat iv i ty of the aqui tard. Neuman and 
W i the rspoon (1969b) d iscussed the assumpt ions on which the two methods are based and 
conc luded that fo r ear iy t ime the W a l t o n method would be inaccurate. The sl ight 
d iscont inu i t ies that may be seen on both graphs are caused by the calculat ion of the 
func t ion at va lues of r/L and j3, not the logar i thms of these va lues. 
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If a sect ion of the gr id is examined more closely, as shown in Figure 5.8, the wel l funct ion is 
p lo t ted f r o m a ser ies of gr id points where the magni tude of th is funct ion is known. If the 
va lue of the func t ion was required at a point wi th in the gr id, it could be calculated by 
in terpolat ing be tween the four gr id points that sun-ound it. These four nodes are considered 
as the f ou r n o d e s o f a rec tangular Hermi t ian e lement . In a s imi lar way, the der ivat ive of the 
wel l func t ion is ca lcu la ted by consider ing the slope of the well funct ion at the four nodes. 
T h e t ype o f e lemen t used fo r Hermi t ian interpolat ion is important . A Cg e lement is l inear, so 
the func t ion is con t inuous but the first der ivat ive is not. The second type is a C, element. 
Th i s e lement is cont inuous across both the funct ion and the f irst der ivat ive. As the first 
de r i va t i ve o f t he func t ion is requ i red by the least squares a lgor i thm, a C , e lement wil l be 
used. T h e second der iva t ive is required as part of this technique to establ ish the continuity 
of the f irst der iva t ive . The third type, a e lement , is cont inuous across the funct ion, first 
and second der iva t i ves . 
T o increase the speed of the least squares a lgor i thms, the well funct ion and first der ivat ives 
mus t be ca lcu la ted us ing Hermi t ian interpolat ion. Thus if the wel l func t ion W\s a funct ion of 
two var iab les , x and y, the Hermi t ian interpolat ion a lgor i thm must calculate the va lues of 
W{x,y), dW{x,y)/dx and dW{x,y)/dy. Hermi t ian interpolat ion using C, e lements is thus 
most appropr ia te . A t each of the gr id nodes, the va lues of W{x,y),dW{x,y)/dx, 
dW{x,y)/dy and d'^W{x,y)/dxdy wil l be stored. Al l these nodal va lues must be 
de te rm ined before the Hermi t ian interpolat ion a lgor i thm may be used. 
5.3. Theory of Hermitian interpolation 
The theory of Hermi t ian interpolat ion wil l f i rst be considered for a one d imensional C, 
e lement . Th i s wi l l t hen be expanded to consider the case of a rectangular ( two d imensional ) 
C , e lement . 
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5.3.1. One Dimensional elements 
T h e Hermi t ian in terpolat ion techn ique uses the funct ion and its der iva t ives as nodal 
f r eedoms . Hence Hermi t ian interpolat ion funct ions are such that their der ivat ives are equal 
to zero at one end of the region of interpolat ion, and one at the other. Figure 5.9 shows the 
nodal f r e e d o m s of a one d imens iona l Hermi t ian e lement . 
T h e po lynomia l equat ion can be descr ibed by using a d imension less co-ordinate system to 
s imp l i f y the ca lcu lat ions. Thus the interpolat ion is carr ied out over the e lement f rom ^ = -^ 
to = + 1 . Thus if the e lement is of length 2a, the va lue of ^ at any point x may be 
de te rm ined f r o m : 
X —X 
E, = where x . is the co-ordinate at the centre of the e lement . 
a 
If we requi red the va lue of the funct ion , W(x,y), at a point ^, the interpolat ion polynomial or 
d i sp lacement func t ion is wr i t ten: 





Subst i tu t ing the nodal va lues Wp ipp M/j, 02, on the left hand side of equat ions 5.1 and 5.2, 
and the appropr ia te nodal co-ord inates on the right hand side of the equat ion, g ives four 
s imu l taneous equat ions: 
These equat ions m a y be wr i t ten in matr ix f o rm to g ive 
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{d} = 











.0 1 2 3. a 4 . 
(5.3) 
W e a lso k n o w that : 
W = {fY{d} (5.4) 





2 1 2 - 1 
- 3 - 1 3 - 1 
0 - 1 0 1 
1 1 - 1 1 
(5.5) 
Comb in ing equat ions 5.4 and 5.5, the va lue of I V a t any point i, may be determined f rom: 
(5.6) 
where 
5.3.2. Two dimensional elements 
The theory of two d imens iona l e lements is deve loped in a s imi lar manner. Each e lement 
v\flll have 16 degrees of f r eedom and 4 nodes, as shown in Figure 5.10. The interpolat ion is 
e f fec t ive ly a comb ina t ion of two one d imensional e lements, the first in the x and the second 
in the y d i rec t ion. 
T h e shape func t ion f \s de f ined in the x d i rect ion, with d imension less co-ordinate whilst 
shape func t ion g is de f ined in the y d i rect ion, with d imension less co-ordinate r\. The 
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e lement is of length 2a in the x d i rect ion, and 2b in the y direct ion. The va lue of the shape 







2 1 2 - 1 
- 3 - 1 3 - 1 
0 - 1 0 1 
1 1 - 1 1 . 
2 1 2 - 1 
- 3 - 1 3 - 1 
0 - 1 0 1 
1 1 - 1 1 
(5.7) 
(5.8) 
These two shape funct ions may then be comb ined to g ive N, the two d imensional shape 
func t ion . T h e va lue of W may then be calculated f rom 
w{x,y) = m 








The va lue of N m a y be establ ished by combin ing the shape funct ions fo r each side: 
= lf^9v '^ 29l. 1^92. 4921 
N2 = [fz9v ^^ 491. 492. 492] 
N3 ^93. 494. 494] 
N4 = ^93. ^93. l^94. 4941 
(5.10) 
The f irst de r i va t i ves m a y also be ca lcu lated by di f ferent iat ing the shape funct ions and using 
these va lues in equat ion 5.9. Thus when di f ferent iat ing with respect to ^ equat ion 5.7 
becomes : 
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'fY ' 0 " 
T 
h 1 1 / 
h A 
. 3 ^ ^ 
2 1 2 - 1 
- 3 - 1 3 - 1 
0 - 1 0 1 
1 1 - 1 1 
and s imi lar iy w h e n d i f ferent ia t ing wi th respect to t) equat ion 5.8 becomes: 
(5.11) 
" 0 " 
T 
92 1 1 / 
93 27] 
. 9 4 . . 3 n ^ 
2 1 2 - 1 
- 3 - 1 3 - 1 
0 - 1 0 1 
1 1 - 1 1 
(5.12) 
The va lues of dW{£„ri)/d£, and dW{^,ri)/dri are then evaluated using equat ion 5.9, af ter 
the n e w va lues of the two d imens iona l shape funct ion have been calculated using equation 





5.4. T h e Hermitian interpolation algorithms 
(5.13) 
(5.14) 
5.4.1. Programmes to calculate the well functions -WALTHERM and HANTHERM 
T w o p r o g r a m m e s were wr i t ten to eva luate the well funct ion and its' f irst der ivat ives, one for 
the W a l t o n and the second the Hantush case. These are ident ical , except they use dif ferent 
input da ta to establ ish the wel l funct ion detai ls at each of the nodal points. 
T h e range of va lues of u and r/L or j3 ove r which the p rogrammes would interpolate, must be 
ascer ta ined. T h e ob jec t ive of using Hermi t ian interpolat ion is to increase the speed at which 
the least squares a lgor i thms operate. Thus the interpolat ion funct ion should be avai lable 
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o v e r a w ide range of va lues. A lso, Hermi t ian interpolat ion should retain the same accuracy 
in ca lcu la t ing the weW funct ions that was ach ieved by the t rapezoidal rule. Th is would 
ind icate a sma l l gr id spac ing. However , a huge number of data points would s low the 
a lgo r i thm, and so render the inc lus ion of the interpolat ion technique point less. 
Using the s a m e techn ique as in the least squares p rogrammes, the funct ions were 
ca lcu la ted at d i f ferent va lues of v, where v = ln(u). The Wa l t on well funct ion was evaluated 
o v e r the range: 
-13.8 <v< 1.0 
which re lates to va lues of u be\yjeen 1.0 x 10"^ and 2.7. The Hantush well funct ion was 
eva lua ted ove r a s imi lar range, of: 
-13.9 <v< 2.0 
which re lates to a va lue of u between 9.2 x lO" ' ' and 7.3. 
If the W a l t o n wel l func t ion is examined , if r/L < 1.0 x 10-3 funct ion tends to Theis , so this 
was chosen as the lower l imi t of r/L. The upper l imit was chosen as 9.0, as va lues greater 
than th is wou ld be l ikely to lead to a high leakage factor, i.e. where the vert ical permeabi l i ty 
of the aqui tard is h igh. Th is wou ld contradict the assumpt ions on which the analysis is 
based. In a s imi la r way, the Hantush var iab les were calculated fo r va lues in the range 
I . O x 10-3 < j 3 < 9.0. 
The gr id spac ing was chosen so that accuracy would be main ta ined, but wi thout the use of a 
large n u m b e r of points. In the V d i rect ion, the spacing was chosen as 0.1 units. As this is a 
logar i thmic sca le , the gr id spacing is thus closer together where u is smal l , wh ich coincides 
wi th where the gradient of the well funct ions are greatest. In the second direct ion (r/L or /3), 
the upper and lower va lues of the gr id are 1.0 x 10-3 and 9.0. The gr id was chosen at 1.0 x 
10-3, 2.0 X 10-3, to 9.0 X 10"^. Th is pattern was then repeated for one mult ip le of ten 
greater, and so o n , up to the va lue of 9. Th is grid spacing over a port ion of the dataf i le is 
i l lustrated in F igure 5 . 1 1 . 
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A compu te r p r o g r a m m e was wr i t ten to generate the va lues of the well funct ions and their 
der i va t i ves at each of the nodal points using the methods dev ised in the last chapter. This 
cons is ted of ca lcu la t ing the wel l func t ion using the t rapezoidal rule, and the first der ivat ives 
f r o m the s lope of the func t ion in each respect ive direct ion. The second der ivat ives were 
then eva lua ted f r om the gradient of the first der ivat ives. Consider ing the Wa l t on funct ion, 
the fo l lowing var iab les were ca lcu lated and stored in dataf i les:-
M / L r / \ ^ ^ i ' - ' / i ) ^i'-'/L) M^YL) . M^'/L 
Simi lar iy , fo r the Hantush func t ion : 
wt M ^ ' ^ ( ' ^ • Z ' ) ^i"-!^) d'Wjv.li) 
If the second der iva t i ves , fo r examp le d'W{u,p)/dudp and d'W{u,p)/dpdu , are 
cons idered , the va lues shou ld be ident ical . Examin ing the results of the calculat ions above 
th is was seen to be t rue, thus va l idat ing the di f ferent iat ion procedure. Th is was the case for 
both the W a l t o n and Hantush data. 
T w o p rog rammes were wr i t ten using the Hermi t ian interpolat ion theory to evaluate the well 
func t ion and f i rst der iva t ives at any point v^thin the previously speci f ied gr id. G iven a point 
wi th X and y co-ord inates, u and r/L or /3, the p rogrammes use the previously calculated 
nodal da ta f r o m the dataf i les to de termine the var iables at this required point. 
A n u m b e r of d i f ferent funct ions are used wi th in th is operat ion. First the previously 
ca lcu la ted nodal data is read f rom the dataf i les and stored in arrays. In this way all of the 
data m a y be accessed quickly. The next stage evaluates the four gr id points that fo rm the 
nodes of the rec tangular e lement that sun-ounds the data point. The data f rom these nodes 
are then re t r ieved, and the var iab les at the required point calculated using the Hermit ian 
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in terpolat ion a lgor i thm. F lowchar ts descr ib ing this procedure are shown in Figures 5.12 and 
5.13. T h e code and documenta t ion for the p rogramme interpolat ing to f ind data fo r the 
W a l t o n case, W A L T H E R M , are inc luded on the f loppy disc in Append ix D17. The algor i thm 
is ident ical fo r the Hantush case, except for the use of d i f ferent nodal data. 
5.4.2. Testing the Hermitian interpolation algorithms 
T h e accuracy of the Hermi t ian interpolat ion a lgor i thm was tested by calculat ing a range of 
va lues of both the Hantush and W a l t o n well funct ions, and their f irst der ivat ives, using the 
subrout ines that were wr i t ten as part of the W A L P U T S and H A N P U T S programmes. These 
va lues were then c o m p a r e d against those calculated using the Hermi t ian interpolat ion 
a lgor i thms, us ing the p rog rammes W A L T H E R M and H A N T H E R M . The results of these 
tests are presented in Append ices E l and E2 respect ively. 
These tab les s h o w that the Hermi t ian a lgor i thm calculates the required parameters 
accurate ly . Any inaccurac ies that occur are very smal l . These en-ors may have a slight 
in f luence on the aqu i fe r parameters that the p rogrammes converge to. However , it is 
unl ikely that these errors wou ld be substant ia l , and this inaccuracy is of fset by the increase 
in speed of the least squares p rogrammes. The impact of the introduct ion of these 
inaccurac ies is cons idered later. 
5.5. Combining Hermitian interpolation with the least squares 
algorithms 
T h e Hermi t ian interpolat ion a lgor i thm was then included in both least squares programmes, 
W A L P U T S and H A N P U T S . The result of th is is the speeds of these p rogrammes are 
great ly inc reased, wi th min ima l loss in accuracy. Both p rogrammes are m n in a s imi lar 
manne r to the W A L P U T S and H A N P U T S programmes. The input f i les are ident ical , except 
they shou ld be renamed W A L T I N 2 . D A T and HANTIN2.DAT. The results are presented in 
W A L T 0 U T 2 . D A T and H A N T 0 U T 2 . D A T . The individual p rogrammes are discussed below. 
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5.5.1. The Walton programme - WALPUTS2 
T h e Hermi t ian in terpolat ion a lgor i thm, W A L T H E R M , is combined with the least squares 
p r o g r a m m e , W A L P U T S , to produce a n e w p rogramme, W A L P U T S 2 . Th is calculates the 
var iab les W { u , r l L ) , dW{u,r IL))/du and d W { u , r I L ) ) / d i r I L ) using Hermi t ian 
in terpolat ion o v e r the range: 
-13.8 < v < 1.0 and 1.0 x 10-3 < r/L < 9.0 
where v = ln(u). F igure 5.14 shows graphical ly the di f ferent methods used to evaluate the 
wel l func t ion . If the va lue of r/L < 1.0 x 10-3 then the va lue of the wel l funct ion is calculated 
f r o m the The is so lut ion. Var iab les outside the Hermi t ian interpolat ion range are calculated 
analy t ica l ly us ing the t rapezoidal m le . A l isting of W A L P U T S 2 is inc luded on the f loppy disc 
(Append ix D17) . 
T h e accuracy of th is p rog ramme may be shown by compar ing the results of the two Wa l ton 
least squares p rog rammes , using the input data f rom the hypothet ical pumping test 
presented in Append i x D8. The same initial va lues of parameters were used as those used 
to test the W A L P U T S p rog ramme. The results f rom running the two p rogrammes are 
summar i sed in tab le 5.1 below. 
Paramete r W A L P U T S - (normal) W A L P U T S 2 - (Interpolat ion) 
No. o f i terat ions 10 10 
Transmiss iv i t y (m^/day) 472.96 472.97 
Storat iv i ty 1.092 X 10-3 1.092 X 10-3 
Leakage fac to r (m) 214.03 214.03 
A v e r a g e error (m) 9.59 X 10-3 9.59 X 10-3 
T i m e taken (s) 80 5 
Table 5.1: Comparison of the results from the analytical and Hermitian interpolation 
least squares programmes 
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Tab le 5.1 shows that the smal l en-ors int roduced by Hermi t ian interpolat ion are negl igible 
when incorporated as part of the least squares p rogramme. The t ime taken is reduced by a 
fac to r of s i x teen , f r o m 80 to 5 seconds over 10 i terat ions. The purpose of the inclusion of 
the Hermi t ian in terpolat ion a lgor i thm is ach ieved. The t ime taken for the a lgor i thm to 
conve rge has been reduced , wi th min imal loss of accuracy. 
A n u m b e r of o ther tests were a lso comp le ted , to observe the convergence propert ies of the 
n e w a lgor i thm and c o m p a r e the increase in speed with data f rom previous tests. The 
resul ts are shown in tab le 5.2 below. 
T guess 
m^/day 
S guess L guess Converge 
(Y/N) ? 
W A L P U T S 
(normal) 
W A L P U T S 2 - with 
interpolat ion 
Iterat ions T ime(s ) I terat ions T ime(s) 
250 1.0x10-2 100 Y 10 70 10 5 
250 1.0x10-4 800 Y 12 105 12 5 
750 1.0x10-4 800 Y 12 100 12 5 
1000 1.0x10-2 100 N 20 180 20 5 
Table 5.2: Comparison of the convergence properties from the analytical and 
Hermitian interpolation least squares programmes 
These tests s h o w that the Hermi t ian interpolat ion a lgor i thm does not af fect the convergence 
of the least squares a lgor i thm. The processing t ime of the Hermi t ian interpolat ion 
p r o g r a m m e is no t great ly a f fec ted by the n u m b e r of i terat ions per fo rmed. T h e major i ty of 
the t ime is taken loading the dataf i les into the computer memory , and the addit ional t ime 
taken to comp le te the a lgor i thm is smal l compared to this. 
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5.5.2. The Hantush programme - HANPUTS2 
T h e least squares a lgor i thm H A N P U T S was comb ined with the Hermi t ian interpolat ion 
a lgo r i thm to p roduce H A N P U T S 2 , in the same manner as the Wa l t on case. Th is 
p r o g r a m m e uses Hermi t ian interpolat ion to calculate the va lues of 
and ove r the range: 
-13.9 < v < 2.0 and 1 .0x 10-3 < j3 < 9.0 
where v = \n(u). If the var iab les are required to be calculated outside of the above range, 
then they are ca lcu la ted using the t rapezoidal mle . A l isting of the H A N P U T S 2 programme 
is inc luded on the f loppy d isc in Append ix D17. 
The resul ts f r om the analys is of the hypothet ical pumping test were compared for both 
p rog rammes , to compare the accuracy and speed. The results are shown in table 5.3 
below. 
Paramete r H A N P U T S - (normal) H A N P U T S 2 - (Interpolat ion) 
No. of i terat ions 8 8 
Transmiss iv i t y (m^/day) 588 .47 588.82 
Storat iv i ty 9.804 X 10-4 9.799 X 10-4 
Beta (m/s^) 1.637 X 10-2 1.629 X 10-2 
A v e r a g e error (m) 6.69 X 10-3 6.69 X 10-3 
T i m e taken (s) 370 5 
Table 5.3: Comparison of the results from the analytical and Hermitian interpolation 
least squares programmes 
From th is tab le it can be seen that the inclusion of Hermi t ian interpolat ion does not af fect 
the accuracy of the least squares p rogramme. However, the t ime taken for the programme 
to run has been substant ia l ly reduced. Thus the inclusion of the Hermi t ian interpolat ion 
a lgor i thm is successfu l . T h e convergence of the least square a lgor i thm was tested and 
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c o m p a r e d against s o m e of the data used for test ing the H A N P U T S programme. The results 
of these tests are summar i sed in tab le 5.4 below. 
T guess S guess Beta Converge H A N P U T S H A N P U T S 2 - with 
m2 /day guess (Y/N) ? (normal) interpolat ion 
Iterat ions T ime(s) I terat ions T ime(s) 
50 5.0x10-4 I .OxlO- i Y 10 540 13 5 
250 5.0x10-3 2.0x10-3 Y 19 960 20 5 
750 5.0x10-4 2.0x10-2 Y 6 350 6 5 
1000 5.0x10-3 2.0x10-2 Y 9 480 10 5 
Table 5.4: Comparison of the convergence properties from the analytical and 
Hermitian interpolation least squares programmes 
These resul ts s h o w that the inclusion of Hermi t ian interpolat ion in the least squares 
a lgor i thm does not a f fec t the convergence. The H A N P U T S p rog ramme takes 540 seconds 
to conve rge for 10 i terat ions, which is reduced to 5 seconds by the H A N P U T S 2 programme. 
T h u s the n e w p r o g r a m m e is a much faster solut ion, with negl igible loss of accuracy. 
5.6. C o n c l u s i o n s 
T w o p r o g r a m m e s have been deve loped using the Wa l ton and Hantush leaky solut ions 
wh ich es t imate the parameters which lead to the best f i t between the observed and 
ca lcu la ted va lues of d rawdown. The p rog rammes use the theory of least squares, and 
ca lcu la te the wel l func t ions and first order der ivat ives using the technique of Hermi t ian 
in terpolat ion. 
S o m e smal l en-ors are in t roduced when the well funct ion and first der ivat ives are calculated 
by Hermi t ian in terpolat ion. The en-ors calculated by compar ing the analyt ical va lues of the 
wel l func t ion and the f i rst der iva t ives with those est imated by Hermi t ian interpolat ion wrere 
wi th in 1 % . The nature of the aqui fers under invest igat ion will be such that they are 
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hete rogeneous , and so wil l not con fo rm to the initial assumpt ions on which these methods of 
analys is are based. T h e results of the analysis of pumping tests should only be taken as a 
gu ide to the aqu i fe r parameters , remember ing that it is qui te possible fo r t hem to change 
o v e r ve ry smal l d is tances, fo r examp le due to lenses of di f ferent mater ia l wi th in the aquifer. 
T h u s the inaccurac ies in t roduced by Hermi t ian interpolat ion when compared to the var iable 
nature of aqu i fe r propert ies may be considered as negl igible. 
T h e n e w p rog rammes , W A L P U T S 2 and H A N P U T S 2 , were shown to converge to the same 
paramete rs as the init ial p rogrammes. They were also shown to converge f r om a var iety of 
star t ing va lues . Hence the inclusion of Hermi t ian interpolat ion is successful . The least 
squares a lgor i thms to calculate aqui fer parameters work in a much reduced t ime with 




Figure 5.1: The Theis curve 
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Figure 5.3: The Hantush curve 
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Figure 5.6:The Walton well function W(u,r/L) 
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Figure 5.10: Nodal freedoms of a 
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Figure 5.14: Illustration of the methods used to evaluate 
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Figure 5.13: Flowchart showing subroutine INTERPOLATION 
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Chapter 6 
Pump test analysis and results 
6.1. Introduction 
This chapter presents the results of the analysis of pumping test data using the three least 
squares algorithms that were developed. The main focus of the work is the analysis of the 
data from the fieldwork described in Chapter 3, but in addition three well documented pump 
tests from other literature are analysed. This demonstrates the range of the calculated 
parameters using a number of different methods of analysis. A three dimensional 
groundwater modelling package is used to validate the results obtained by these methods. 
6.2. Parameter estimation using published pump test data 
This section presents the results of different methods of analysis to determine aquifer 
parameters. Two well documented pump tests in confined aquifers are analysed, and one in 
a leaky aquifer. 
6.2.1. Confined pump test analysis 
The first pumping test was conducted in the polder 'Oude Korendijk', south of Rotterdam, 
the Nethertands, and is taken from Kruseman and de Ridder (1990). The aquifer is a coarse 
sandy gravel, of 7 m thickness, bounded above and below by clayey aquicludes. The 
aquifer was pumped for 14 hours at an average pumping rate of 32.8 m^/hour. Details of 
the second pumping test from Todd were reported by Bardsley (1991). A confined aquifer 
was pumped for 4 hours at an average rate of 104 m^/hour. The pumping test data of time 
vs. drawdown are presented in Appendix F1. 
Both pumping tests have been used by different authors in order to validate methods of 
pump test analysis. Pump test 'Oude Korendijk' was analysed using the data from 
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observation boreholes at 30 and 90 m radius from the pumped well. The results of the 
analysis of this test are summarised in Table 6.1 below. 









curve matching ^ 















30, 90 437 1.7 X 10-4 N/A 
Srivastava and 
Guzman (1994) 










90 487 2.11 X 10-4 22.0 
Table 6.1: Results of different methods of analysis for pumping test 'Oude Korendijk' 
A comparison of the observed and theoretical draw«lown using the final parameters 
calculated from the CONPUTS programme for both the 30 and 90 m observation boreholes 
is shown in Figures 6.1 and 6.2 respectively. The same procedure was taken to evaluate 
aquifer parameters using the data from Todd, reported by Bardsley (1991). The results of 
the different methods of analysis are presented below in Table 6.2. A graph showing the 
observed and theoretical drawdown calculated using the final parameters from the 
CONPUTS programme is shown in Figure 6.3. 
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Author Method of analysis Results Error 





1161 1.8 X 10-4 N/A 
Yeh (1987) Least squares finite 
difference Newton 
1139 1.93 X 10-4 N/A 
Bardsley (1991) Two point curve 
matching 
1134 1.96 X 10-4 N/A 
Srivastava and 
Guzman (1994) 
Slope matching 1145 2.09 X 10-4 N/A 
CONPUTS Least squares curve 
matching 
1138 1.93 X 10-4 0.0052 
Table 6.2: Results of different methods of analysis of pumping test from Todd 
The analysis of these pumping tests show that the computer programme, CONPUTS, 
converges to values close to those calculated by other methods. This is also shown by 
Figures 6.4 and 6.5. These show schematically the values of transmissivity and storativity 
calculated by the different methods in each of the above tests. This shows that the results 
from the CONPUTS programme agree with other methods. 
6.2.2. Leaky aquifer pump test analysis 
Pumping test data from Kruseman and de Ridder (1990) was used to compare the results of 
the analysis of pumping test data from a leaky aquifer. There were observation weWs at four 
different radii from the pumped well; 30, 60, 90 and 120 m. The site of the pumping test is 
at 'Dalem', The Netheriands. The geology consists of a sandy aquifer overiying an 
aquiclude. The aquifer is confined by a clayey peat that acts as the aquitard. The aquifer 
was pumped for 8 hours at 31.70 m^/hour. The recorded drawdown is presented in 
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Appendix F2. This pumping test has been analysed by a number of authors and is well 
documented. Table 6.3 summarises the results from the methods of analysis based on the 
Walton solution, and includes the results of the curve matching programme WALPUTS2. 
Table 6.4 summarises the results based on the Hantush methods of analysis, and includes 
the results from the curve matching programme HANPUTS2. 









& de Ridder 
Walton 
curve match 
90 1731 1.9 X 10-3 900 2.14x10-3 N/A 
Kruseman 
& de Ridder 
Hantush 
inflection 





90 1763 1.57x10-3 882 2.27x10-3 2.17 
Sen (1986) Slope 
matching 












WALPUTS Least 30 1927 9.47x10-4 1938 5.13x10-4 0.88 
WALPUTS squares 60 1843 1.92x10-3 1000 1.84x10-4 1.12 
WALPUTS curve 90 1663 1.78x10-3 739 3.05x10-3 1.26 
WALPUTS matching 120 1757 1.51x10-3 1039 1.63x10-3 1.54 
Table 6.3: Results of the analysis of pumping test Dalem by the Walton solution 
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& de Ridder 
Hantush 
curve match 
90 1515 1.5 X 10-3 0.05 1.1 X 10-5 N/A 
HANPUTS Least 30 1087 1.02x10-3 0.134 0.02 0.98 
HANPUTS squares 60 1626 1.88x10-3 0.026 9.2 X 10-6 1.21 
HANPUTS curve 90 1325 1.73x10-3 0.038 1.1 X 10-4 0.62 
HANPUTS matching 120 1437 1.32x10-3 0.048 5.03x10-6 1.67 
Table 6.4: Results of the analysis of pumping test Dalem by the Hantush solution 
Graphs comparing the observed and theoretical values of drawdown calculated from the 
final parameters using the curve matching programmes are presented in Figures 6.6 to 
6.13. 
6.3. Parameter estimation using the fieldwork pump test data 
A number of different pumping tests were conducted during the fieldwork, as detailed in 
chapter 3. The majority of the tests pumped water from the gravel layer, but some pump 
tests were also conducted in the sand. The details of the analysis of these tests are given in 
the following sections. Only those pump tests with results from observation wells are 
included, due to the inherent en-ors involved with the analysis of data from a pumped well. 
Four different types of analysis were carried out on each of the sets of data. The first was a 
hand analysis using the Cooper/Jacob formula, which formed the analysis included in a 
report on the fieldwork. The CONPUTS programme was also used to determine these 
parameters. The leaky programmes, WALPUTS2 and HANPUTS2, were then used to 
evaluate the aquifer parameters by analysing the system as a leaky aquifer. The Walputs 
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programme calculates the aquitard characteristic K'/d'from r/L, and the HANPUTS 
programme determines K'S'/d', after evaluating /3. 
If the geology of the site is recalled from chapter 3, the aquifer consists of a gravel bed, 
saturated to 2 metres thickness. This is underlain by a sandy clay which extends to 
uncertain depth. The validity of the analysis of this system as a leaky confined aquifer must 
be questioned. However, the drawdown due to the low pumping rate was small when 
compared to the saturated thickness of the aquifer. The principal difference between the 
leaky confined, and the unconfined solution is the effect of the storativity term. When 
pumping an unconfined system, the actual water table, not the piezometric surface, is 
reduced. Discharge derived from drainage of the pores, not expansion of the water and 
compression of the aquifer as a confined system. This leads to the situation of delayed 
yield and much greater values of storativity. However, as the drawdown is minimised by the 
pump test method, the analysis by Walton and Hantush is the most appropriate. They take 
the leakage from the aquitard into account, which must have a significant effect. 
6.3.1. Pump borehole 16 - material: sand 
The following results were obtained from the analysis of a pumping test in borehole no. 16, 
which was pumped for 4 hours at an average discharge of 0.511 m3/hour. The drav«Jown 
was observed in two piezometers at different depths in borehole no. 18. The results from 
the observations in the lower piezometer are presented in Table 6.5, and from the middle 




Aquifer Properties Aquitard properties Error 
(mm) T (m2/day) S r/L or j3 K'/d' (d-1) K'S'/d' (d-i) 
Theis hand 173 1.0 X lO-"" N/A N/A N/A N/A 
CONPUTS 111 1 .14X lO-i N/A N/A N/A 0.34 
WALPUTS 51 7.2x lO-i 0.063 2.0 X 10-3 N/A 0.40 
HANPUTS 3 3.8 X 10-2 10.47 N/A 2.0 9.14 
Table 6.5: Results of the analysis of the pumping test in BH16 sand, observed from 
the bottom sand piezometer in borehole 18. 
Diagrams comparing the observed and theoretical drawdown curves using the values 
calculated from the computer analysis are shown in Figures 6.14, 6.15 and 6.16. 
Method of Aquifer Properties Aquitard properties Error 
analysis r(m2/day) S r/L or p Kycf'(d-'') K'S'/d'(d-i) (mm) 
Theis hand 52 5.0 X 10-3 N/A N/A N/A N/A 
CONPUTS 54 5.7 X 10-3 N/A N/A N/A 1.7 
WALPUTS 38 6.05 X 10-3 0.33 4.22 X 10-2 N/A 0.68 
HANPUTS 44 6.26 X 10-3 6.9x10-3 N/A 2.10 X 10-6 ? . ? 
Table 6.6: Results of the analysis of the pumping test in BH16 sand, observed from 
the middle sand piezometer In borehole 18. 
Diagrams comparing the observed and theoretical drawdown curves using the values 
calculated from the computer analysis are shown in Figures 6.17, 6.18 and 6.19. 
6.3.2. Pump borehole 16 - material: gravel 
The pumping test in borehole 16 lasted for 5 hours at a pumping rate of 1.32 m^fhour. The 
drawdown was analysed using the observations in boreholes 17 and 18, at radii of 7 and 10 
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metres respectively. The results of the analysis of the drawdown recorded in borehole 17 
are shown in Table 6.7 and from borehole 18 in Table 6.8. 
Method of Aquifer Properties Aquitard properties En-or 
analysis T (m2/day) S r/L or j3 K7c/'(d-i) K'S'/c/'(d-i) (mm) 
Theis hand 241 1.3x lO-i N/A N/A N/A N/A 
CONPUTS 370 5.5 X 10-2 N/A N/A N/A 1.7 
WALPUTS 202 1 .66X lO-i 1.5x10-2 9.0 X 10-4 N/A 0.2 
HANPUTS 73 5.5 X 10-2 5.9x10-1 N/A 4.55 X 10-1 0.2 
Table 6.7: Results of the analysis of the pumping test in borehole 16, observed from 
borehole 17. 
Method of Aquifer Properties Aquitard properties Error 
analysis T (m2/day) S r/L or j3 K/cy'(d-i) K'S'/tf (d-1) (mm) 
Theis hand 223 0.10 N/A N/A N/A N/A 
CONPUTS 231 1.03 X 10-1 N/A N/A N/A 1.0 
WALPUTS 250 1.01 X 10-1 ? . ? 3.45 X 10-3 N/A 1.0 
HANPUTS 170 3.3 X 10-2 1.4x10-1 N/A 1.76 X 10-2 2.9 
Table 6.8: Results of the analysis of the pumping test in borehole 16, observed from 
borehole 18. 
These leaky solutions were obtained by using the late time data only. Diagrams comparing 
the observed and theoretical draw/down for each solution from borehole 17 are presented in 
Figures 6.20, 6.21, 6.22. Similarly, these diagrams for the results of the analysis from 
borehole 18 are presented in Figures 6.23, 6.24 and 6.25. 
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6.3.3. Pump borehole 17 - material: gravel 
The results of the pumping test in borehole 17 are presented below. The pumping test was 
of 4 hours duration , at an average pumping rate of 1.34 m^lhour. The results of the 
analysis of the drawdown in borehole 16 at 7 m radius is shown in Table 6.9, and from 
borehole 18 at 3 m radius in Table 6.10. 
Method of Aquifer Properties Aquitard properties En-or 
analysis r(m2 /day) S r/L or /3 Kyc/'(d-i) K'SVd' (d-1) (mm) 
Theis hand 327 0.087 N/A N/A N/A N/A 
CONPUTS 283 l . l O x lO-i N/A N/A N/A 0.18 
WALPUTS 267 1.14 X 10-1 1.1x10-1 6.9 X 10-2 N/A 0.17 
HANPUTS 240 1.05 x 10-1 3.6x10-2 N/A 1.07 X 10-2 0.17 
Table 6.9: Results of the analysis of the pumping test in borehole 17, observed from 
borehole 16. 
Method of Aquifer Properties Aquitard properties En-or 
analysis T (m2/day) S r/L or p Kyd'(d-i) K'S'/c/'(d-i) (mm) 
Theis hand 310 0.27 N/A N/A N/A N/A 
CONPUTS 310 2.0 X 10-1 N/A N/A N/A 0.37 
WALPUTS 242 2.65 X 10-1 0.179 8.6 X 10-1 N/A 0.26 
HANPUTS 263 1.47 X 10-1 5.3x10-2 N/A 1.93 X 10-1 4.53 
Table 6.10: Results of the analysis of the pumping test in borehole 17, observed from 
borehole 18. 
Again, the accuracy of the estimated parameters may be evaluated by plotting the observed 
drawdown with the theoretical drawdown using the calculated parameters. These graphs for 
the results of the analysis from borehole 16 are shown in Figures 6.26, 6.27 and 6.28. The 
results from borehole 18 are shown in Figures 6.29, 6.30 and 6.31. 
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6.3.4. Pump borehole 18 - material: gravel 
The results of the pumping test in borehole 18 are presented below. The pumping test was 
of 6.5 hours duration, at an average pumping rate of 1.33 rvi^lhour. The drawdown in 
borehole 17, at 3 m radius, and borehole 16 at 10 m radius from the pumped well were 
analysed. This gave the results presented in Tables 6.11 and 6.12 respectively: 
Method of Aquifer Properties Aquitard properties Error 
analysis r(m2/day) S r/L or j3 K'/d'{d-^) K'S'/d'(d-1) (mm) 
Theis hand 208 1.14 N/A N/A N/A N/A 
CONPUTS 162 9.92 X 10-1 N/A N/A N/A 0.80 
WALPUTS 42 8.78 X 10-1 1.2x10-1 6.6 N/A 0.36 
HANPUTS 111 3.77 X 10-1 1.5x10-1 N/A 1.674 3.79 
Table 6.11: Results of the analysis of the pumping test in borehole 18, observed from 
borehole 17. 
Method of Aquifer Properties Aquitard properties Error 
analysis T (m2/day) S r/L or /3 K/Cf'(d-1) K'S'/c/'(d-i) (mm) 
Theis hand 325 0.068 N/A N/A N/A N/A 
CONPUTS 288 7.47 X 10-2 N/A N/A N/A 0.82 
WALPUTS 755 4.75 X 10-3 7.1x102 3.8 X 10-2 N/A 4.42 
HANPUTS 3887 3.16 X 10-3 3.2x10-3 N/A 2.05 X 10-5 13.9 
Table 6.12: Results of the analysis of the pumping test in borehole 18, observed from 
borehole 16. 
Diagrams comparing the observed and theoretical drawdown from borehole 17 are shown in 
Figures 6.32, 6.33 and 6.34, and borehole 16 are shown in Figures 6.35, 6.36 and 6.37. 
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6.3.5. Summary of the aquifer parameters from the pumping tests 
The aim of the fieldwork is to estimate the aquifer parameters. These parameters are the 
permeability and storativity of both the gravel and sand layers. The permeability of a 
formation is made up of two directions, vertically and horizontally. The vertical permeability 
of the sand layer is very important, as it is the vertical flow of water that recharges the 
gravel layer. This parameter is the most difficult parameter to estimate accurately from 
these tests. It is only measured in the form of K7d' or K'S'/d\ from the Walton or Hantush 
pumping tests. In addition, the depth of the aquitard, d', is unknown. 
Some of the gravel characteristics calculated from the leaky aquifer analysis are obviously 
inaccurate, due to pumping test results that do not conform with the Walton or Hantush 
solutions. When evaluating the aquifer parameters, the hydrologist needs to use experience 
and common sense to determine which results are likely to be accurate, and those which 
are not. Table 6.13 presents those parameters which the author considers accurate, from 
the analysis of the pumping test data from the gravel formation as a leaky aquifer. The 
results from the Theis analysis are not included in this table, because of the innacuracies 
introduced with this method when the contribution to discharge from the aquitard is ignored. 
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Results from Table no: Transmissivity (m^/day) Storatlvity 
6 . 7 2 0 2 1 . 6 6 X lO-i 
7 3 5 . 5 X 10-2 
6 . 8 2 5 0 1.01 X lO-"" 
1 7 0 3 . 3 0 X 10-2 
6 . 9 2 6 7 1.14 X lO-"" 
2 4 0 1 . 0 5 X lO-i 
6 . 1 0 2 4 2 2 . 6 5 X 10-1 
2 6 3 1 . 4 7 X lO-i 
Average values 2 1 3 . 4 1.23 X 10-1 
Table 6.13: Summary of the results of the leaky analysis of pumping test data from 
the gravel formation 
The values calculated from the analysis of the data from the pumping tests in the sand 









6 . 6 3 8 6 . 0 5 X 10-3 N/A N/A 
4 4 6 . 2 6 X 10-3 N/A N/A 
6 . 7 N/A N/A 9 . 0 X 10-4 4 . 5 5 X 10-1 
6 . 8 N/A N/A 3 . 4 5 X 10-3 1.76 X 10-2 
6 . 9 N/A N/A 6 . 9 X 10-2 1.07 X 10-2 
6 . 1 0 N/A N/A 8 . 6 X 10-1 1.93 X 10-1 
Average 
values 
4 1 6 . 1 6 X 10-3 2 . 3 X 10-1 1.69 X 10-1 
Table 6.14: Summary of the results of aquifer parameters calculated for the sand 
formation 
1 2 7 
The gravel parameters have been evaluated, and values determined which are feasible 
when compared with standard values. To evaluate the validity of these results further, 
Figure 6.38 plots each of the transmissivity vs. storativity pairs presented in Table 6.13. 
The Hantush results give generally lower transmissivity results than the Walton analysis, but 
there are not enough results to make any conclusions from this graph. The average values 
of transmissivity and storativity calculated do coinicide with the centre of the results. 
However, it is possible that the trend of the results indicate that the average value of 
transmissivity should be slightly greater. 
The quantification of the vertical permeability of the sand layer is more difficult. A wide 
range of values of the parameter K'/d' have been determined from the Walton method. It is 
also difficult to determine d' as the depth of the sand is unknown, the border with the 
underlying, less permeable formation is gradational and so generally permeability is likely to 
reduce with depth. 
If an assumption is made that the thickness of the sand layer is 10 metres, then the 
horizontal permeability is approximately 4 m/day. The borehole logs suggest that 10 metres 
thickness is a reasonable estimate. The Walton solution gives an average value of K'of 2.3 
m/day. If the Hantush solution is examined, the average value of K'S'/d'calculated from the 
analysis is 0.169. Using S '= 6.16 x 10-^ and d'= 10.0 m, the average value of K'calculated 
is 274 m/day. This is two orders of magnitude greater than the values calculated by the 
other methods. It is almost certainly far too great. 
This problem could derive from the analysis of the gravel, which is unconfined, as a 
confined leaky system. As the pumping rate is very low, the drawdown is small and the 
effects of delayed yield are minimised. However, the average storativity term of the aquifer 
is very high, greater than 10%. Thus when this is included in the Hantush equation to 
evaluate K'S'/d'from /3, the resulting parameter may be too great. It is unfortunate that the 
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geology where this fieldwork took place represents a non standard pump test situation. 
However, field tests are very unlikely to ever conform to theoretical conditions. 
The values of vertical permeability could be different if the depth of the aquitard or the 
storativity were changed. However, a value calculated close to the first two methods was 
chosen, of 2.5 m/day. 
In conclusion, the following average parameters have been calculated for the gravel and 
sand formations where fieldwork was conducted. 
G R A V E L 
Transmissivity, T =213.4 m2/day 
Storativity, S =1 .23x10-1 
SAND 
Leakage factor, K'/d' = 2.5 x 10-i days-i 
Storativity, S ' =6 .16x10 -3 
To observe the accuracy of these results, a finite element method is used to simulate the 
pumping tests using the calculated parameters, and so the theoretical and observed 
drawdown may be compared. This allows the validity of the assumptions made during the 
analysis to be examined. 
6.4. Finite element evaluation of parameters from leaky aquifer pump 
tests 
Aquifer parameters for the fieldwork completed as part of this project were evaluated in 
section 6.3.5. The validity of these parameters is evaluated by modelling the pump tests 
using the calculated parameters. 
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6.4.1. Verification of the finite element model 
A two dimensional finite element modelling package, SEFTRANSi, was used to model the 
pumping tests. The model was set up in cross-section, with axisymmetric flow conditions. 
To ensure that the model is representative of the analytical solution a hypothetical pump 
test was run using the following parameters:-
Aquifer 
T = 200m2/day S = 0.10 
Aquitard 
K' = 1.0 X 10-3 m/day S' = 5.0 x 10-3 
The thickness of the aquifer was set at 2.0 m, and the aquitard 10.0 m. The aquifer overlies 
the aquitard, in a similar way to the geology encountered during the fieldwork. A discharge 
rate of 20 m^/hour was set, and the drawdown observed at a radius of 10.0 m. 
The analytical solution was evaluated using the Hantush equation for drawdown in a leaky 
aquifer. The well function was evaluated using the appropriate subroutine from the 
HANPUTS programme. This is compared against the numerical results in Figure 6.39. This 
figure shows that the SEFTRANS numerical solution gives a good match to the analytical 
solution. 
As the parameters are known, it is possible to evaluate the validity of the Hantush solution 
over time. Recalling this from chapter 2, the Hantush solution is only valid if the time, 
d'S' 
t< (6.1) 
The values used in this problem give an upper time limit of 5 days. Thus the analytical 
solution and the numerical model are both con-ect. 
10xford Geotechnica Limited, 1993 
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6.4.2. Validation of the experimental results 
The values of aquifer parameters calculated in section 6.3.5 were used in the SEFTRANS 





< 2.464x10-' days"^ 
Thus the Hantush solution is only valid if the time, t < 210 seconds. This could be a further 
reason for the high values of K'S'/d'that were calculated in the previous section. However, 
the numerical solution will not be affected by the validity of the analytical solution. 
The pumping rate in each of the three gravel pumping rates was very similar. The model 
was run with a pumping rate of 1.33 m-^/hour and the drawdown recorded at radii of 3, 7 and 
10 metres from the pumped well. These were then compared against the field data 
recorded during the pumping tests. 
The graphs of these results are shown in Figures 6.40 to 6.45, for the pumping in boreholes 
16, 17 and 18. Each of the radii at 7 and 10 metres fit very well to the recorded data. Only 
the observations from 3 metres do not match exactly, even though it is reasonably close. 
This could be because a slightly different combination of parameters is required, or there 
may be an en"or introduced in the measurement when an observation well records the 
drawdown at just 3 metres from the pumped well. 
6.5. Conclusions 
This chapter has shown that the three least squares programmes are able to accurately 
calculate aquifer parameters using pump test data. The results from the analysis of 
published pump test data allow these methods to be compared against other methods of 
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pump test analysis. These show that the parameters calculated are close to those of other 
methods. 
The data from the fieldwork were also successfully analysed. The average results from this 
analysis were validated by a numerical method. A finite element model was used to 
calculate the theoretical drawdown for the field pump tests. These results were compared 
with the field data, and a very close match was found. 
The results of the numerical analysis indicate that the relevant parameters have been 
evaluated accurately. However, a number of errors have occurred in the analysis. For 
some of the tests the least squares algorithm did not converge to values of parameters 
which give drawdown close to the recorded values. The reason for this may be that the 
algorithm is calculating the parameters that give the average minimum drawdown between 
the theoretical and observed values of drawdown. A solution may be possible which fits 
some but not all of the data. 
Another source of error could be the application of confined leaky aquifer solutions, of 
Walton and Hantush, to data from pumping tests that were carried out in a leaky unconfined 
system. Also, the Hantush solution is the most accurate pumping test solution used, but it is 
only theoretically accurate at eariy time. The time after which the theoretical solution is no 
longer valid is calculated from equation 6.1. However, this uses the two aquitard 
parameters, K'and S'. If these parameters are to be evaluated using the Hantush equation, 
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Figure 6.1: Observed and theoretical drawdown results from 
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Figure 6.2: Observed and theoretical drawdown results from 
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Figure 6.3: Observed and theoretical drawdown for Todd pumping 
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Figure 6.4: Comparsion of the results of the different methods of 
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Figure 6.5: Comparsion of the results of the different methods of 
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Figure 6.6: Observed and theoretical drawdown results of pumping 
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Figure 6.7: Observed and theoretical drawdown results of pumping 
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Figure 6.8: Observed and theoretical drawdown results of pumping 
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Figure 6.9: Observed and theoretical drawdown results of pumping 
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Figure 6.10: Observed and theoretical drawdown results of pumping 
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Figure 6.11: Observed and theoretical drawdown results of pumping 
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Figure 6.12: Observed and theoretical drawdown results of pumping 
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Figure 6.13: Observed and theoretical drawdown results of pumping 
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Figure 6.14: THEIS analysis of field pump test 
Borehole pumped: 16 Material: Sand 
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Figure 6.15: WALTON analysis of field pump test 
Borehole pumped: 16 Material: Sand 
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Figure 6.16: HANTUSH analysis of field pump test 
Borehole pumped: 16 Material: Sand 
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Figure 6.17: THEIS analysis of field pump test 
Borehole pumped: 16 Material: Sand 
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Figure 6.18: W A L T O N analys is of field pump test 
Borehole pumped: 16 Material: Sand 
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Figure 6.19: HANTUSH analys is of field pump test 
Borehole pumped: 16 Material: Sand 
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Figure 6.20: T H E I S ana lys is of field pump test 
Borehole pumped: 16 Material: Gravel 
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Figure 6.21: W A L T O N analys is of field pump test 
Borehole pumped: 16 Material: Gravel 
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Figure 6.22: HANTUSH analys is of field pump test 
Borehole pumped: 16 Material: Gravel 
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Figure 6.23: T H E I S ana lys is of field pump test 
Borehole pumped: 16 Material: Gravel 
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Figure 6.24: W A L T O N analys is of field pump test 
Borehole pumped: 16 Material: Gravel 
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Figure 6.25: HANTUSH analys is of field pump test 
Borehole pumped: 16 Material: Gravel 
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Figure 6.26: T H E I S ana lys is of field pump test: 
Borehole pumped: 17 Material: Gravel 
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Figure 6.27: W A L T O N analys is of field pump test 
Borehole pumped: 17 Material: Gravel 
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Figure 6.28: HANTUSH analys is of field pump test 
Borehole pumped: 17 Material: Gravel 
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Figure 6.29: T H E I S ana lys is of field pump test 
Borehole pumped: 17 Material: Gravel 
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Figure 6.30: W A L T O N analys is of field pump test 
Borehole pumped: 17 Material: Gravel 
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Figure 6.31: HANTUSH analys is of field pump test 
Borehole pumped: 17 Material: Gravel 
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Figure 6.32: T H E I S ana lys is of field pump test 
Borehole pumped: 18 Material: Gravel 
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Figure 6.33: W A L T O N ana lys is of field pump test 
Borehole pumped: 18 Material: Gravel 
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Observed drawdown Theoretical drawdown 
Figure 6.34: HANTUSH analys is of field pump test 
Borehole pumped: 18 Material: Gravel 







Radius = 10 m 
Q = 1.33 m'/hour 
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Figure 6.35: T H E I S ana lys is of field pump test 
Borehole pumped: 18 Material: Gravel 
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Figure 6.36: Walton ana lys is of field pump test 
Borehole pumped: 18 Material: Gravel 
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Figure 6.37: Hantush ana lys is of field pump test 
Borehole pumped: 18 Material: Gravel 
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Figure 6.39: Compar ison of the Hantush analytical and the S E F T R A N S 
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Chapter 7 
Sensitivity of groundwater models to parameter 
variation 
7.1. Introduction 
The least squares analysis used by the programmes developed during this research 
calculate the parameters which give the best fit between the observed and theoretical 
values of drawdown. This technique is based on the calculation of the change in theoretical 
drawdown due to a change in the aquifer parameters. This chapter examines the 
importance of the derivatives of drawdown with respect to these parameters, or the 
sensitivity of a theoretical aquifer system to a change in the aquifer parameters. 
The drawdown in any pumping test can be determined if a number of parameters are 
known. For a confined system, this drawdown may be written as a function of the following 
variables: 
s = f{Q. t, r, T, s; 
The flowrate, time and radius may all be easily measured. In confined aquifers, the 
transmissivity and storativity must be evaluated. It is unlikely that these will be estimated 
accurately, due, for example, to measurement en-ors during aquifer tests or inconsistency of 
the aquifer geology. When leaky aquifers are investigated, the vertical pemneability and 
storativity of the aquitard present further unknowns. If the sensitivity coefficients are 
evaluated and understood, a hydrogeologist will understand more fully the mechanism of 
flow within an aquifer system. The coefficients may also be used to evaluate the 
significance of errors, as the coefficients represent the potential change in theoretical 
drawdown for a small change in the relevant parameter. 
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7.2. Previous worl< 
A significant amount of v«)rk has been completed previously in this area, notably by 
McElwee and Yukler (1978) and Cobb, McElwee and Butt (1982). They defined the 
'sensitivity coefficients' for confined (Theis) and leaky (Walton) systems, and examined how 
these parameters vary in space and time. This work will be expanded in this chapter to 
include the leaky solution from Hantush. 
Cheng and Ouazar (1995) also developed a method of determining the drawdown due to 
pumping in a confined aquifer using stochastic analysis. This takes into account the 
uncertainty in the information about the hydrogeological properties. The stochastic solution 
includes this estimated variation in the aquifer parameters, corrects the drav^Jown and 
calculates its variance. It thus gives a solution to drawdown, including the errors that are 
involved in the evaluation procedure. 
7.3. Confined aquifers - sensitivity of the Theis solution 
The sensitivity of the drawdown to changes in parameters for the Theis solution was 
examined by McElwee and Yukler (1978). A theoretical pumping test is used in all the 
following examples to demonstrate the concepts being discussed. The parameters used to 
generate these values are as follows: 
Transmissivity (T) = 500 m^/day 
Storativity (S) =1 .0x10 -3 
Discharge rate (Q) = 25 m^/hour 
7.3.1. Sensitivity to transmissivity 
The theoretical distribution of drawdown with radius after 30 minutes of pumping in a 
confined aquifer is presented in Figure 7.1. The curve represents a cross-section through 
the cone of depression. These curves show how the influence of the pumping has not 
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effected the drawdown further than 500 metres from the well. As pumping continues, the 
cone of depression will expand, thus creating drawdown further and further from the well. 
Figure 7.2 examines more closely the portion of the curve between 100 and 200 metres 
from the well. This is the region where the curves for different values of transmissivity 
cross. As an equal amount of water has been removed from the aquifer, the cone of 
depression for each value of transmissivity must be of equal volume. For the case of 
reduced transmissivity, the drawdown near the well is greater. Further from the well, this 
drawdown reduces to zero. If the case of increased transmissivity is considered, near the 
well the drav«jown will be less. Both curves tend to zero drawdown at a finite distance from 
the well. However, in order that the volume of the cone of depression is equal for both 
cases, the curves swap over, which is seen at a radius of 140 metres from the pumped well. 
The sensitivity to transmissivity can be further examined by considering the first derivative 
of the theoretical Theis solution with respect to transmissivity. This was defined in section 
4.2.5 as: 
Figure 7.3 shows how dsjdT varies with radius. It is obvious that it diverges near the well, 
and so this is the region where the theoretical drawdown is particularly sensitive to a change 
of transmissivity. It can also be seen that the sign of the function becomes positive at a 
radius of 140 m. The radius where the function becomes positive corresponds with the 
radius where the curves in Figure 7.2 cross. Figures 7.2 and 7.3 show that changing the 
transmissivity will theoretically lead to a shallower cone of depression in some regions, 
whereas in others it will deepen. 
Figure 7.4 investigates the effect of radius and transmissivity on the time dependence of 
dsjdT. This shows that at different values of radius, the curves have an identical shape. 
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and further from the well dsjdJ has less effect at any given time. In the region of 10 m 
radius, the effect of varying the transmissivity on dsjdT is plotted. This shows that a 
reduction in transmissivity decreases the sensitivity, and an increase in transmissivity 
increases the sensitivity. This is because an increase in transmissivity will reduce 
drawdown, and so changing the transmissivity will create a change in drawdown that is 
proportionately greater. 
7.3.2. Sensitivity to storativity 
A similar approach may be taken to obsen/e the sensitivity of confined aquifers to the 
storage coefficient. Figure 7.5 shows the effect of varying storage on drawdown. Unlike the 
transmissivity case, changing the storativity just causes a general raising or lowering of the 
water table. The changes in drawdown due to a 20% change in the storage coefficient are 
much less than those for a 20% change in the transmissivity. However, the changes in 
drawdown due to varying the storage coefficient are significant over a greater radius, shown 
by the comparison of Figures 7.1 and 7.5. 
The first derivative of the Theis equation with respect to storativity may be recalled from 
section 4.2.5 as: 
ds Q 
9S 4 . T S ^ " " 
The radial variation of ds/dS is shown in Figure 7.6. There is no change in sign, just a 
general raising or lowering of the water table, the effect of which decreases with distance 
from the v^ l l . The time dependence of ds/dS, shown in Figure 7.7 for radii of 10, 100 and 
250 m shows that ds/dS tends towards a steady state value. The curves are identical, but 
displaced in time as the distance from the well increases. 
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7.4. Leaky aquifers - sensitivity of the Walton solution 
The sensitivity coefficients for the Walton solution were examined by Cobb, McElwee and 
Butt (1982). This was part of a least squares programme which estimated aquifer 
parameters using the Walton solution. A theoretical pumping test is used to examine and 
compare the sensitivity coefficients for the Walton solution. The parameters used in the 
theoretical pumping test are: 
Transmissivity (T) = 500 m^/day 
Storativity (S) =1 .0x10 - 3 
Discharge rate (Q) = 25 m^/hour 
Leakage factor (K7d') =1 .0x10 - 3 days-i 
7.4.1. Sensitivity to transmissivity 
The Walton equation was differentiated with respect to transmissivity in section 4.3. 
Recalling this equation: 
The effect of increasing radius on this function is shown in Figure 7.8. The function exhibits 
a similar curve to that of the confined condition. The variation of ds/dT with time is shown 
in Figure 7.9, at radii of 10 and 50 m. This diagram also shows the effect of increasing and 
reducing the transmissivity by 20%. They show that tov^ards late time, the value of ds/dT 
tends to a steady state value. This is the time where all the discharge is derived from 
leakage through the aquitard, rather than from the aquifer itself. 
7.4.2. Sensitivity to storativity 
The first derivative of the Walton solution with respect to storativity was derived in section 
4.3. Recalling this equation: 
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ds Qr' (dW(u,r/L) 
dS ^TtT du 
(7.4) 
The radial dependence of ds/dS, and the sensitivity to changes in S are shown in Figure 
7.10. The graph is similar to the Theis case, as the distance from the pumped well 
increases the effect of ds/dS is decreased. The effect of reducing S is to increase the 
value of ds/dS, and vice-versa. The time dependence of ds/dS at radii of 10, 100 and 250 
metres is shown in Figure 7.11. The maximum value of ds/dS is achieved at a time 
proportional to the radial distance from the well. At eariy time, storage from the aquifer 
supplies the discharge, so the value of ds/dS increases. However, leakage through the 
aquitard begins to contribute to discharge. The value of ds/dS reaches a peak value, and 
then tends to zero. Before the curves tend to zero there is a dual source of leakage and 
storage supply the discharge. 
7.4.3. Sensitivity to leakage 
The first derivative of the Walton equation with respect to the dimensionless variable r/L 
was evaluated in section 4.3 as: 




The radial dependence of ds/d{r IL) is shown in Figure 7.12. The curves are not divergent 
near the well, and the effect of ds/d{rl L) is reduced as the distance from the well 
increases. Figure 7.13 shows the time dependence of ds/d{r IL) at radii of 10 and 50 
metres from the well. The effect of varying L is also shown for the 10 metre case. The 
curves show that ds/d{r IL) increases and then tends to steady state. This is where the 
entire discharge is from leakage. The curves at 10 metre radius and different values of L 
cross after approximately one day. This crossover point is again because of the dual source 
to discharge. The L + 20% curve represents less leakage, or a higher aquitard vertical 
permeability. Thus when water is released from storage in the aquifer at early time, the 
ds/d{r IL) term is less important. However, when all the discharge is derived from 
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leakage, the sensitivity of drawdown to changing L is greater, so the steady state value of 
ds/d{r IL) is of greater magnitude. The inverse is true for the case of L - 20%. 
7.5. Leaky aquifers - sensitivity of the Hantush solution 
The sensitivity coefficients of the Hantush solution are examined in the same manner. The 
parameters used in the pumping test used to demonstrate the features of the sensitivity 
coefficients are: 
Transmissivity (T) = 500 m^/day 
Storativity (S) =1.0x10-3 
Discharge rate (Q) = 25 m^/hour 
Aquitard permeability (K7d') = 1.0 x 10-3days-'' 
Aquitard storativity (S') = 1.0 x 10-3 
7.5.1. Sensitivity to transmissivity 
The Hantush solution to drawdown in a leaky aquifer was differentiated with respect to 
transmissivity in section 4.4.3. This was presented as: 
The change in ds/dT with radius is shown in Figure 7.14. The curve, as for both the Theis 
and Walton case, is divergent near the weW and changes sign. Figure 7.15 shows the effect 
of time and transmissivity on the time dependence of ds/dT. These curves showthat the 
effect of reducing the transmissivity increases the sensitivity of the system to changes in 
transmissivity, and vice-versa. Also, the effect is more pronounced for an increase than a 
reduction in transmissivity. 
7.5.2. Sensitivity to storativity 
The sensitivity to storativity was evaluated in section 4.4.3, and reported as: 
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ds Q \dW(u,l5) u dW(u,[i) ( 
dS 4;rr [ av S dp 
The change in ds/dS with radius is shown in Figure 7.16. This is similar to the Walton 
case, as near the well ds/dS is not divergent, and the value tends to zero as distance from 
the pumped well increases. However, the curves of S + 20% and S - 20% cross at a radius 
of 100 metres. The reason for this can be evaluated by considering the process of the flow 
of water to a well within a theoretical Hantush leaky system. For the case of S + 20%, the 
drawdown in the aquifer will be less as a greater proportion of water is released from 
storage. This in turn reduces the head difference between the aquifer and aquitard, thus 
reducing the leakage from the aquitard. The effect of changing the storativity of the aquifer 
on the drawdown will be greater, as the contribution to discharge from the aquifer storage is 
now a proportionally larger part. 
As the distance from the pumped well increases, the head difference between the aquifer 
and the aquitard is reduced as the effects of pumping have not yet reached this area. The 
value of ds/dS is then similar to that of the confined case, and the curves of 8 + 20% and S 
- 20% change sides. It is interesting to note that the Walton case does not exhibit the same 
behaviour. This is because the Hantush case takes the storage of the aquitard into account. 
The leakage at eariy time comes from storage in the aquitard. The leakage for the Walton 
solution is derived from water leaking through the aquitard from an overiying aquifer to the 
pumped aquifer. Thus the effect of changing the head between the aquifer and aquitard is 
different in the two cases, reflected by these figures. 
Figure 7.17 shows the change of ds/dS with time. This again shows the dual source which 
supplies discharge in leaky aquifers. The effect of changing the storativity near the front of 
the cone of depression is great. This is reduced as time increases. 
7.5.3. Sensitivity to aquitard parameters 
The sensitivity to the aquitard parameters, K'S'/d', was presented in section 4.4.3 as: 
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ay~47tT' dp ly ^^'^^ 
where •) = K'S'/d' 
Figure 7.18 shows the variation of ds/dy with radius, and the effect of increasing and 
decreasing 7. Increasing 7 leads to greater leakage through the aquitard to the aquifer for 
any given head difference. Thus for the case of 7 + 20%, the magnitude of ds/dy is 
reduced as changing 7 when there is more leakage will have less effect on the aquifer 
drawdown. The reverse is true for the case of 7 - 20%. 
The variation of ds/dy with time in a leaky aquifer is shown in Figure 7.19 for the Hantush 
solution. The effect of increasing the leakage is again to reduce ds/dy, and reducing the 
leakage increases ds/dy. The graph shows ds/dy at radii of 10 and 50 metres. These 
curves are coincident. This implies that the distance from the pumping well does not affect 
the value of ds/dy. The values calculated of ds/dy are very high, in the order of 1.0 x 10^, 
whereas the values of other sensitivity coefficients calculated are many magnitudes smaller, 
in the region of 1.0 x 10^. 
7.6. Comparison of common aquifer parameters 
In this section the parameters common to all three aquifer types, ds/dT and ds/dS, are 
compared as they change with radius and time. This enables the differences between the 
solutions to be evaluated. 
Figure 7.20 shows how ds/dT varies with radius. All of these curves are coincident, which 
shows that the difference between ds/dT is negligible, when a confined or leaky system is 
considered. The variation of ds/dT with time is shown in Figure 7.21 at a radius of 10 
metres. This shows that ds/dT continues increasing for the confined system, and does not 
achieve steady state. The Walton and Hantush curves are far more similar. They tend to 
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the same steady state value after a pumping period of one day. The value of dsjdT is 
slightly less at eariy time for the Hantush case. This is because of the increased leakage as 
the aquitard storage is taken into account. However after the water has been released from 
storage at that radius in the aquitard, the two solutions converge. 
The effect of radius on the value of ds/dS is shown in Figure 7.22. All of the curves are a 
similar shape, tending to zero as distance from the pumped well increases. The initial value 
of the Walton curve is slightly less than the Theis curve, due to some leakage. The 
Hantush curve is a similar shape, but the effect of including the aquitard storage term is 
obvious. The initial value of ds/dS is 15% less than the other two curves at the well. This 
difference reduces as distance from the well increases. This difference is the effect of 
including the storage of the aquitard, which contributes to discharge near the well where 
drawdown is greatest. 
Figure 7.23 shows the variation of ds/dS with time for each of the solutions. The confined 
solution is very different, as the value of dsjdS tends towards a steady state value greater 
than zero. This is because in the confined solution, this is the only supply to discharge, so 
the effect of changing the storativity will always effect the drawdown. The Walton solution 
follows the confined solution at eariy time, but then leakage begins to contribute to 
discharge and the effect of the storage coefficient is reduced. Thus the impact on 
drawdown of changing the storage coefficient is reduced, and dsjdS tends to zero. The 
Hantush curve does not follow the confined solution at all. The leakage from the aquitard 
storage at eariy time reduces the value of dsjdS. The peak value of dsjdS occurs at an 
eariier time than the Walton case, but it tends to zero at a later time than the Walton curve. 
This is because of the added contribution to discharge from the aquitard storage, which 
reduces the quantity of water from the aquifer storage which is discharged during any period 
of time. Thus the effect of changing storativity will affect the aquifer drawdown over a 
longer period of time. The time when dsjdS tends to zero is thus much later for the 
Hantush than the Walton case. 
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7.7. Discussion 
The sensitivity coefficients may be used to examine the influence of a change of aquifer 
parameters on the drawAjown due to pumping. The coefficients form an important part of 
the least squares algorithm developed during this research, which calculates the 'best fit' 
aquifer parameters. 
If a confined system is considered, the change in drawdown. As, due to a small change in 
an aquifer parameter, was defined in section 4.2.4 as: 
/ . ^ ds ds ^ 
(s+As), .=S,.+ — • A T + — - A S (7.9) 
Thus the sensitivity coefficients, ds/dT and ds/dS, control the magnitude of the change in 
drawdown, 4s. These coefficients may also be examined when considering a groundwater 
f low model. If a range of possible parameters is being investigated, knowledge of the 
sensitivity coefficients allows the hydrogeologist to easily evaluate the effect of changing 
any particular parameter. 
The magnitude of the sensitivity coefficients change with the different solutions to drawdown 
that are examined, and are in proportion to the magnitude of the parameters themselves. 
The magnitude of the Hantush sensitivity coefficient, ds/dy, is particulariy large. However, 
this is multiplied by the small leakage factor, 7 {K'S'/d'), to evaluate the change in 
drawdown. 
For certain cases the convergence of the leaky aquifer programme, HANPUTS, was more 
difficult than for the CONPUTS or WALPUTS programmes when using the same input data. 
Either a number of different starting values were used, or several data points removed, 
before convergence was achieved. This may be explained by the nature of the sensitivity 
coefficient, ds/dy. The magnitude of this coefficient is much greater than the other 
coefficients, ds/dT and ds/dS. 
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The least squares algorithm calculates changes to each of the aquifer parameters which 
minimise the difference between the observed and theoretical values of drawdown. These 
changes, AT, AS and A), are calculated by a series of mathematical formulae. As the best 
fit parameters are calculated the magnitude of the ds/dy term may prevent the parameter 
changes, AT, AS and 4> from tending to zero. This may be particulariy evident where the 
theoretical drav\Ajown curve does not fit the observed data well. This may induce an 
oscillation around the best fit parameters, or divergence from them. Oscillation in the 
calculated parameters was observed in the results from the HANPUTS programme on 
several occasions. 
The difference between the Walton and Hantush cases is evident in a number of the graphs 
of the sensitivity coefficients. It is obvious that the effect of the storage of the aquitard does 
significantly impact the drawdown, especially at eariy time. 
A practical application of the sensitivity coefficients could be to that of modelling the 
fieldwork. The two dimensional groundwater flow model was shown in chapter 6 to 
accurately model the recorded drawdown at 7 and 10 m from the well, but slightly over 
estimate it at 3 m from the well. The sensitivity coefficients for this system could be plotted 
against radius from the well. It may be possible to adjust one parameter so that the 
drawdown at a radius of 3 m would be slightly reduced, without significantly changing the 
drawdown at a greater distance. The impact of errors in the parameters could also be 
examined, from the change in drawdown that would result from a slight change in the 
calculated parameters. 
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Figure 7.4: The variation of ds/dT with time In a confined aquifer. 
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Figure 7.8: The variation of ds/dT with radius in a leaky(Walton) aquifer. 
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Figure 7.10: The variation of ds/dS with radius in a leaky (Walton) aquifer. 
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Figure 7.14: The variation of ds/dT with radius in a leaky (Hantush) aquifer. 
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T h e a i m of th is research was to produce an eff ic ient method of calculat ing aqui fer 
pa ramete rs f r om pump ing test data . A s a large amount of f ie ldwork was comple ted in a 
leaky aqu i fe r sys tem, conf ined and leaky sys tems were examined . 
8.2. Achievements 
T h e me thod of least squares cu rve f i t t ing was used to est imate aqui fer parameters for both 
con f ined and leaky aqui fers. Th is method est imates the parameters that min imise the 
d i f fe rence be tween the observed and theoret ical va lues of d rawdown. The The is solut ion is 
used in the con f ined p rog ramme, C 0 N P U T 3 , where the t ransmissiv i ty and storat ivi ty of a 
con f ined aqu i fer are es t imated. 
T w o d i f ferent me thods were used to calculate parameters for a leaky aquifer. The first, 
W A L P U T 3 , uses the W a l t o n solut ion to est imate the t ransmiss iv i ty and storat iv i ty of the 
p u m p e d aqui fer , and the leakage coef f ic ient {K'/d") of the aqui tard. The second method, 
H A N P U T S , uses the Hantush solut ion. For this case in addi t ion to calculat ing the aquifer 
parameters of t ransmiss iv i ty and storat iv i ty, a leakage coef f ic ient is calculated which 
inc ludes both the ver t ica l permeabi l i ty and the storat iv i ty of the aqui tard. 
T h e leaky aqu i fe r least square a lgor i thms are s low due to the huge number of calculat ions 
pe r fo rmed to eva luate the wel l funct ions. T o reduce the mnn ing t ime of the programmes, 
the numer ica l me thod of Hermi t ian interpolat ion was inc luded. Th is method evaluates all 
the parameters used in the least squares a lgor i thm f rom previously prepared gr ids of 
va lues . Th is reduced the running t ime for the major i ty of p rob lems to 5 seconds. 
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These p r o g r a m m e s were ver i f ied using data f rom synthesised pumping tests, and were 
f ound to qu ick ly conve rge to a 'best fit ' solut ion. Convergence was ach ieved f rom a wide 
range of input pa ramete r va lues , a l though, the range reduced as the number of parameters 
increased. 
In add i t ion to the theoret ica l and compute r work, a three week p rog ramme of f ie ld pumping 
tests was under taken. The geo logy var ied across the site and so a number of di f ferent 
me thods were used to est imate the re levant geological parameters. The data f rom the 
pump ing tests using an electr ic pump in an area where observat ion weWs recorded the 
d rawdown are used to va l ida te the least squares programmes. 
A n u m b e r of accurate ly documen ted pumping tests, which other authors have used to test 
me thods of p u m p test analysis, were a lso used to test the least squares programmes. The 
paramete rs es t imated by the p rog rammes gave s imi lar va lues to those previously reported. 
The p r o g r a m m e s were fur ther va l ida ted by calculat ing the leaky aqui fer parameters using 
the pump ing test data f r o m the f ie ldwork. The results of the analysis of a number of pump 
tests enab led ave rage parameter va lues to be evaluated. These parameter va lues were 
used in a Xvjo d imens iona l f ini te e lement mode l , and the f ie ld pump tests s imulated. The 
resul t ing theoret ica l d rawdown curves gave a close match to the d rawdown data recorded 
dur ing the tests. 
8.3. Considerations for accurately evaluating aquifer parameters 
For s o m e civi l eng ineer ing appl icat ions an accurate knowledge of aqui fer parameters and 
h o w they change in space and t ime is an important factor. If this is the case, then a rigorous 
test ing and analys is techn ique should be employed in order that the con-ect parameters are 
eva lua ted . 
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Of ten the most d i f f icul t fac tor is the quant i f icat ion of the geology. The cost of a large 
numbe r of possibly deep exp lorat ion boreholes may of ten be prohibi t ive. However , if an 
accura te analys is of p u m p test data is required, the first step is to accurately deve lop a 
conceptua l mode l of the regional geology. 
3 o m e of the d i f fe rences between the theoret ical conf ined and leaky solut ions have been 
d iscussed in prev ious chapters. For example , if a conf ined aqui fer is pumped , the 
d rawdown in the aqu i fer keeps increasing. W h e n a leaky aqui fer is cons idered, the 
recharge th rough the aqui tard contr ibutes to d ischarge, and at late t ime the drawdown in the 
aqu i fe r reaches s teady state and all the discharge is der ived f rom leakage. The 
inaccurac ies in t roduced by analys ing a leaky aqui fer as a conf ined aqui fer cxjuld lead to 
s igni f icant en"ors. Even the use of the W a l t o n instead of the Hantush solut ion at eariy t ime 
to ana lyse leaky aqui fers can int roduce enrors, as the Wa l t on solut ion does not include the 
s torage of the aqu i tard . Th is shows that a signi f icant period of t ime should be spent 
eva lua t ing all the geologica l in format ion avai lab le, in order that the correct approach is 
taken. 
The purpose of the eva luat ion of the aqui fer parameters should be examined before the 
f ie ldwork is under taken. A d i f ferent approach may be more sui table, fo r d i f ferent 
appl icat ions. For examp le , the f ie ldwork conducted as part of this research required 
accura te parameters fo r use in a hydrogeological mode l . The pump test method employed 
w a s one where the d rawdown was l imi ted by using a low pumping rate. T o ach ieve high 
accuracy , a sens i t ive measur ing sys tem was used to record the d rawdown during the 
pump ing test. In th is way, the actual groundwater condi t ions were not signif icant ly altered 
dur ing the test. 
Converse ly , a m u c h h igher pumping rate creat ing a greater d rawdown could have been 
used. Th i s wou ld lead to the calcu lat ion of aqui fer parameters, where the aqui fer is 
s ign i f icant ly a l tered f r om its usual state. The analysis of these results could present 
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di f ferent va lues of aqu i fer parameters . A test of this kind would be more appropr iate if the 
potent ial wel l y ie ld was being invest igated. The aqui fer parameters should be calculated for 
the cond i t ion that is being eva lua ted . 
D i f ferent numer ica l me thods were used to evaluate the well funct ions in each case. The 
most s imp le case is that of The is , where the well funct ion is calculated using a s imple power 
ser ies. T h e f irst der i va t i ves of the The is equat ion, with respect to t ransmissiv i ty and 
storat iv i ty , were so lved analyt ical ly. The leaky solut ions were more complex . In each case 
the eva lua t ion of the wel l funct ion was ach ieved using the t rapezoidal rule to calculate the 
integral . T h e Hantush wel l func t ion a lso entai led the solut ion of the complementary error 
func t ion , us ing a power ser ies. The f irst der iva t ives of the leaky drawdown equat ions could 
not be so lved analyt ica l ly , and so they were calculated by determin ing the slope of the 
tangent . 
The eva lua t ion of the leaky wel l funct ions using the t rapezoidal m le led to numerous 
ca lcu la t ions. T h e running t ime of the least squares a lgor i thm was increased to several 
minutes fo r the leaky cases. The actual least squares a lgor i thm is very fast, as shown by 
the C O N P U T S p rog ramme, the running t ime of which is negl igible. The Hermi t ian 
in terpolat ion a lgor i thm was inc luded into the leaky p rogrammes, which accurate ly evaluates 
the wel l func t ions and its der iva t ives , which would othenwse be calculated using the 
t rapezoida l rule. The Hermi t ian interpolat ion a lgor i thm is very fast , and reduced the running 
t ime of these p rog rammes f r om a number of minutes to an average of 5 seconds. This is 
because the ca lcu la t ion of the wel l funct ion and its der ivat ives only requires a smal l number 
of ca lcu la t ions f r om a database created f r om previous solut ions. 
The s ign i f icance of th is approach is that a qu ick but accurate method of pump test analysis 
fo r leaky aqu i fe rs is ava i lab le . The least squares method , a technique which has previously 
been used ex tens ive ly , is s imp le and powerfu l . A signif icant number of prev ious methods 
h a v e been deve loped to eva luate pumping test data in conf ined aqui fers. There are also 
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s o m e methods ava i lab le wh ich use the Wa l t on solut ion to determine parameters for leaky 
aqui fers . However , as a more real ist ic approach is taken to pump test analysis, by using a 
me thod wh ich accurate ly represents the conceptual mode l , it is l ikely that the complex i ty of 
the analys is is increased. 
Th is addi t ional comp lex i t y of analys is may prevent the hydrogeologist f r om using an 
appropr ia te me thod . Signi f icant errors may be introduced by using a method of analysis 
that does not ref lect the conceptual mode l . The introduct ion of a fast, accurate, method of 
p u m p test analys is , us ing the least squares a lgor i thm for both conf ined and leaky aquifers, 
g i ves the hydrogeolog is t greater f r eedom to use a more appropr iate method. The concepts 
of the least squares me thod are s imple , yet it is a very powerful tool . 
The least squares me thod uses the f irst der ivat ives of the re levant d rawdown equat ion with 
respect to each of the aqu i fer parameters . These der ivat ives are te rmed the sensit iv i ty 
coef f ic ients . The s ign i f icance of these parameters was examined in chapter 7, and shows 
h o w the i r e f fec t on d rawdown changes in space and t ime. These parameters can help to 
eva lua te the stabi l i ty of mathemat ica l mode ls that are deve loped to model groundwater 
f low. They s h o w the ef fect of chang ing certa in parameters on the d rawdown due to 
pump ing . T h u s the ef fect of en-ors in the calculated parameters may be evaluated. If a 
smal l error in any part icular parameter could lead to a signif icant change in drawdown, then 
fur ther wo rk cou ld be comp le ted to ensure a greater accuracy is accompl ished. 
The H A N P U T 3 compu te r p rog ramme, which uses the Hantush solut ion to drawdown in a 
leaky aqu i fer due to pump ing , is considered accurate as it m in imises the number of 
assumpt ions m a d e about the leaky aqui fer f l ow regime. There are several problems with 
th is me thod . Theoret ica l ly , it is only va l id for eariy t ime solut ions, which may be calculated 
f r om equat ion 6 . 1 . Th is equat ion uses the parameters calculated by the Hantush solut ion, 
so it is d i f f icu l t to eva luate the fo r t ime which this method is va l id . 
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T h e Hantush so lut ion takes the permeabi l i ty and storat ivi ty of both the aqui tard and aqui fer 
into account . In cer ta in cases the eva luat ion of the aqui tard parameters , in addi t ion to the 
aqu i fe r parameters , wil l be important . However , the Hantush solut ion ef fect ive ly combines 
the aqu i tard parameters , and the va lue of K'S'/d' is calculated. The separat ion of these 
paramete rs is d i f f icul t . 
O n e me thod wh ich may be used is to analyse the same data using both the Wa l t on and 
Hantush me thod . The W a l t o n method eva luates the leakage coeff ic ient , K'/d'. If the value 
of K'S'/d'\s known f r o m the Hantush analysis, it is s imple to evaluate S'. However, there are 
s igni f icant d i f fe rences between the two methods of analysis. En-ors are int roduced by the 
W a l t o n equat ion. Thus the val id i ty of the va lue of K ' /d 'ca lcu la ted by this method is 
quest ionable . T o use these va lues in conjunct ion with the Hantush equat ion could lead to 
inaccurate va lues . 
T h e me thod used to de te rmine the parameters f rom the f ie ldwork would be accurate. A 
pump ing test w a s carr ied out in the aqui tard mater ia l . Even though the aqui tard is of lower 
permeabi l i ty than the aqui fer , it is o f ten possible to conduct a pumping test at a l ow 
d ischarge rate. T h e analys is of these results gave the t ransmissiv i ty and storat iv i ty of the 
aqu i tard . It is impor tan t to d i f ferent iate between the hor izontal and vert ical permeabi l i ty of 
the aqu i tard . The va lues may be signi f icant ly di f ferent. However , the storat iv i ty te rm is not 
a f fec ted in th is manner . Thus , this va lue of S ' may be used in conjunct ion wi th the Hantush 
resul ts to ca lcu la te the leakage coef f ic ient , K'/d'. 
Th is me thod was not used successful ly to analyse the f ie ldwork data due to the high va lues 
of K'S'/d' ca lcu la ted by the Hantush analysis. The reasons fo r th is w/ere discussed in 
chapter 6. These were that the conceptual geological model is a leaky unconf ined system, 
and the Hantush solut ion is fo r a leaky conf ined system. Also, the parameters calculated 
led to the Hantush so lut ion only being va l id for very eariy t ime, the f irst four minutes of the 
pump ing test. A comb ina t ion of these factors may have int roduced inaccuracy. However, 
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the analys is of the publ ished pump tests led to parameter va lues in the same region as 
o ther authors . 
A th i rd so lut ion in order to accurate ly evaluate leaky aqui fer parameters is to fur ther develop 
the least squares solut ion to so lve fo r four var iables. Th is would be possible but would 
require a s igni f icant change in the matr ix manipulat ion wi thin the compute r code. This is 
d iscussed more fu l ly in sect ion 8.4. 
T h e compu te r p rog rammes have presented methods of calculat ing aqui fer parameters 
accurate ly . How/ever, a solut ion must be used which ref lects the geological conceptual 
mode l . A lso , the theoret ical solut ions to d rawdown in a pumped aqui fer were deve loped for 
h o m o g e n e o u s mater ia ls . In pract ice, the geology is l ikely to exhibi t a high degree of 
heterogenei ty , so the hydrogeologis t should use exper ience and c o m m o n sense when 
cons ider ing the resul ts of any pump test analysis. 
8.4. Further Work 
T h e s t rengths of the least squares techn ique to calculate aqui fer parameters have been 
demons t ra ted by the a lgor i thms deve loped in this project. The number of parameters 
so lved w a s l imi ted to three, but there should be no theoret ical l imit to the number of 
parameters that are so lved using th is method. However, as the solut ion became more 
comp lex , the conve rgence of the a lgor i thm became more dif f icult . 
The least squares a lgor i thm could be expanded to four var iables. If this were appl ied to the 
Hantush solut ion in a leaky aqui fer , the aqui fer parameters of t ransmiss iv i ty and storat ivi ty, 
and aqu i tard parameters of ver t ical permeabi l i ty and storat ivi ty, cou ld be independent ly 
assessed. It wou ld be interest ing to compare the increase in accuracy of calculat ion of the 
aqui tard parameters using th is method . 
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If the least squares technique was expanded to four variables, the solution could also be 
applied to the case of an unconfined or water table aquifer. In this case, delayed yield 
significantly affects the drawdown in a pumped aquifer. The methods of determining aquifer 
parameters using this method are complex. If some of these difficulties could be removed 
by the use of a least squares technique, a significant improvement in the accuracy of the 
calculation of unconfined parameters may be possible. 
The accuracy and speed of the least squares algorithms have been discussed in this 
section. The computer programmes, however, have been written using FORTRAN??, and 
the data is entered using previously prepared datafiles. The output is again in the form of a 
datafile. If these algorithms are to be developed for much wider use, a more 'user friendly' 
approach should be taken to the software. 
To make greater use of the potential of this project, a simple improvement would be to 
include a data entry programme, which v\ADuld operate in a 'Windows' environment. This 
would write all the relevant information to the input datafiles. This interface could then mn 
the appropriate least squares programme, and then present the results. A simple way of 
demonstrating the accuracy of the solution would be to include a graphical section, which 
compares the theoretical curve using the 'best fit' parameters against the input data. This 
would enable the user to ascertain easily the accuracy of the solution. 
Overall, this project has shown the strength and potential of the least squares algorithm. 
Coupled with other numerical techniques, it can produce quick and accurate estimations of 
aquifer parameters. There are many other types of tests and problems where this algorithm 




Three methods of determining aquifer parameters have been devised. They use the least 
squares algorithm to estimate the aquifer parameters that give the 'best fit' between the 
observed and theoretical drawdown. 
The cases of both confined and leaky confined aquifers are solved. These use the Theis, 
Walton and Hantush solutions to drawdown in a pumped aquifer. The technique of 
Hermitian interpolation is incorporated with the leaky solutions to produce fast and accurate 
programmes. 
A programme of fieldwork was carried out. The geology of the area consisted of a gravel 
aquifer underlain by a clayey sand aquitard. The least squares programmes were used to 
analyse the pumping test data. The following average parameters were estimated as a 
result of this analysis. 
G R A V E L 
Transmissivity, r = 213.4 m^/day 
Storativity, S =1 .23x10" ' ' 
SAND 
Leakage factor, K'/d' = 2.5 x 10"^ days""" 
Storativity, S' = 6 . 1 6 x 1 0 - 3 
The results of the analysis of these and other pump tests validate the least squares 
programmes. Additionally, a two dimensional finite element model was used to simulate the 
field pump tests. The results from this were compared with the field data. The finite 
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element solution matched the observed data well. This again validates the results of the 
least squares programmes. 
The solutions of groundwater flow during a pumping test vary due to different geological 
conditions. The analysis of pump test data using an inappropriate solution may lead to 
inaccurate results. An accurate geological conceptual model is necessary, so that an 
appropriate approach may be taken. 
The leaky least squares programmes offer a simple and fast method of calculating leaky 
aquifer properties. This further allows the use of a method of analysis that reflects the 
conceptual model. 
The leaky solutions offer an accurate method of calculating the aquifer parameters. The 
evaluation of the aquitard properties is more difficult. Further work should expand the 
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APPENDICES 
Details of each Appendix are shown in a Table of Contents 
at the front of each Appendix 
Appendix C 
C 1: Pump test equipment 
Appendix CI 
Pump test equipment 
Grundfos MP1 Pump 
The pump tests in the 50 mm boreholes were earned out using a Grundfos MP1 electric 
pump. This was connected to 50 m of riser. The pump was connected to the end of the 
riser, and so was lowered to the bottom of the borehole. The pump itself is a 2 stage 
centrifugal pump with radial impellers. The minimum borehole diameter in which it can be 
used is 50 mm (2"). A gauge on the outlet pipe records the total volume of water that is 
extracted, from which the flowrate may be calculated. This gauge measures to an accuracy 
of 0.0001 m3 . 
Converter BTI/MP1 
The power to the Grundfos MP1 pump was supplied through a converter. The converter 
changed the two phase alternating input current to three phase power in order to drive the 
pump. The pumping rate may then be changed by altering the frequency of the three phase 
supply. The maximum frequency is 400 Hz. The pump rate is also governed by the 
distance through which the water must be raised. For shallow boreholes (less than 10 m), 
the maximum pump rate is neariy 2 m^/hour. 
Haverhill Power Unit 
The power was supplied to the converter by a portable Haverhill power unit. This was made 
up of a Honda engine which ran on unleaded petrol and a Markon A.C. generator. The 
output was 50 Hz and 240 V. 
Technolog logging system 
The Technolog Newlog logging system was used. This comprised a pressure transducer in 
the borehole which recorded the water level. This was connected by electrical cable to a 
logging unit which was mounted inside the top of the borehole. The information was held in 
the logging unit until it was downloaded to a portable computer on site at the end of the test. 
The logger is self contained with an internal battery. 
Druck pressure transducer 
A PDCR 800 series pressure transducer was used. This was placed in the borehole and 
observed the change in water level by measuring the change in pressure. The accuracy of 
the transducer was within ± 0.06%. The transducer is thus able to record a 1 mm change in 
water level. 
Land Rover (4 x 4) 
A four wheel drive Land Rover vehicle was used to transport the pump equipment to the 
site. A vehicle of this type is necessary when the difficult terrain is considered. 
Waterra pump 
A standard Waterra hand pump system was used for pump tests in 19 mm piezometer 
tubes. This consisted of a 10 metre length of 16 mm tubing made of high density 
polyethylene. An internal fitting stainless steel foot valve was screwed to the end of the 
tubing. The Waten-a pump was operated manually and the quantity pumped measured by 
collecting it in a calibrated vessel. 
Dipmeter 
A dipmeter was used to record the depth below ground level of the water within a borehole. 
A dipmeter is a sensor which is connected to a buzzer by a measuring tape. When the 
sensor reaches water, the buzzer sounds and the depth of the water may be recorded. 




MPl & SPE 
Accessories 
In addition to the pump Grundfos can, in 
most cases, supply the accessories requi-
site for carrying through sampling. 
If the wells are situated far from electricity 
supplies, the MP1 pump can be driven by a 
transportable generator. 
jtiolo stiows a selecrion of accessories for the MPi pump. 
Frequency Converter 
For continuously variable adjustment of MPI 
pump performance. Operating frequency 
and fault readings can be read in the display 
and there is built-in motor protection. 
Frequency Converter Stand 
The specially designed converter stand pro-
tects the frequency converter against rain, 
dust etc. The stand features a handle 
facilitating transport of the converter during 
sampling. 
Motor Cable 
The MPI pump is available with cable 
lengths varying from 10 to 90 metres. The 
cable insulation is made of teflon. 
Flexible Hoses/Riser Pipes 
If required, flexible hoses or riser pipes of 
teflon, PVC or similar materials are available 
for connection to the pump. 
Straining Wire 
In spite of the low pump weight, it is recom-
mended to secure the pump with a steel wire 
when lowering the pump into the well. Wire 
and holder are available as accessories. 
Service Kit 
A service kit consisting of two complete 
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Technical Data MPl 
Application 
The MPl is designed for the purging and sampling of 
contaminated ground water. 
Water samples are sent to the laboratory for analysis 
in order to establish: 
- Content of contaminants, 
- Concentration of contaminants, 
- Extension of contamination plume. 
Operating Data 
Borehole diameter: 
Temperature of pumped liquid: 
Ambient temperature: 
M i n . 4 8 m m ( 2 " ) 
+1°Cto +30°C. 
0°C to +40°G. 
The pump is run via an adjustable frequency conver-
ter, BTI/MP1, in the 50 to 400 Hz frequency range. 
This gives the pump a rated performance of 1 m^/h at 
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MP1 
The MP1 is an integral motor/pump unit made of inert 
materials. The pumped liquid will thus only be in con-
tact with stainless steel and teflon. 
The pump is a 2-stage centrifugal pump with radial 
impellers. The pump chambers are kept in place by a 
screwed-on pump housing with connecting thread 
(Rp 3 / 4 ) . Into the connecting thread can be fitted a 
riser pipe, compression coupling for flexible hose or 
possibly a holder for fastening of straining wire. 
V7 022011 02.93 GB 
The suction interconnector connecting motor and 
pump is equipped with a strainer preventing large 
particles from entering and blocking the pump. 
The motor has a built-in thermal switch which will 
switch off the motor if the motor temperature exceeds 
the maximum permissible temperature. 
The motor is filled with demineralised water for lubri-
cation of bearings and cooling of rotor. The motor 
bearings are ceramic and tungsten carbide. This 
combination of materials gives increased resistance 
to wear and extended working life. 
The cable connecting the motor and the converter is 
fitted on delivery. The cable is available in several 
lengths so that cable joints can be avoided. 
Converter BTI/MP1 
The BTI/MP1 converter, which has been specially 
made for Grundfos, is a frequency converter for pow-
er supply and speed control of GRUNDFOS monitor 
pump, type MPl . The BTI/MP1 enables continuously 
variable frequency adjustment corresponding to a 
speed of the MP1 ranging from approx. 2,800 to ap-
prox. 23,000 rpm. 
The converter has built-in motor protection for the 
MPl pump, and therefore no further overload or short 
circuit protection of the pump is required. 
The small outer dimensions and low weight of the 
converter makes it especially suitable for being trans-
ported from job to job. Before start-up the converter 
just has to be connected to a 1 x 220 V, 50 Hz elec-
tricity supply either from a transportable generator or 
from an ordinary single-phase household installation. 
Sampling 
Prior to sampling the well must be purged. By using 
MPl the time consumption for this can be reduced 
considerably compared to other methods, as a high 
pump performance is achieved when the frequency 
is raised. When the water sample is taken, the pump 
performance can be lowered by means of the fre-
quency converter It is therefore unnecessary to fit a 
valve for performance adjustment. Through adjust-
ment of the frequency, a steady water flow with mini-
mum risk of degassing is achieved. 
In order to avoid cross-contamination, dedicated in-
stallation of the pump is recommended. This will save 
valuable time for the sampling technician as he can 
quickly disconnect the converter and proceed to the 
next MPl installation. However, it is quite all right to 
use the same MPl in several wells as lowering and 
lifting of the pump is quick and easy. 
In these cases the pump can be easily dismantled 
and cleaned or fitted with pre-cleaned parts from 
service kits. 
Subject to alterations. 
GRUNDFOS International a/s . DK-8850 Bjerringbro . Denmark 
Telephone: +45 86 68 14 00 . Telefax: +45 86 68 44 72 
The Waterra Inertial Pump . . . 
simply better. 
Since its conception and development in Canada in the 
n id 1980's, the Waterra groundwater sampling system has 
apidly become the first choice o f groundwater professionals 
i round the world. 
T h e Waterra Iner t ia l Pump has proved to be a cost-
;ffective, h igh per formance too l for developing, purg ing, 
ampling and hydraulic testing of moni tor ing wells. So before 
ou invest in expensive and over-sophist icated sampl ing 
ystems, look seriously at the 'simply better' so lu t ion - the 
X/aterra Inertial Pump. 
CEY FEATURES: 
• Inexpensive and highly reliable. 
• Dedicated or portable. 
• Manual or power operation. 
• Designed for well diameters f rom 11mm to 150mm. 
• Flow rates up to 15 l i tres/minute. 
• Lift capability 70m and greater. 
• Highly effective for volatile organic sampling. 




the foot valve is r/ie 
key CO the effectiveness 
of the Waterra Inertial Pump. 
T H E WATERRA SYSTEM 
The Waterra Inertial Pump consists of 3 components: 
the riser-
tubing 
the foot - I -
valve 
choice of drive mechanisms 
.nstallation and Operation 
The foot valves have self-tapping threads wh ich screw 
Jirectly on to the tubing wi thout the need for any couplings. 
\ valve wrench | W V R - l l can be used to ensure the valve is 
;ecurely fastened to the tubing. 
In a typical well the tub ing and foot valve assembly is 
owered to the bot tom o f the well and the tubing then cut 
lush with the top of the casing to allow capping o f the well 
vhen not in use. This takes a matter o f minutes to complete 
and the only tool required is a sharp kni fe! The tube will 
itand unsupported on the base o f the well. 
To pump water, the tube is oscillated vertically a few cen-
imetres using one o f the drive mechanisms or simply by 
land. The system requires no priming, and is not l imited by 
luction depth. The water wil l rise rapidly up the tubing to 
iischarge at surface. 
PUMPING CYCLE 
1. TubeA''alve assembly is 
installed in well. Water 
level inside tube rises ro 
that in the well. 
2. A rapid upsrroice closes 
rhe foot valve and lifts 
the water cokimn inside 
the tiibing a distance 
equal to the stroke. 
3. At the end of the 
upstroke, the water 
column conuniies to rise 
due to its momenrum. A 
further column of water 
is thus simultaneously 
drawn into the mbe. 
4. Pushing the tubing down 
immediately after the 
upstroke forces a fimher 
column of water into the 
tubing due to the inenia 
of the u-jter column. 
5.Tl,e a^cle is repca.ed and MonitOnno 
water nses in pulses to . ^ 






Tubing and Foot Valves Manual Pumping 
IB ING 
Waterra tub ing is usually sold in coiled lengths o f 30m 
i 6 0 m in a selection of 4 tubing diameters: 10mm (Mini 111 
tern), 13mm (Mini II SystemI, 16mm (Standard System] and 
n m (High Capacity System). H igh density polyethylene 
)PE1 is the most commonly used material because o f its 
I strength, durability and low cost. Teflon*^ tubing is also 
lable for the Standard System. 
7 T VALVES 
To facilitate the use o f the system in a wide variety o f well 
aeters or d i f ferent sampl ing si tuat ions, a selection o f 
T i a l and external f i t t ing foot valves in stainless steel and 
in® plasric are available. Typically the Standard and High 
icity Systems are used wi th the Delrin® external fitt ing 
valves (D-25 and D-32|. Where greater phvsical wear is 
cted leg wel l deve lopment or p ro longed purg ing in 
nent f i l led wells! or for specialist applications (eg some 
lie sampling] stainless steel foot valves are the preferred 
n ( S S - l 9 a n d S S - 3 2 | . 
II internal f i t t ing foot valves for the M in i III, M in i 11 and 
dard Svstems are manufac tured f rom stainless steel 
0, SS- I3 and SS-16|. 
Many customers inirially purchase the Waterra Inertial 
Pump because o f its u n i q u e abi l i ty to be opera ted 
manual ly . T h e m a x i m u m r e c o m m e n d e d d e p t h fo r 
m a n u a l ope ra t i on w i t h the S tanda rd System is 3 0 
metres and wi th the H igh Capacity System, 15 metres. 
The M i n i Systems are almost always operated manual ly 
OPERATION BY H A N D 
h i many s i tua t ions the 
Waren-a System can literally be 
operated by hand without the 
need for any mechan ica l 
assistance. This makes the 
system exceptional, not only in 
its cost effectiveness but also \ 
in situations where access is 
remote or difficult and heavy 
equipment cannot easily be 
transported to site. . 
To use manually simply withdraw a short length of tubing 
from the well iadd a portable extension tube if the water level 
is close to the bottom of the welll and oscillate vertically. 
U S I N G T H E P U M P I N G hi\NDLE 
The portable steel pump-
ing hand le | \ V H P - 3 0 1 ) 
attaches ro the boreho le 
casing or protect ive head-
works using a simple clamp. 
The lever arm can be 
adjusted lo grip the tub ing 
above the centre of the well. 
A side clamp on the handle 
allows tlie discharge end of 
the t t i b ing to be he ld in 
place. The main advantage of . . 
the handle is in carr^'ing rhe weight of the tubing and in 
allowing it to be temporarily left at rest in a fixed position. 
The handle is commonly used when pumping wi th the 
Standard System at depths in excess of I 5 metres and with 
the High Capacit\' System at depths in excess of 7 metres. 
.ccessones 
PENSION T U B I N G 
l tubing. Push-fit.s ovet ri.ser 
ng to provide flexible surface 
large hcse. 
- 1 : 
ength for Standard Tubing 
ength for High Capacity Tubing 
^ ^ ^ ^ IN-LINE HLTERS& COUPL INGS f 
disposable indine (liter IFHT-7001 
couples directly on to rhe standard tubin 
to produce instant field-filtered samples 
to 0.45 pni. 
Coupling adapters are available for either 
extending the standard tubing at surface 
(ST13/STD-5I or for use with rite high 
capacit\' tubing IHC/STD-Sf 
' / 
specifications 
TUBING STANDARD HIGH CAPACITY MINI II MINI III 
Diameter I6mm 0D/13mm D 25mm 0D/21mm D I3mm OD/10mm ID 10mm 0 D / 6 m m ID 
Material H D P E & Teflon® HDPE HDPE HDPE 
Coil sizes 30m (SrD-30) 
60m (SrD-60) 
Teflon®sold in 5 m units 
30m (HC-30) 
60m (HC-601 
30m (MII-301 30m [MUI-30) 
FOOrVALVES 
External (female) fitting 25mm OD [D-25) 32mm OD (D-32] — — 
19mm OD ISS-191 32mm OD (SS-32] — — 
Internal (male) fitting 16mm OD [SS-16) — 13mm OD (SS-13) 10mm OD (SS-10) 
D - Delrin® SS - Stainless Steel HDPE - High Densit\' Polyethylene OD - Outside Diameter ID - Inside Diameter 
DRIVE MECHANISMS PUMPING HANDLE (WHP-3011 HYDROLIFT |WHLP-500| POWER PUMP |\VPP-35001 
Motor — 0.5 hp, 90 VDC electric 3.5hp Honda 4-stroke 
Power supply — 110 VAC, 8 Amp (-IkVA) — 
Gearbox -— Right angle worm drive Right angle worm drive 
Weight 1.6kg 29.5 kg 60kg 
Length/Height/Width 58cm long 25 X 46 X 25cm 91 X 40 X 55cm 
Stroke rate per minute 0-120 0-135 70-135 














Flow rate 1/min. 0-6 0-15 0-6 0-15 0-6 0-15 
Lift capaci ty (50mm well) 50m* 15m 50m 40m 50m 75-90m** 
Lift capaci ty (100mm well) 35m 15m 35m 40m 35m 75 m 
Jotes: * Ma-ximum pumping depth for efficient operation with standard mhing is 50m due to elasticity' of tubing below this depth. 
"Maximum pumping depth for efficieni operation ^^ -ith high capacity nibing is 73m. 
Greater depths can be reached by using thicker walled tubing (made lo order]. 
:HOOSING THE CORRECT PUMPING SYSTEM FOR YOUR MONTIDRING WELLS 
Record the well depth, diameter and water level. By consulting the chart below you should be able to determine which system is 
jest suited for your wells. Alternatively give us a call. Waterra is mn by professional hydrogeologists with over 10 years experience of 
jroundwater sampling in a wide variety' of environments and all our sales staff have gained practical field experience in using the system 
)n sampling surveys. We will be delighted to help you choose the optimum system for your sampling needs. 
STANDARD SYSTEM (16mm HDPE tubing) 
Well Diameter (mm) 









Typical Flow Rates: 4-6 l/min 
'Teflon and Delrin arc Trademarks of Dupont 
Vaten^ policy is one of continuous product development and improvement We 
herefore reserve the right to amend specifications without notice. Some products 
nay differ from illustrations featured in this brochure. 
w a t e r r a 





Well Diameter (mm) 
35 50 75 100 125 150 
Hand operation possible 
Handle recommended 
Hydrolift recommended 
Power Pump • 
recommended 
^ Typical Flow Rates: 6-12 l/min ^90 
t^aterra [UK] Limited, Marlow House, 310 Haslucb Green Road, Shirley, Solihull, West Midlands B90 2NE. Telephone: 021-733 7743 Fax:021-733 7746. 
dedicated uses 
EWLOG can be 
istomised to meet 
^plication specific 
quirements 
3 near right photograph shows NEWLOG 
5d with an integral pressure transducer 
external power is required forthis system 
ich is used for mains water pressure 
ording in chambers subjected to 
lasional flooding. 
3 photograph far right shows NEWLOG 
!d with two signal input teririinals and the 
iai port rhounted on one side wall of the 
ger This dedicated version is supplied to 
Dping bucket raingauge manufacturer 
r/W NEWLOGS 
•WLOG is an ideal 
ilding blocl< for use by 
mufacturers of 
ler equipment 
i small, self contained, building block, 
VLOG can add logging and communi-
Dn facilities to other manufacturers' 
:iaiist monitoring instruments. 
equipment depicted on the right is a 
city and height recorder which utiNzes 
VLOG as an intelligent 2 channel 
jency recorder capturing flow data during 
er surveys. 
inolog is represented worldwide. 
• nearest sales and service location is; 
4 
Technolog Limited, Technolog House, 
Mill Road, Cromford, Derbyshire 
DE4 3RQ, England. 
Telephone (062 982) 3611/3821 
p e c i f i c a t i o n s 
iputs 








































Voltage, event, state, count, frequency, 
(independently selectable on each channel) 
>300 kilohms 
Protected against reverse connection and overvoltage. 
Range 0-2 volts, ±0.5% accuracy and resolution. 
Switch closure or logic pulse, date and time of event stored, resolution 10 sees. 
Switch closure or logic state. 
On state change, date, time and new state are stored, resolution 10 sees. 
Switch closures or logic pulses, maximum rate 10 per second. (Counted over and 
recorded at preset intervals). Resolution 0.01% Max. 
Switch closures or logic pulses, maximum frequency 16kHz, programmable sampling 
period of 1 to 250 seconds, independent of recording rate. Resolution 0.01% Max. 
— 2 independent digital outputs for transducer power control and alarm signalling (0 
and 3 volt levels, 100k output impedance). 
— 1 fixed output for 'open collector' signal bias (3 volts, 33k output impedance). 
Optically isolated, full duplex, asynchronous. 
1200/1200 baud transmit/receive, or 1200/75 baud for remote communication via 
modems (V23). 
Verbose (ASCII), or binary. 
Solid state. Non-volatile. 
32 Kilobyte, allocatable between channels as required. 
5 to 10 years (i.e. life of logger). 
Crystal controlled calendar clock, with leap year adjustment. 
100 seconds per month maximum error over operating temperature range. 
Internally powered by single cell. 
5 to 10 years, dependent on method of use. 
1 to 99 seconds, 1 to 99 minutes, 1 to 99 hours. 
Time based or threshold logging. 
Local or remote control via serial port. Presettable start and stop date and time. 
Rotating store, or store until full. 
-20°Cto +50°C 
IP68 Submersible to 2 metres for unspecified period. 
12-way input, 4-way serial port, conforming to MIL-C-26482. 
Length 160mm, width 75mm, heightS5mm. 
1 kg. ' 
Two fixing holes in base, tapped M4. 
BASEEFA certificate number Ex89C2060. 
PDCR 800 SERIES 
D r u c k 
General Purpose 
Pressure Transducers 
• Excel lent linearity and hysteresis 
±0.7% B.S.L for ranges to 60 bar 
• High overload capabil i ty 
• Rationalized outputs 
• Good thermal stability 
± 7.5% total error band -20P to +8(JPC 
• Parameter select ion available 
PDCR 800 S E R I E S 
6 ^ 
PDCR 800 SERIES: Specification Options 
The following summarises the possibilities 
and for further details and ordering 
information please contact our Sa les Office. 
1. Parameter Selection 
The PDCR 800 series transducer is calibrated 
to the nominal full range pressure, and the 
temperature effects of zero and span are 
monitored at five tehriperatures between -20° 
and +80°C. This information is stored in a 
computer and enables us, where it is 
important, to optimise the performance 
parameters to suit specific applications. 
Selection can either be for improved 
performance in accuracy or temperature drift 
from standard transducers or to optimise 
certain parameters by using the transducers 
in the overrange condition. 
2. Improved Accuracy 
The standard linearity and hysteresis is 
± 0 . 1 % B.S.L. , but this can be improved to 
+0.06% B.S.L. , or even better by selection. In 
some cases this may result in a reduction of 
the full scale output. 
3. Higher Overload Pressure 
The lowest overload pressure for standard 
devices is 400% but this can be increased up 
to 1000% where necessary. This will reduce 
the full scale output and increase the zero 
drift with temperature unless this is 
maintained by selection. 
4. Higher Output 
All cores can be overranged by three times 
nominal full scale, giving outputs of up to 
300mV for most ranges. This will improve 
the zero stability, reduce the overload, and 
the linearity will be slightly degraded. 
5. Excitation Vol tage, 
The transducers can be operated from any 
d.c. excitation up to 12 Volts maximum. The 
output is proportional to excitation, but the 
exact offset and span should be measured at 
the desired excitation. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
Please state the following: 
(1) Type number 
P D C R 8 X X 
0 0° to BOX 
1 - 2 0 ' t o + 8 0 ' C 
' 0 basic core 
1 integral vented cable 
and boot 
2 ptfe cable & 
reference tube 
3 depth back end with 
integral vented cable 
which incorporates a 
Kevlar strain relieving 
core 
I 6 integral connector & 
free mating socket 
(2) Operating pressure range 
(3) Pressure connection 
(4) Pressure media 
For non-standard requirements please 
specify in detail. 
PDCR BOX 
PRESSURE CONNECTIONS BACK END CONSTRUCTION 
e-a-










6. Improved Temperature Effects 
Improved thermal error bands can be 
selected from the data base, 
e.g. ±0.3% O-toBO'C 
± 1 % -20° to+80°C 
Other error bands over different temperature 
ranges can also be selected. 
7. Improved Zero Stability 
Thermal zero shift and long term zero 
stability are improved proportionally with 
overload. 
8. Long Term Stability 
The standard PDCR 800 series offers typically 
0.2mV per year stability at 10 Volt operation, 
but this can be improved considerably by 
operating in the overrange condition at a 
reduced supply voltage. 
9. Thermal Hysteresis 
The calibration of a standard transducer at 
room temperature will repeat within 0.2mV 
after cycling through the full temperature 
range. 
Examples of alternative specifications based upon a standard 10 bar g transducer 
10. Rationalization 
The transducers can be selected such that 
both the zero offset and the full scale output 
are matched to better than ImV where 
interchangeability is important. 
11. Extended Temperature Range 
Transducers are available which will operate 
between -54° and +125°C. 
Please refer to PDCR 82X product note. 
12. Real 
This facility is available by connecting an 
external resistor across the appropriate 
connection. The thermal coefficient of this 
Real signal is typically 0.005% F.S./°C. 
13. Calibration Print Out 











with 10 Volt 
excitation 
7 x6 ±0.08% 70mV 
10 x4(40 bar) ± 0 . 1 % lOOmV 
20 x2 ±0.15% 200mV 
30 x1.3 ±0.2% 300mV 
The above example illustrates the various specification performances when using the 
standard 10 bar core. e.g. used at 20 bar continuously, the overload is x2, accuracy is 
+0.15% B.S.L. and output 200mV 
10 .x4(40bar) +0.06% . lOOmV 1 
The above example can be selected if+0.06% is required with lOOmV output for ranges up 
to 20 bar. 
PDCR 800 S E R I E S 
I N S T A L L A T I O N D R A W I N G S d imensions: mm 
017.45 







Test socket PDCR 80X 
1 Output negative 
3 Supply negative 
4 Supply positive 





6 Core shielded/vented cable 
Red Supply positive 
White Supply negative 
Yellow Output positive 
Blue Output negative 
Orange Real 
Screen N/C to transducer body 
Any other cores nof connected. 




4 Core p.t.f.e.shielded cable 
Red Supply positPve 
Blue Supply negative 
Yellow Output positive 
Green Output negative 
Screen N/C to transducer body 
Pressure Connection 
Illustrated front end depth 
cone fitted as standard. 
This incorporates a hydraulic 
damper to protect the device 
from high pressure pulses caused 
by underwater impact. 
PDCR 83X 




9 Core shielded/vented cable 
Red Supply positive 
White Supply negative 
Yellow Output positive 
Blue Output negative 
Orange Real 
Black 
Screen / transducer body 















e.g. PDCR 81X 
with flush fitting pressure connection 
M14X 1.5 thread 
Electrical Connection 
6 Core shielded/vented cable 
Red Supply positive 
White Supply negative 
Yellow Output positive 
Blue Output negative 
Orange Real 
Screen N/C transducer body 
Any other cores not connected. 
Druck Limited 
Fir Tree Lane, Groby 
Leicester LE6 OFH, EnglancJ 
Telephone: (0533) 314314 
Telex: 341743 DRUCK G 
Facsimile: (0533)314192 
Agent: 
PDCR 800 S E R I E S 9/92 
Appendix D 
D 1 Table of values of W(u) 
D 2: Comparison of values of W(u) 
D 3: THEISIN.DAT - CONPUTS Input File 
D 4: THEISOUT.DAT - CONPUTS Output File 
D 5: Table to show the convergence properties of the CONPUTS programme 
D 6: Table of values of W(u,r/L) 
D 7: Comparison of computer generated values of W(u,r/L) and values taken from tables 
D 8: WALTIN.DAT - WALPUTS Input File 
D 9: WALTOUT.DAT - WALPUTS Output File 
D 10: Table to show the convergence properties of the WALPUTS programme 
D 11: Table of values of W(u,p) 
D 12: Table showing the values of the complementary en'or function 
D 13: Table comparing the values of W(u,p) from tables and the computer programme 
D 14: HANTIN.DAT - HANPUTS Input File 
D 15: HANTOUT.DAT - HANPUTS Output File 
D 16: Convergence properties of the HANPUTS programme 
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Comparison of values of W(u) 
u W(u) table W(u) prog. u W(u) table W(u) prog. 
1 .OOE-06 13.24 13.23831 4.OOE-03 4.948 4.948257 
1.20E-06 13.06 13.05599 4.50E-03 4.831 4.830973 
1.50E-06 12.83 12.83285 5.OOE-03 4.726 4.726111 
2.OOE-06 12.55 12.54516 6.OOE-03 4.545 4.544787 
2.50E-06 12.32 12.32202 7.00E-03 4.392 4.391633 
3.00E-06 12.14 12.1397 8.OOE-03 4.259 4.259098 
3.50E-06 11.99 11.98555 9.OOE-03 4.142 4.14231 
4.00E-06 11.85 11.85202 1 .OOE-02 4.038 4.037945 
4.50E-06 11.73 11.73423 1.20E-02 3.858 3.857613 
5.OOE-06 11.63 11.62887 1.50E-02 3.637 3.637449 
6.00E-06 11.45 11.44655 2.OOE-02 3.355 3.354723 
7.00E-06 11.29 11.2924 2.50E-02 3.137 3.136523 
8.00E-06 11.16 11.15887 3.00E-02 2.959 2.959134 
9.00E-06 11.04 11.04109 3.50E-02 2.81 2.809903 
1 .OOE-05 10.94 10.93573 4.OOE-02 2.681 2.681279 
1.20E-05 10.75 10.7534 4.50E-02 2.568 2.568392 
1.50E-05 10.53 10.53026 5.00E-02 2.468 2.467914 
2.00E-05 10.24 10.24258 6.00E-02 2.295 2.295323 
2.50E-05 10.02 10.01943 7.00E-02 2.151 2.150854 
3.00E-05 9.837 9.837113 8.OOE-02 2.027 2.026957 
3.50E-05 9.683 9.682963 9.OOE-02 1.919 1.918761 
4.00E-05 9.55 9.549431 1.00E-01 1.823 1.82294 
4.50E-05 9.432 9.431648 1.20E-01 1.66 1.659557 
5.00E-05 9.326 9.326288 1.50E-01 1.465 1.464477 
6.OOE-05 9.144 9.143966 2.00E-01 1.223 1.222666 
7.OOE-05 8.99 8.989815 2.50E-01 1.044 1.044298 
8.OOE-05 8.856 8.856284 3.00E-01 9.06E-01 0.9056925 
9.OOE-05 8.739 8.738501 3.50E-01 0.7942 0.7942315 
1 .OOE-04 8.633 8.63324 4.00E-01 0.7024 0.7023967 
1.20E-04 8.451 8.450939 4.50E-01 0.6253 0.6253469 
1.50E-04 8.228 8.227825 5.00E-01 0.5598 0.5597891 
2.00E-04 7.94 7.940193 6.00E-01 0.4544 0.4543944 
2.50E-04 7.717 7.7171 7.00E-01 0.3738 0.3737847 
3.OOE-04 7.535 7.534828 8.00E-01 0.3106 0.3106127 
3.50E-04 7.381 7.380727 9.00E-01 0.2602 0.2601995 
4.OOE-04 7.247 7.247246 1.00E + 00 0.2194 0.2193996 
4.50E-04 7.13 7.129513 1.20E + 00 0.1584 0.1584241 
5.OOE-04 7.024 7.024202 1.50E + 00 0.1 0.1000353 
6.OOE-04 6.842 6.841981 2.00E-F00 4.89E-02 0.0489162 
7.OOE-04 6.688 6.68793 2.50E-h00 2.49E-02 0.0249306 
8.OOE-04 6.555 6.554499 3.00E-H00 1.31E-02 0.0130641 
9.OOE-04 6.437 6.436816 3.50E + 00 6.70E-03 0.0069858 
1 .OOE-03 6.332 6.331555 4.00E + 00 3.78E-03 0.003795 
1.20E-03 6.149 6.149434 4.50E + 00 2.07E-03 0.0020891 
1.50E-03 5.927 5.92659 5.00E + 00 1.15E-03 0.001164 
2.OOE-03 5.639 5.639407 6.00E + 00 3.60E-04 0.0003758 
2.50E-03 5.417 5.416763 7.00E-h00 1.16E-04 0.0001312 
3.00E-03 5.235 5.234941 8.00E + 00 3.767E-05 5.334E-05 
3.50E-03 5.081 5.081289 9.00E + 00 1.245E-05 2.812E-05 
21 100 
1 .OE-10 
20 .0 1 .389E-3 
2 . 894E-3 5 . 0 E - 4 
1 .OOE+02 2 .66E -02 
2 .OOE+02 3 .80E -02 
3 .OOE+02 4 .42E -02 
4 .OOE+02 4 . 74E -02 
5 .OOE+02 5 .31E -02 
6 .OOE+02 5 90E -02 
8 .OOE+02 6 16E -02 
1 .OOE+03 6 83E -02 
1 .40E+03 7 19E -02 
1 .80E+03 7 43E -02 
3 .60E+03 9 13E -02 
5 .40E+03 9 69E -02 
7 .20E+03 1 06E -01 
9 .OOE+03 1 12E -01 
1 .08E+04 1 07E -01 
1 .26E+04 1 12E -01 
1 .44E+04 1 18E -01 
1 .62E+04 1 20E -01 
1 .80E+04 1 18E -01 
1 98E+04 1. 20E -01 
2 16E+04 1. 23E -01 
Appendix D3 
THEISIN.DAT 
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Appendix D5 
Table to show the convergence properties of the 
CONPUTS programme 
T guess (m^/day) S guess Convergence? (Y/N) No. of iterations 
5 I.Ox lO-i N 
5 1.0 X 10-2 Y 20 
5 1.0 X 10-3 Y 18 
5 1.0 X 10-4 Y 17 
5 1.0 X 10-5 Y 17 
50 1.0x lO-i Y 16 
50 1.0 X 10-2 Y 12 
50 1.0 X 10-3 Y 12 
50 1.0 X 10-'' Y 11 
50 1.0 X 10-5 Y 19 
1000 1.0 X 10-1 Y 15 
1000 1.0 X 10-2 Y 10 
1000 1.0 X 10-3 Y 6 
1000 1.0 X 10-'' Y 12 
1000 1.0 X 10-5 Y 19 
2500 I.Ox lO-i Y 15 
2500 1.0 X 10-2 Y 8 
2500 1.0 X 10-3 Y 8 
2500 1.0 X 10-4 Y 11 
2500 1.0 X 10-5 Y 19 
In each case the programme converged to the same values: 
Transmissivity = 510.9 m2/day 
Storativity =9.68x10-4 
Root mean square error = 2.05 mm 
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2 . 8 9 4 E - 3 
5 . OE-4 
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1 .OOE+02 9 . 8 9 E - 0 2 
2 .OOE+02 1 . 4 8 E - 0 1 
3 .OOE+02 1 . 8 2 E - 0 1 
4 .OOE+02 1 . 94E - 0 1 
5 .OOE+02 2 . 19E - 0 1 
6 .OOE+02 2 . 2 6 E - 0 1 
8 .OOE+02 2 . 4 2 E - 0 1 
1 .OOE+03 2 61E - 0 1 
1 . 4 0 E + 0 3 2 90E - 0 1 
1 . 8 0 E + 0 3 2 85E - 0 1 
3 . 6 0 E + 0 3 3 32E - 0 1 
5 . 4 0 E + 0 3 3 71E - 0 1 
7 . 2 0 E + 0 3 3 91E - 0 1 
9 .OOE+03 3 98E - 0 1 
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WALTIN.DAT 
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Table to show the convergence properties of the 
WALPUTS programme 
T guess S guess L guess Converge No. of Comments 
m^/day (m) (Y/N) ? iterations 
5 1.0 X 10-2 100 N 20 Divergent 
400 N 12 Theis 
800 N 12 Theis 
5 1.0 X 10-3 100 Y 17 Converged 
400 N 11 Theis 
800 N 11 Theis 
5 1.0 X 10-4 100 N 20 Divergent 
400 Y 17 Converged 
800 Y 17 Converged 
250 1.0 X 10-2 100 Y 10 Converged 
400 N 2 Theis 
800 N 2 Theis 
250 1.0 X 10-3 100 Y 7 Converged 
400 Y 8 Converged 
800 N 1 Theis 
250 1.0 X 10-4 100 N 20 Divergent 
400 Y 12 Converged 
800 Y 12 Converged 
750 1.0 X 10-2 100 Y 10 Converged 
400 N 1 Theis 
800 N 1 Theis 
750 1.0 X 10-3 100 Y 9 Converged 
400 N 20 Divergent 
800 N 1 Divergent 
750 1.0 X 10-4 100 N 20 Divergent 
400 N 20 Divergent 
800 Y 12 Converged 
1000 1.0 X 10-2 100 N 20 Divergent 
400 N 1 Theis 
800 N 1 Theis 
1000 1.0 X 10-3 100 N 20 Divergent 
400 N 20 Divergent 
800 N 20 Divergent 
1000 1.0 X 10-4 100 N 20 Divergent 
400 N 20 Divergent 
800 N 20 Divergent 
Convergence led to values of 
Transmissivity = 473.0 m2/day 
Leakage factor = 214.0 m 
Storativity =1.09x10-3 
Root mean square error = 9.60 mm 
Appendix D l l 
Table of values of W(u,beta) 
u 
Beta 
0.001 0.002 0.005 0.01 0.02 0.05 0.1 
1.00E-06 12 11.4 10.6 9.93 9.25 8.34 7.65 
2.00E-06 11.5 11 10.2 9.57 8.89 7.99 7.3 
4.00E-06 11.1 10.6 9.84 9.2 8.54 7.64 6.95 
6.00E-06 10.8 10.3 9.61 8.99 8.33 7.44 6.75 
8.00E-06 10.5 10.1 9.45 8.84 8.18 7.29 6.61 
0.00001 10.4 10 9.32 8.71 8.07 7.18 6.49 
0.00002 9.82 9.51 8.9 8.33 7.7 6.82 6.15 
0.00004 9.24 8.99 8.46 7.93 7.33 6.47 5.8 
0.00006 8.88 8.67 8.19 7.69 7.11 6.26 5.59 
0.00008 8.63 8.43 8 7.52 6.95 6.11 5.44 
0.0001 8.43 8.25 7.84 7.38 6.82 5.99 5.33 
0.0002 7.79 7.66 7.33 6.93 6.42 5.62 4.97 
0.0004 7.14 7.04 6.78 6.45 6 5.25 4.62 
0.0006 6.75 6.67 6.45 6.16 5.74 5.02 4.4 
0.0008 6.48 6.4 6.21 5.94 5.55 4.86 4.25 
0.001 6.26 6.2 6.02 5.77 5.4 4.73 4.13 
0.002 5.59 5.54 5.41 5.22 4.91 4.32 3.76 
0.004 4.91 4.88 4.78 4.64 4.4 3.89 3.38 
0.006 4.52 4.49 4.41 4.29 4.08 3.62 3.14 
0.008 4.23 4.21 4.14 4.04 3.85 3.43 2.98 
0.01 4.02 4 3.93 3.84 3.67 3.28 2.84 
0.02 3.34 3.33 3.28 3.21 3.09 2.78 2.42 
0.04 2.67 2.66 2.63 2.58 2.5 2.27 1.98 
0.06 2.29 2.28 2.26 2.22 2.15 1.96 1.72 
0.08 2.02 2.01 1.99 1.96 1.9 1.74 1.53 
0.1 1.82 1.81 1.79 1.77 1.72 1.58 1.39 
0.2 1.22 1.22 1.21 1.19 1.16 1.07 0.95 
0.4 0.701 0.699 0.694 0.685 0.668 0.622 0.554 
0.6 0.453 0.452 0.449 0.444 0.433 0.404 0.361 
0.8 0.31 0.309 0.307 0.304 0.297 0.277 0.248 
1 0.219 0.218 0.217 0.214 0.21 0.196 0.176 
2 0.0488 4.87E-02 4.84E-02 4.79E-02 4.68E-02 4.39E-02 3.95E-02 
4 0.00377 3.76E-03 3.74E-03 3.70E-03 3.62E-03 3.40E-03 3.07E-03 
6 3.59E-04 3.59E-04 3.56E-04 3.53E-04 3.45E-04 3.25E-04 2.93E-04 
8 3.76E-05 3.75E-05 3.73E-05 3.69E-05 3.62E-05 3.40E-05 3.07E-05 
Appendix D l l (continued) 
Table of values of W(u,beta) 
u 
Beta 
0.2 0.5 2 5 10 20 
1.00E-06 6.96 6.05 5.36 4.67 3.78 3.11 2.47 
2.00E-06 6.61 5.7 5.01 4.33 3.44 2.79 2.16 
4.00E-06 6.27 5.36 4.67 3.99 3.11 2.47 1.86 
6.00E-06 6.06 5.16 4.47 3.8 2.92 2.28 1.69 
8.00E-06 5.92 5.01 4.33 3.66 2.79 2.16 1.57 
0.00001 5.81 4.9 4.22 3.55 2.68 2.06 1.48 
0.00002 5.46 4.56 3.88 3.22 2.37 1.76 1.22 
0.00004 5.12 4.22 3.55 2.89 2.06 1.48 0.973 
0.00006 4.91 4.02 3.35 2.7 1.88 1.32 0.841 
0.00008 4.77 3.88 3.21 2.57 1.76 1.22 0.753 
0.0001 4.66 3.77 3.11 2.47 1.67 1.14 0.688 
0.0002 4.31 3.43 2.78 2.15 1.39 0.899 0.504 
0.0004 3.96 3.1 2.46 1.85 1.14 0.688 0.351 
0.0006 3.76 2.91 2.28 1.68 0.994 0.577 0.277 
0.0008 3.62 2.77 2.15 1.57 0.898 0.504 0.23 
0.001 3.5 2.67 2.05 1.48 0.827 0.451 0.198 
0.002 3.15 2.34 1.75 1.21 0.624 0.308 0.116 
0.004 2.8 2.03 1.47 0.966 0.45 0.197 6.19E-02 
0.006 2.6 1.84 1.31 0.833 0.362 0.146 4.04E-02 
0.008 2.45 1.72 1.2 0.744 0.306 0.116 2.90E-02 
0.01 2.33 1.62 1.11 0.678 0.267 9.55E-02 2.21 E-02 
0.02 1.97 1.32 0.868 0.491 0.165 4.87E-02 2.21 E-02 
0.04 1.61 1.04 0.647 0.336 9.31 E-02 2.16E-02 8.31 E-03 
0.06 1.39 0.884 0.53 0.259 6.30E-02 1.24E-02 2.53E-03 
0.08 1.24 0.776 0.453 0.212 4.64E-02 7.97E-03 1.12E-03 
0.1 1.12 0.695 0.397 0.179 3.59E-02 5.52E-03 5.87E-04 
0.2 0.767 0.46 0.245 9.71 E-02 1.43E-02 1.49E-03 3.40E-04 
0.4 0.448 0.262 0.13 4.41 E-02 4.48E-03 2.83E-04 4.93E-05 
0.6 0.293 0.169 7.99E-02 2.47E-02 1.95E-03 8.73E-05 4.24E-06 
0.8 0.201 0.115 5.29E-02 1.52E-02 9.86E-04 3.40E-05 
1 0.143 8.12E-02 3.65E-02 9.93E-03 5.47E-04 1.51 E-05 
2 3.22E-02 1.80E-02 7.60E-03 1.73E-03 5.51 E-05 
4 2.50E-03 1.39E-03 5.58E-04 1.08E-04 1.89E-06 
6 2.39E-04 1.33E-04 5.19E-05 9.26E-06 
8 2.51 E-05 1.39E-05 5.36E-06 
Appendix D12 
Table showing the values of the 
complementary error function 
X erfc(x) 
Table Programme 
O.OOE+00 1 1 
2.00E-01 0.7773 0.7773 
4.00E-01 0.5716 0.5716 
6.00E-01 0.3961 0.3961 
8.00E-01 0.2579 0.2579 
1.00E+00 0.1573 0.1573 
1.20E+00 0.0897 0.0897 
1.40E+00 0.0477 0.0477 
1.60E+00 0.0237 0.0237 
1.80E+00 0.0109 0.0109 
2.00E+00 0.0047 0.0047 
2.20E+00 0.0019 0.0019 
2.40E+00 0.0007 0.0007 
2.60E+00 0.0002 0.0002 
2.80E+00 0.0001 0.0001 
3.00E+00 0 0 
3.20E+00 0 0 
3.40E+00 0 0 
3.60E+00 0 0 
3.80E+00 0 0 
4.00E+00 0 0 
Appendix D13 
Table comparing the values of W(u,beta) 
from tables and the computer programme 
u beta W (u.beta) 
Table Programme j Error (%) 1.00E-06 1.00E-03 1.20E+01 11.98451 0.13 
1.00E-06 1.00E-02 9.93E+00 9.926066 0.04 
1.00E-06 1.00E-01 7.65E+00 7.649844 0.00 
1.00E-06 1.00E+00 5.36E+00 5.357667 0.04 
1.00E-06 1.00E+01 3.11E+00 3.111035 0.03 
1.00E-05 1.00E-03 1.04E+01 10.37415 0.25 
1.00E-05 1.00E-02 8.71 E+00 8.71438 0.05 
1.00E-05 1.00E-01 6.49E+00 6.494551 0.07 
1.00E-05 1.00E+00 4.22E+00 4.221268 0.03 
1.00E-05 1.00E+01 2.06E+00 2.059059 0.05 
1.00E-04 1.00E-03 8.43E+00 8.426002 0.05 
1.00E-04 1.00E-02 7.38E+00 7.38047 0.01 
1.00E-04 1.00E-01 5.33E+00 5.329801 0.00 
1.00E-04 1.00E+00 3.11 E+00 3.10829 0.05 
1.00E-04 1.00E+01 1.14E+00 1.135931 0.36 
1.00E-03 1.00E-03 6.26E+00 6.261006 0.02 
1.00E-03 1.00E-02 5.77E+00 5.772794 0.05 
1.00E-03 1.00E-01 4.13E+00 4.133827 0.09 
1.00E-03 1.00E+00 2.05E+00 2.050689 0.03 
1.00E-03 1.00E+01 4.51 E-01 0.4512953 0.07 
1.00E-02 1.00E-03 4.02E+00 4.012833 0.18 
1.00E-02 1.00E-02 3.84E+00 3.837543 0.06 
1.00E-02 1.00E-01 2.84E+00 2.844319 0.15 
1.00E-02 1.00E+00 1.11E+00 1.112189 0.20 
1.00E-02 1.00E+01 9.55E-02 0.09554196 0.04 
1.00E-01 1.00E-03 1.82E+00 1.813201 0.37 
1.00E-01 1.00E-02 1.77E+00 1.766322 0.21 
1.00E-01 1.00E-01 1.39E+00 1.389324 0.05 
1.00E-01 1.00E+00 3.97E-01 0.3970066 0.00 
1.00E-01 1.00E+01 5.52E-03 0.005528968 0.16 
1.00E+00 1.00E-03 2.19E-01 0.2171103 0.86 
1.00E+00 1.00E-02 2.14E-01 0.2131464 0.40 
1.00E+00 1.00E-01 1.76E-01 0.1758423 0.09 
1.00E+00 1.00E+00 3.65E-02 0.0364678 0.09 
1.00E+00 1.00E+01 1.51E-05 1.50113E-05 0.59 
2 1 40 
1 . OE-10 1 . 0 
20 . 0 5 . 556E - 0 3 
2 . 8 9 4 E - 0 3 5 . OE - 0 4 
l . O E - 0 8 5 . 0 E - 0 3 
1 .OOE+02 9 . 4 4 E - 0 2 
2 . OOE + 02 1 . 2 5 E - 0 1 
3 . OOE+02 1 . 61E - 0 1 
4 . OOE + 02 1 . 76E - 0 1 
5 .OOE+02 1 . 7 6 E - 0 1 
6 . OOE+02 1 . 91E - 0 1 
8 .OOE+02 2 . H E - 0 1 
1 .OOE+03 2 . 17E - 0 1 
1 . 4 0 E + 0 3 2 . 3 6 E - 0 1 
1 . 8 0 E + 0 3 2 . 6 0 E - 0 1 
3 . 6 0 E + 0 3 2 . 8 3 E - 0 1 
5 . 4 0 E + 0 3 3 . 19E - 0 1 
7 . 2 0 E + 0 3 3 . 3 3 E - - 0 1 
9 .OOE+03 3 . 3 3 E - - 0 1 
1 . 0 8 E + 0 4 3 . 4 1 E - - 0 1 
1 . 2 6 E + 0 4 3 . 6 2 E - - 0 1 
1 . 4 4 E + 0 4 3 . 65E- 0 1 
1 62E+04 3 . 4 9 E - 0 1 
1 80E+04 3 7 0 E - 0 1 
1 98E+04 3 8 0 E - 0 1 
2 16E+04 3 6 8 E - 0 1 
Appendix D14 
HANTIN.DAT 
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Convergence properties of the HANPUTS programme 
T guess S guess Beta guess Converge No. of Comments 
m^/day (Y/N)? iterations 
50 5.0 X 10-2 2.0 X 10-3 N 31 Diverged 
2.0 X 10-2 N 21 Diverged 
1.0 X 10-1 N 23 Diverged 
50 5.0 X 10-3 2.0 X 10-3 Y 12 Converged 
2.0 X 10-2 Y 26 Converged 
I.Ox 10-1 Y 13 Converged 
50 5.0 X 10-4 2.0 X 10-3 Y 26 Converged 
2.0 X 10-2 Y 13 Converged 
1.0 X 10-1 Y 9 Converged 
250 5.0 X 10-2 2.0 X 10-3 N 27 Diverged 
2.0 X 10-2 N 27 Diverged 
1.0 X 10-1 N 27 Diverged 
250 5.0 X 10-3 2.0 X 10-3 Y 19 Converged 
2.0 X 10-2 Y 6 Converged 
1.0 X 10-1 Y 12 Converged 
250 5.0 X 10-4 2.0 X 10-3 Y 21 Converged 
2.0 X 10-2 Y 6 Converged 
1.0 X 10-1 Y 5 Converged 
750 5.0 X 10-2 2.0 X 10-3 N 24 Diverged 
2.0 X 10-2 N 24 Diverged 
1.0 X 10-1 N 24 Diverged 
750 5.0 X 10-3 2.0 X 10-3 Y 9 Converged 
2.0 X 10-2 Y 6 Converged 
1.0 X 10-1 N 24 Diverged 
750 5.0 X 10-4 2.0 X 10-3 Y 17 Converged 
2.0 X 10-2 Y 5 Converged 
1.0 X 10-1 N 24 Diverged 
1000 5.0 X 10-2 2.0 X 10-3 N 24 Diverged 
2.0 X 10-2 N 24 Diverged 
1.0 X 10-1 N 24 Diverged 
1000 5.0 X 10-3 2.0 X 10-3 N 8 Converged 
2.0 X 10-2 N 24 Diverged 
1.0 X 10-1 N 24 Diverged 
1000 5.0 X 10-4 2.0 X 10-3 N 24 Diverged 
2.0 X 10-2 N 5 Converged 
1.0 X 10-1 N 24 Diverged 
Convergence led to values of 
Transmissivity = 588.5 m2/day 
Storativity =9.80x10-4 
Beta =1.64x10-2 
Root mean square en'or= 6.7 mm 
Appendix E 
E 1: Comparison of Hermitian interpolation and the Walton well function 
E 2: Comparison of Hermitian interpolation and the Hantush well function 
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Appendix F 
F 1: Confined pump test data 
F 2: Leaky pump test data 
Appendix F l 
Confined pump test data 
Pumping test 'Oude Korendijk' 
Radius = 30 m Radius = 90 m Radius = 60 m 
Time (s) Drawdown 
(m) 
Time (s) Drawdowfli 
(m) 
Time (s) Drawdown 
(m) 
6.00E+00 0.04 9.00E+01 0.015 6.00E+01 0.2 
1.50E+01 0.08 1.20E+02 0.021 9.00E+01 0.27 
3.00E+01 0.13 1.30E+02 0.023 1.20E+02 0.3 
4.20E+01 0.18 1.60E+02 0.044 1.50E+02 0.34 
6.00E+01 0.23 1.80E+02 0.054 1.80E+02 0.37 
8.40E+01 0.28 2.10E+02 0.075 2.40E+02 0.41 
1.14E+02 0.33 2.40E+02 0.09 3.00E+02 0.45 
1.40E+02 0.36 2.60E+02 0.104 3.60E+02 0.48 
1.68E+02 0.39 3.30E+02 0.133 4.80E+02 0.53 
2.02E+02 0.42 3.60E+02 0.153 6.00E+02 0.57 
2.40E+02 0.45 4.50E+02 0.178 7.20E+02 0.6 
3.21 E+02 0.5 5.40E+02 0.206 8.40E+02 0.63 
4.98E+02 0.57 7.80E+02 0.25 1.08E+03 0.67 
5.22E+02 0.58 9.00E+02 0.275 1.44E+03 0.72 
6.00E+02 0.6 1.08E+03 0.305 1.80E+03 0.76 
7.86E+02 0.64 1.50E+03 0.348 2.40E+03 0.81 
1.08E+03 0.68 1.80E+03 0.364 3.00E+03 0.85 
1.62E+03 0.742 2.40E+03 0.404 3.60E+03 0.9 
1.98E+03 0.753 3.18E+03 0.429 4.80E+03 0.93 
2.46E+03 0.779 3.60E+03 0.444 6.00E+03 0.96 
2.88E+03 0.793 4.50E+03 0.467 7.20E+03 1 
3.54E+03 0.819 5.40E+03 0.494 9.00E+03 1.04 
5.70E+03 0.873 6.30E+03 0.507 1.08E+04 1.07 
8.34E+03 0.915 7.20E+03 0.528 1.26E+04 1.1 
1.09E+04 0.935 9.00E+03 0.55 1.44E+04 1.12 
1.47E+04 0.966 1.08E+04 0.569 
1.80E+04 0.99 1.49E+04 0.593 
2.16E+04 1.007 1.81 E+04 0.614 
2.88E+04 1.05 2.18E+04 0.636 
3.60E+04 1.053 2.53E+04 0.657 
4.37E+04 1.072 3.25E+04 0.679 
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